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This report summarizes the ongoing research of the Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics 
Laboratory at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. 

The lab currently includes 7 graduate students: 

 Sebastian Avalos, Ph.D. student 
 Maria Bolgkoranou, Ph.D. student 
 David Casson, Ph.D. student 
 Ilkay Cevik, M.A.Sc. student 
 Joshua (Eddie) Kofman, M.A.Sc. student 
 William Midkiff, M.A.Sc. student 
 Alvaro Riquelme, Ph.D. student 

Three faculty collaborate with the lab, supporting the research and co-advising students: 

 Willy Kracht, Adjunct Professor – The Robert M. Buchan Department of Mining (Queen’s 
University) and Associate Professor – Department of Mining Engineering (U. de Chile) 

 Gema Olivo, Professor – Department of Geological Sciences and Geological Engineering (Queen’s 
University) 

 Oscar Rielo, Senior Program Coordinator – The Robert M. Buchan Department of Mining (Queen’s 
University) 

Thirteen contributions provide a view of the broad scope of the lab, which is to develop predictive models 
from the exploration to the production stage of mining operations, integrating issues related to 
uncertainty quantification and uncertainty management. The papers include original research, reviews 
and tutorials in topics related to geostatistics, geometallurgy, machine learning and deep learning applied 
to predictive modeling in mining.  

We welcome industrial and academic collaboration. If interested, please send a note to 
julian.ortiz@queensu.ca. 
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Geometallurgical modeling framework1 
Julian M. Ortiz (julian.ortiz@queensu.ca) 

Abstract 
Geometallurgical modeling allows understanding and transferring the variability of 
input variables into the downstream processes. In this paper, we present the overview 
of the geometallurgical modeling framework, and show how models developed at 
different stages of the mining production cycle can be linked to transfer the uncertainty 
from one process to the next, from the exploration to the final product. The model then 
allows for feedback and optimization, to improve decision-making.  
 
We identify the main areas of research and show how different models are combined 
to build a model of the entire mining process.  

 

1. Introduction 
The mining industry is in need of transformation. The decline in grades, increased depth of deposits, 
challenging financial, environmental and social conditions require a revolution in the way mining projects 
are developed and operated. Two main issues faced by industry are the risks associated with investment 
decisions based on uncertain parameters and the use of energy and water to develop these projects.  

In this paper, we present the framework for the development of predictive modelling techniques using 
machine learning and deep learning, and their integration with geostatistics to build predictive workflows 
of geometallurgical performance to better understand and optimize the overall processes in a systemic 
manner. This requires the integration of expert knowledge from different areas (geology, mining, mineral 
processing, extractive metallurgy, mathematical modelling and computing) to improve the use of 
resources (ore, water, energy, equipment and labor), which will make mining a more sustainable industry. 
Furthermore, measurements collected over the different stages of the mining/mineral 
processing/extractive metallurgy processes can be fed back into these models to recalibrate and improve 
their predictive capability [Benndorf and Jansen, 2017; Lillicrap et al., 2014; Ortiz et al. 2015]. These 
workflows must integrate the uncertainties that affect performance and directly impact the finances of a 
mining project [Lopez et al., 2016]. The research is strategic in nature, since the sustainability of the mining 
industry is key to maintaining our current standards of living.  

Machine learning and deep learning are at the heart of the current revolution in artificial intelligence 
[Bengio, 2009; LeCun et al., 2015]. The newest methods related to deep networks show great success in 
predictive performance in complex contexts with both structured and unstructured data [Shen et al., 
2018]. Mining generates a wealth of heterogeneous data that is currently decentralized and not fully 
exploited to improve the capacity to predict the performance of processes [Lamghari, 2017]. We propose 
to research, adapt and develop methods to capture the knowledge of these diverse data sources exploring 

                                                           
1 Cite as: Ortiz JM (2019) Geometallurgical modeling framework, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, 
Queen’s University, Annual Report 2019, paper 2019-01, 6-16. 
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deep architectures and focusing our efforts into specific stages of the mine life cycle to develop the 
building blocks of larger integrated workflows. 

This framework allows reducing the environmental impacts of mining and improving the efficiency of the 
mining extraction processes, as it incorporates the characterization of the ore and the processes when 
predicting and optimizing the mining cycle.  Improved predictive models allow optimizing extraction and 
management of the mineral resources available, optimizing water and energy consumption in the 
processing of the ore while considering renewable energy sources [Khatib et al., 2012; Maqsood et al., 
2003; More and Deo, 2003; Pamparana et al., 2019a; Pamparana et al., 2019b].  

2. Geometallurgy as a framework to optimize mining extraction 

2.1. What is geometallurgy? 
Geometallurgy combines geological, mining and metallurgical information to create spatially-based 
predictive models for mining, mineral processing and metallurgy that can be used to control the processes 
and optimize decision-making [Ortiz et al., 2015].  

It involves: 

1. materials characterization (ore and waste rocks), through testing or surveying for physical and 
chemical properties;  

2. the identification of proxy variables that will help modelling the response parameters to different 
mining and metallurgical processes;  

3. the construction of spatial predictive models to allow for planning of the extraction of ore;  
4. the procedures for modelling and controlling processes that occur downstream with the materials 

(e.g. fragmentation, materials handling, stockpiling, blending, processing), through sensors in the 
different stages; and  

5. the economic optimization of production, by means of learning approaches to allow decision-
making, account for safety, as well as environmental and strategic considerations [Lopez et al., 
2016].  

 

Geometallurgy is, by nature, an interdisciplinary research area; it has shown large economic impact in the 
mining sector and provides a platform for significant breakthroughs that the mining industry requires for 
sustainable development. Geometallurgy drives technological development and automation of processes 
and decisions. Researchers have attempted to understand the building blocks of the mining value chain 
and putting most of their effort towards optimizing each system independently. Attempts to integrate 
predictive models across the mining value chain exist. Noticeably, the concepts of Mine-to-Mill 
optimization and a few other efforts aimed at integrating geological knowledge into process performance 
predictions (rock texture as a predictor of comminution properties or clays in flotation) [Carmona and 
Ortiz, 2010; Deutsch, 2015; Deutsch et al., 2015] are evident. However, a systems modelling approach to 
the entire mining value chain is not available, as this requires having models for each stage of the mining 
process. 

2.2. Integrating Machine Learning and Deep Learning 
The rapid development of artificial intelligence, associated machine learning and deep learning techniques 
presents an opportunity for the minerals industry. AI may significantly help improve the performance of 
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mining projects by reducing resources consumption (water, energy, equipment and labor) thereby 
improving mining sustainability. Machine learning is already incorporated into Earth Sciences problems 
[Deutsch et al., 2015], but is not fully integrated into the geometallurgical workflows that model and 
optimize the performance of physical and chemical processes involved in the extraction (mining) and 
recovery (mineral processing and metallurgy) of minerals and metals. Some applications can be found 
related to geological interpretation and classification [Berubeet al., 2018; Gulbrandsen et al., 2017; 
Horrocks et al., 2015], or building the resources model based on various inputs [Chatterjee et al., 2010], 
but the use of machine learning has not been systematically explored nor applied [Deutsch, 2015]. Deep 
learning is rapidly developing, but has not been fully explored in the mining field [Avalos and Ortiz, 2019; 
Avalos et al., 2019]. In times of increasing water and energy scarcity, this framework provides a unique 
and novel approach to significantly impact the decision-making processes in mining by offering systems 
workflows to predict and optimize the mining, mineral processing and metallurgical processes. 
Understanding the relationships between rock properties and these processes performances in an 
integrated system model will lead to increasing a project’s value and, at the same time, improving 
planning that will reduce the use of water and energy, and decrease a mine’s environmental footprint. 
Our learning techniques may shed some light on current scientific issues involving the integration of 
uncertainty and variability as well as better understanding what is involved in the mining and the recovery 
process.    

2.3. Research goals 
The short-term goal is to develop the building blocks of geometallurgical predictive modelling using the 
most advanced predictive techniques available in artificial intelligence. The research goal is to propose 
new tools amenable to mining problems and demonstrate their use through integrated case studies 
involving aspects from the geological characterization of the materials to the processing stage.  

The long-term goal is to provide entirely new modelling tools to the mining industry to be integrated into 
modelling workflows in order to: 

1. advance towards a system modelling approach of the mining value chain;  
2. optimize revenues integrating multiple processes or systems, and;  
3. ensure the appropriate utilization of resources.  

 

These models will manage the variability in resources, uncertainty associated with their prediction and 
the process performance to create scenarios that reflect true potential outcomes of different decisions, 
which can then be optimized in light of acknowledged constraints. 

2.4. Optimization of geometallurgical models 
The framework provides new approaches in building predictive models for different stages of the mining 
value chain, which will be integrated into full workflows to allow for decision-making considerations 
throughout the entire system. These new approaches will draw from the latest techniques in machine 
learning and deep learning to provide more accurate and precise predictions. The work goes beyond 
statistically-based models currently used in the mining industry, and adapts learning strategies to the 
specificities of mining operations, for instance, by inputting expert geological knowledge, reinforcing 
models with phenomenological knowledge, and supporting the learning processes with feedback 
information.  
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Process optimization efforts are common in mineral processing and metallurgy (through flowsheet 
construction and optimization). However, in mining little work has been done to integrate and jointly 
optimize these processes. Furthermore, handling the ore variability and how it translates into uncertainty 
and risk in the prediction at every stage is a challenge for mining engineers [Lamghari, 2017]. In this work, 
we propose developing the building blocks to model and later optimize the mining process when 
integrating new approaches with the latter stages of mineral processing and metallurgical recovery [Lopes 
et al., 2016; Ortiz et al., 2015]. Such a collection of building blocks allows modelling the whole process 
within a single framework (instead of using a collection of proprietary software, one for each unit 
operation in the process). This allows for the process to be viewed as a system where the impact of 
decisions made at any stage of the process can be easily assessed by looking at the overall performance 
of the system. The approach of proprietary models/software for each operation unit makes it difficult 
optimize the system. Instead, a collection of local optimums is usually found, which does not translate 
into a global optimum. Using the newest techniques in machine learning and deep learning opens 
possibilities that have not previously been explored in mining [Asa, 2011; Berube et al., 2018; Cracknell 
and reading, 2014]. These techniques can be used to guide interpretations, discover causal relationships, 
synthetize and classify, and model complex systems as a black box when a phenomenological approach is 
not possible, or as a grey-box, when some understanding of the process can be combined with a statistical 
predictive model. Integrating deep learning techniques into mining problems has the potential to lead to 
breakthrough advances for mining challenges that have been outside the reach of conceptual modelling 
approaches.  

2.5. Research framework 
The goal of geometallurgical predictive modelling is to understand and optimize the effect of the rock 
characteristics and variability over the processes in the mining value chain. For example, this includes 
understanding how the rock mineralogy may affect the water recovery in tailings, or how the rock 
hardness may change the requirements of energy in the mill. One of the ways to make mining more 
sustainable is to measure and predict the performance of different processes throughout the life cycle of 
a mine. Today, several processes are reasonably understood and models exist for many of them. However, 
we cannot understand the consequences of a decision if these models are not interconnected into a 
workflow, where sensitivity analysis can be done, the effect of the variability can be understood, and a 
joint constrained optimization can be performed. Minimizing water and energy consumption, equipment 
misuse, exposure to risks, environmental footprints are all related to modelling the entire process, thus 
understanding the effects of every decision requires an integrated workflow.  

The framework provides the necessary adaptations of machine learning and deep learning techniques, 
and their integration with geostatistics, to account for the spatial context of the data and their geological 
nature for the construction of predictive models to estimate and forecast the performance of different 
processes along the mining value chain. The key aspect in this process is to be able to integrate expert 
knowledge from the geosciences into these statistical models. Machine learning and deep learning can 
help with some critical issues, such as knowledge discovery from the vast amounts of information often 
available in mining projects (during exploration to production and operation), prediction of blended 
material behavior, mixture of material of uncertain origin in the mine (phase production mixed with 
stockpiles and or re-handled materials), complex mineral processing and metallurgical processes, and 
feedback using operational data. Incorporating variability, and therefore understanding the uncertainty 
in predicted values, is key to managing risk. A general schematic of the process, and how the proposed 
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research topics address the modelling issues, is depicted in Figure 1. Specific materials characteristics can 
be sampled at some locations (X,Y,Z) providing true attribute values (if sampling errors are neglected). 
Expert knowledge is then combined with these different assays to characterize the materials, which are 
then used to build the in situ model (geological model, geometallurgical domains, and resources block 
model). This in situ model provides an approximation of the true values of the attributes, usually over a 
lattice of blocks (each with coordinates Xb,Yb,Zb). At these blocks attributes are estimates, and 
uncertainty around these estimates can be assessed. This feeds the mine planning process, where 
optimization is performed to determine the time (tb) each block is mined, and later extracted and sent to 
different streams (waste, stockpiles, processing plants). The different responses (stability of the waste 
from an acid drainage perspective, recovery of valuables, energy and water consumption during 
processing, characteristics of tailings, etc.), depend on the input and processes involved. Finally, the 
predicted (PredResp(tb)*) and actual performance (ActualResp(tb)*) can be compared and feedback 
provided to update the models.   

 

Figure 1: The geometallurgical framework. 

We focus on the development of workflows in order to define the steps necessary to ensure proper 
controls are defined in the construction of the models, considering the geological information (surface 
mappings, logged samples), and the consideration of feedback to improve the predictive performance in 
forecasting. The research is focused on the following building blocks: 

[P1] Knowledge discovery: geological information may be abundant and hard to interpret. For example, 
geochemical data may provide the concentration of tens of major and minor elements for thousands of 
samples in a deposit. Mineralogical proportions and textures can be analyzed by advanced quantitative 
microscopy in a limited number of samples. Many other geological attributes are logged from the samples, 
including alteration types, mineralogical zones, lithologies, geotechnical parameters, petrophysical data, 
texture, and hyperspectral information. Extracting information from these disparate sources can be done 
through embedding data into a lower dimensional space using linear tools such as PCA or non-linear 
embedding using manifold learning (Linear Local Embedding, Local Tangent Space Alignment, Isometric 
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Mapping, Laplacian Eigenmap, etc.) and then measuring similarity to identify distinct features [Deutsch, 
2015]. Manifold learning methods are non-linear transformation methods that also allow compression. 
These methods work to identify neighboring points in multidimensional space through some measure of 
local distance, and then perform an eigen decomposition to embed the points in a lower dimensional 
space that approximates the relative distances; conventional statistical methods are more amenable in 
this lower dimensional space. Alternatively, Stacked Denoising Autoencoders [Vincent et al., 2010] will be 
explored to synthetize the data, removing the variability and capturing the feature vectors that can be 
used for geological/geochemical interpretation [Deutsch et al., 2016], classification, spatial clustering, etc. 
Stacked Denoising Autoencoders are deep networks that stack layers to denoise corrupted versions of the 
input, hence capturing the long-range features (either in an image or in a multidimensional space). 
Applications will aim at utilizing large datasets from geochemical exploration and geological logging 
samples collected at the exploration stage and devising strategies to link them to geological knowledge 
[Guo et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2018] and applications to ore processing. The models can learn from few 
samples or interpreted cross sections of the deposit where a detailed geological interpretation has taken 
place. This knowledge can be used as training to later generalize results from the methods mentioned 
above.  

[P2] Data imputation: most multivariate modelling methods rely on the availability of a full dataset, 
without missing data. In most practical cases, not all variables are available in all samples. Devising 
approaches to complete an incomplete multivariate database becomes an important requirement to 
apply subsequent modelling techniques [Afifi and Elashoff, 1966]. Therefore, the goal is to impute values 
to fill the data table while respecting statistical and spatial correlation between variables. For this, we 
propose the use of artificial neural networks (multi-layer perceptron), and deep networks (convolutional 
or recurrent neural networks [Guresen et al., 2011; Hinton et al., 2006]). Deep neural networks are 
characterized by having several hidden layers, where parameters are passed from one layer to the next, 
which improves the predictive performance. The approach will be based on learning from the complete 
subset of the database to understand the relationships (or from a training set from a similar geological 
setting, if a fully informed subset is unavailable), and generalizing to the incomplete subset. This can be 
achieved by training with a portion of the fully informed subset, and validating with the remaining data of 
that subset [Duan et al., 2016]. An appropriate metric needs to be defined in such a way that it accounts 
for the reproduction of the statistical distribution [Jerez et al., 2010], the correlation between variables, 
and the spatial continuity. This can be extended to reproduce multivariate pattern statistics [Perez et al., 
2015]. 

[P3] Domaining: the first step in building any model based on spatially distributed geological data is to 
define the spatial domains. These domains are volumes with homogeneous properties (from a modelling 
perspective). To define these volumes, the available scattered sample data is subject to a type of 
clustering process, where similar data (from a statistical, geological and spatial point of view) are clustered 
into the same group. Then, a deterministic interpretation or a stochastic method is used to define the 
extent of the volume that encompasses data belonging to each group. Incorporating multiple attributes 
into the clustering process and definition of domains, and accounting for data imprecision, can be done 
with machine learning classification techniques (kNN, Naïve Bayes, decision trees, rules, random forest) 
and membership techniques (fuzzy regression) [Asa, 2011; Berube et al., 2018; Samui and Sitharam, 2010]. 
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[P4] Uncertainty quantification and propagation without resorting to stochastic simulation: one of the 
key limitations in uncertainty quantification is that multiple spatial models must be processed to 
understand the effect of variability in the response variable [Laloy et al., 2018; Ortiz et al., 2015; Perez et 
al., 2015]. In most practical applications, this is perceived as a significant burden, and processing each 
realization requires automating the process, which may not be possible (for example, in short term 
planning and grade control) and takes significant time. This research starts by accessing the conditional 
distribution of arbitrary volumes sent to the process [Riquelme and Ortiz, 2019]. Then the goal is to 
determine the parameters of the response uncertainty distribution based on the input uncertainty 
without going through processing multiple stochastic models. To achieve this goal, we will model the 
distribution parameters from the input and their relationship with the distribution parameters of the 
process output  using deep neural networks, as those explained in P2 [Gal, 2017].  Assigning probability 
distribution functions to the weights in these networks allows quantification of uncertainty. This brings 
many inference challenges [Gal, 2017]. This approach would allow modelling the confidence in the 
response variable as well as the response itself. It should be noted that gathering reliable production data 
is not always easy, and the prediction may need to rely on averages over relatively long time periods (e.g. 
weeks, months). Notwithstanding this drawback, experience has shown that it is possible to predict and 
update these predictions by feeding back the production data into the model (see [P6] below) [Benndorf 
and Hansen, 2017]. Furthermore, the complexities of averaging over a specific time period and the 
difficulty of tracking materials are exactly the kind of problems where deep learning works. It works this 
by capturing different levels of abstraction in the model (through different hidden layers) [Bengio, 2009].  

[P5] Time series forecasting: in the mining value chain, spatial models are turned into time series, through 
the mine schedule. Specific blocks located in the ore deposit are assigned to a given process at a particular 
point in time. This is determined after optimizing the mine plan, accounting for the precedence in the 
block’s extraction, the mine and processing capacities, and maximizing an economic objective function. 
The feed to the different processes and to the waste dump may originate from different zones in the mine, 
and may also be mixed with re-handled material that was lying in a stockpile. Tracking the in situ origin of 
materials is not always straightforward, which adds uncertainty to the feed properties of the streams of 
material that comes out of the mine. Forecasting the materials properties can be done with Elman and 
Jordan networks, which are well suited for time series data [Langkvist et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Wang 
and Gao, 2010]. These networks are similar to the multi-layer perceptron, with an added context layer 
that helps remembering the previous state, which is combined with the current state to perform the 
forecast. This context layer can also be fed from the output layer, which provides a memory of sorts to 
the network to improve the forecasts. These type of time series forecasts apply in many instances in a 
geometallurgical model, for example, when a production time series enters processes like crushing and 
grinding. 

[P6] Feedback to improve models: uncertainty in the response variable, for example, the flotation 
recovery, can be used to improve the models upstream. This has been achieved using an Ensemble Kalman 
Filter [Benndorf and Hansen, 2017], although the model requires processing multiple realizations and 
covariances drift away from the true value as forecasting progresses. In this research, we propose 
inputting production data correlated to input vectors into the predictive models (Deep Neural Networks), 
and studying the modification of training weights or directly through reinforced learning [Lillicrap et al., 
2014]. In reinforced learning a feedback loop is incorporated to input the experience resulting from the 
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prediction. The method thus learns from a utility function that rewards or penalize the result. The 
experience can be delayed in time, which generates better learning capabilities.   

[P7] Integration: applied case studies are necessary to demonstrate the integration of all or some of the 
tools developed (and others already available) and show the added value of the methodologies developed 
and the use of workflows for optimization and risk management [Lopez et al., 2016; Ortiz et al., 2015]. 
The main goal is to work with real data from mining projects and integrate the workflow from the 
geological characterization, knowledge discovery, database pre-processing (imputation, outliers 
treatment), classification, domaining, resource modelling, scheduling, and processing. The case studies 
will evaluate the performance of each component separately, by comparing results with production data 
(blast hole characterization) which are dense enough to provide a good approximation of the in situ 
ground truth. Then, the schedule will be applied to predict the process performance, which can be 
compared with historic production data over shifts of days or weeks. Further to this, simulated case 
studies can be developed to provide a ground truth for the processing response and validate the resulting 
predictions with the proposed tools. 

3. Conclusions 
Today, decision-making in mining is driven mainly by production targets constrained by external factors 
such as water availability, energy prices, and environmental regulations. This is seldom a smart approach 
to mining. Indeed, higher revenues can be achieved by integrating the modelling of the entire system to 
predict the outcomes and optimize the entire process. Geometallurgy is an integrated approach that 
facilitates the use of natural resources in the most sustainable way possible. By improving the models of 
different processes in the mining value chain and understanding the effect of decisions over the entire 
system, better decisions can be made to ensure reduced use of resources such as water and energy. This 
translates to a balance between higher recoveries of the elements of interest while at the same time 
minimizing possible waste generation and controlling impact. It is estimated that over two million tons of 
waste per day are generated by the mining industry, thus any reduction in waste generation will 
significantly improve this situation. Potentially, this approach may have a huge impact in problems such 
as the tailings of Canadian oil sands, where the fine tailings management is a major environmental liability 
extending to more than 77 square kilometers in Alberta. Reclamation of this surface could be achieved if 
the tailings can be properly treated. The establishment of geometallurgical workflows to predict the 
tailings behavior could shift this negative outcome towards a more environmentally friendly one, leading 
to a more responsible mining industry that takes action to improve the sustainability of its business, while 
minimizing environmental impacts. Similar problems are identified for other commodities in relation to 
water and energy use and to the waste footprint.  
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Abstract 
As mineral exploration activities tend to aim at deeper targets, costs per discoveries 
are getting higher. Therefore, the effective utilization of all the available data is critical 
in the decision-making process. In recent years, several different machine learning 
algorithms (MLA) have emerged and have been adopted by the mineral explorers 
because of their ability to identify the multidimensional relationship between 
evidential features. The Random Forests (RF) algorithm is an MLA which is presented 
by many studies as a practicable technique for classification mostly because of its 
simplicity in terms of understanding the internal decision-making criteria, i.e. 
identification of feature importance, ability to handle missing data and to overcome 
overfitting. RF is an assembly of decision trees that have demonstrated good 
performance as compared to other classification and regression methods.  In this 
paper, we present an exploratory study, where the random forest is used both in 
supervised and unsupervised mode along with principal component analysis over a 
dataset of geochemical analysis, to provide insights about the potential of 
mineralization in the Vazante District in Brazil. The paper is aimed at demonstrating a 
workflow of an application of advanced statistical methods and MLA to rock 
geochemistry data for classification purposes to provide geological insights about the 
underlying processes which may help to identify similar deposits in different parts of 
the earth. 
 

 

1. Introduction 
Machine learning algorithms (MLA) comprise advanced statistical methods and they are most effective 
when it comes to processing many different layers of information at the same time. The exponential 
development in computing power in recent years has enabled MLA to process large amounts of data in a 
reasonable time. MLA has been widely adopted in computer science and in many other fields of science 
and engineering.  

Mineral exploration is one of the fields that require the evaluation of many different variables at the same 
time. In mineral exploration, this may include geochemical analysis, soil, drill core, and groundwater 
samples, results of geophysical surveys with several variables such as conductivity, resistivity, magnetic 

                                                           
1 Cite as: Cevik SI, Olivo G, Ortiz JM (2019) Knowledge discovery from geochemical data with supervised and 
unsupervised methods, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2019, 
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field or total magnetic intensity values, factual maps of geological and structural features and 
interpretation maps of lithology, alteration, and structural information, among others. Each of these 
individual layers provides partial knowledge of the underlying phenomenon. A mineral explorer looks at 
those sources of information separately and tries to understand the underlying mineralization. Obviously, 
this interpretation can be enhanced if all the available information is utilized together. This justifies the 
use of MLA in mineral exploration.  

MLA and other advanced statistical methods are highly effective to identify multidimensional 
relationships between different data and can be used as a tool in exploration activities to increase the 
success rate and reduce the cost per discovery.  

This paper is aimed at demonstrating a workflow of an application of advanced statistical methods and 
MLA to rock geochemistry data for classification purposes to provide geological insights about the 
underlying processes which may help to identify similar deposits in different parts of the earth. 

2. Machine learning applied to mineral exploration 
Since most of the near-surface deposits are discovered, mineral exploration activities have a tendency for 
both aiming deeper targets (Wood and Hedenquist, 2019), and more complex geological settings (Caté et 
al., 2017). Therefore, the industry started to adopt the state of art, high precision and high accuracy data 
collection and analysis methods. As the precision and accuracy of the sensors increase, the number of 
variables to deal with increases. Moreover, the rate of data production is also increasing rapidly with the 
help of advancing technology. A portable spectrometer, for example, makes it possible for a geologist to 
analyze hundreds of soil samples in a day and identify the element or mineral content of the material. In 
order to cope with this tremendous amount of new generation data sets, machine learning methods are 
starting to be utilized. Caté et al. (2017) present a workflow to combine physical properties of the rock 
with machine learning methods to predict the presence of invisible gold in a drill core which is crucial to 
determine sampling intervals. Similarly, Bérubé et al. (2018) show that petrophysical properties of the 
rocks are good predictors for the identification of lithology and alteration types.  

Rodriguez-Galiano et al. (2015) compare four MLA, neural networks, random forest, regression trees and 
support vector machines, in their ability to generate predictive models for mineral prospectivity. 
According to the study, random forest outperformed the other MLA in terms of the accuracy for the 
delineation of the prospective areas, their sensitivity to hyperparameters, sensitivity to the size of the 
training data and interpretability of the results. The random forest also yielded better ROC analysis results. 
Many other authors (Harris and Grunsky, 2015; Carranza et al., 2015; McKay and Harris, 2016) also showed 
that random forest is an effective and interpretable tool for producing predictive mapping for exploration.  

The main use of random forest in these studies is the classification, which is a supervised technique and 
requires a set of training samples. However, the random forest can also be used as an unsupervised tool 
(Breiman, 2001) to find natural clusters within a dataset to provide insights. There are few studies that 
use the random forest as a clustering tool rather than classification (Chen et al., 2019).  

In this paper, we present an exploratory study, where the random forest is used both in supervised and 
unsupervised mode along with principal component analysis over a dataset of geochemical analysis, to 
provide insights about the potential of mineralization in the Vazante District in Brazil. 
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3. Methodology 

3.1. Data Processing 
Geochemical data generally need to be processed before conducting a statistical analysis. The most 
common two reasons for the treatment are the existence of censored values and closure of the analysis 
results. The former is due to the limitations of analytical methods. Some of the samples have element 
concentrations lower than the detection limit hence reported as “less than detection limit”. Samples that 
contain censored values in some variables should either be removed from the data (if they are found 
erroneous or unreliable) or the cells should be replaced with a numeric value to conduct statistical analysis 
with a process called imputation. The removal of the samples with some censored values causes to lose 
all the other information included by the associated sample. In some cases, the amount of informed 
variables to be lost might be substantial. Therefore, it is worthwhile to consider using imputation 
methods.  

There are several imputation methods available. A common practice in the industry is to use half of the 
detection values. In this study, we use the k-nearest neighbor in Aitchison distance method by using the 
function available in the R package called ‘robCompositions’ (Templ et al. 2011). k is the number of closest 
samples to be used in imputation. The distance metric used for compositional data is Aitchison distance 
which is calculated by the formula below (Hron et al. 2010): 

 

where,  𝑑  is the distance between samples X and Y, D is the total dimension of the samples (total 
variables) and 𝑥 ,  and 𝑦 ,  are the ith and jth variable of the sample. 

The other correction is for closure. This originates from the special status of the compositional data. 
Compositional data refers to the type of data in which variables are strictly positive and carry only relative 
information (Pawlowsky-Glahn et al. 2015) and their statistical evaluation requires caution. Since the 
samples only carry the relative information and they are constrained to sum up to a whole, instead of the 
information of a part, ratios are needed to compare different samples in a consistent way. Ratios, on the 
other hand, (1) are not symmetric, in other words, changing the position of the numerator and 
denominator does not result in symmetric values around a specific value, and they are strictly positive 
numbers. In order to address these limitations, using log-ratios is proposed by Aitchison (1982). This study 
uses centered log-ratios (clr) for principal component analysis.  

3.2. Supervised Random Forest – Classification 
Classifying rocks types by using their petrophysical, geochemical or geophysical properties is an important 
task in mineral exploration especially when the different units with highly similar lithological features exist 
in the geological setting. Multivariate nature of the rock geochemistry is helpful to classify rocks and most 
of the time it is more affordable and faster than other methods such as age determination by using 
isotropy or palynostratigraphy.  
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A way of conducting the classification task with multivariate data is to train a machine learning algorithm 
with the known samples, i.e. the rocks samples that the practitioner can confidently classify. Decision Tree 
(DT) is one of the machine learning methods which aims to split the database to achieve maximum purity 
in each side of the split by searching the best threshold of the best variable (Fig. 1). Breiman et al. (1984) 
describe that DT starts by splitting the parent node into binary pieces, where the child nodes are purer 
than the parent node. Optimum splitting criteria are chosen to maximize the purity. 

𝛥𝑖(𝑠, 𝑡) = 𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑝𝐿𝑖(𝑡𝐿) − 𝑝𝑅𝑖(𝑡𝑅) 

where s is the candidate feature to split the parent node t and parent node t is divided by s into the child 
left node 𝑡𝐿 with a proportion 𝑝𝐿 and the right node 𝑡𝑅 with a proportion 𝑝𝑅. The i is the measurement of 
impurity which is generally calculated by the Gini index. 

𝐼 𝑡 = 1 − 𝑓 𝑡 , 𝑗  

where 𝑓 𝑡 , 𝑗 is the proportion of the samples with the value 𝑥𝑖 belonging to leave 𝑗 as node. The 

lower Gini Index means more homogenous groups in each node. Because of their nature, DTs are prone 
to overfit the data very easily which eventually causes low prediction accuracy for unknown samples. One 
way to avoid this problem is to prune the tree to some extent but this may cause underfitting which results 
in very coarse classifications. The optimum degree of pruning can be found by sensitivity analysis. 

Random Forest (RF), on the other hand, is an ensemble of many decision trees and does not overfit the 
data (Fig. 1). It prevents overfitting by randomizing the tree building process. It introduces the randomness 
to the process in two ways; given that the number of samples in a training set is N, N number of samples 
is sampled with replacement, which is also called bootstrapping. This creates a distinct training set for 
each decision tree in the forest. Secondly, in each split, the algorithm is forced to choose m out of M 
variables randomly to split the data so that decisions in the nodes will be partially different in each 
decision tree. Trees grow without any pruning. The resultant is the combination of imperfect decision 
trees and they are asked for voting for decisions. The majority of the votes determines the final prediction 
of the forest (Breiman, 2001). Averaging the imperfect decisions results in a high rate of prediction 
accuracy. 
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Figure 1 Summary of a decision tree (on the left) and random forest (on the right) structure. 

Model Preparation 
Hyperparameter tuning and addressing the overfitting are the two most common considerations in a 
supervised study.  

Hyperparameter tuning: In the random forest algorithm, apart from the feature selection process, there 
are two major parameters which may have a considerable impact on the prediction results. These are (1) 
the amount of the trees to grow in a forest and (2) the number of the maximum feature that is supposed 
to be selected randomly at each node to find the best split criterion among them. Tuning the first one is 
straightforward since as the number of the decision trees (DT) increases, the accuracy of the prediction 
converges to a plateau. In this case, we simulated a set of forest that has 10 to 1000 DT and found that 
200 DT was enough to reach the plateau.  

The number of maximum features to be used requires more attention. As this number increases, the 
accuracy rate increases only up to a certain point before it starts to decrease again. Breiman 2001, explains 
that the error rate depends on two things. Firstly, it depends on the correlation between any two trees in 
the forest. Increasing the correlation increases the forest error rate and should be avoided.  Secondly, the 
strength of each individual tree in the forest. An individual tree with a low error rate is a strong classifier. 
Increasing the strength of the individual trees decreases the error rate and deserves to be attempted.  

Paradoxically, reducing the number of features to be used decreases both correlation and strength and 
similarly increasing it increases both. For this reason, the value needs to be tuned to an optimal level. 
Fortunately, this optimum value is not located in a very narrow window. In our case, for example, twenty 
to forty variables were needed to reach the highest accuracies. In fact, as the population size increases, 
the effect of this parameter also diminishes. There is one small (n=180) and one larger database (n=400) 
in this study and the decision of the number of maximum features to be used had a lesser effect on the 
larger dataset.  

Overfitting: Basically, RF comprises many weak decision trees. They are weak because individual trees do 
not see the original training set completely and cannot use all the variables to build the tree. Therefore, 
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individual trees cannot overfit to the training data and result being a weak learner. Using the majority 
vote of an ensemble of weak learners increases the accuracy of the forest as a whole.  

3.3. Unsupervised Random Forest and Principal Component Analysis - Clustering 

Principal Component Analysis 
Principal component analysis (PCA) can be used as an exploratory data analysis tool for the multivariate 
geochemical data since it reduces the dimensions by creating new auxiliary variables which are a linear 
combination of the original variables. These new variables usually explain different underlying geological 
processes (Grunsky, 2010). Therefore, PCA can be used for both the purposes of dimension reduction and 
factorization to understand the underlying processes which separate the different classes. The first 
principal components usually reveal the regional geological patterns such as different terrain or 
lithological boundaries. Lesser components, on the other hand, may reveal subtle features like alteration 
or mineralization (Grunsky et al., 2014).  

In this study, PCA is applied to centered log ratio (clr) transformed data to interpret the processes and 
visualize the relationship of samples and variables. Additionally, random forest clustering has been 
applied to the PCA scores to gain more insight into the relationships.  

Unsupervised Random Forest 
Random Forest is mostly used for supervised classification tasks. However, it can be used as a clustering 
tool with the help of its proximity matrix (Breiman 2001). This proximity matrix can be converted to a 
distance matrix which allows conducting clustering. Most of the clustering algorithms only deal with the 
numerical data, since they calculate the distances between samples only by numerical data and some 
definition of distance, such as Euclidian or Manhattan. Random forest, on the other hand, is able to create 
a distance metric by assimilating categorical and numerical data. This is an important feature of the RF for 
geoscience data, especially for mineral exploration since geologists need to use a lot of qualitative and 
categorical descriptions such as the color of a soil sample, sorting of a sandstone, the existence of a 
coarsening upward sequence or grain size of an intrusive rock during the field studies. The random forest 
can create a distance level between well sorted and poorly sorted sandstones or light gray and dark green 
intrusive rocks. 

Random forest creates the proximity matrix between samples as follows: 

1. It creates a synthetic database with the same number of samples and variables than the original 
data set; 

2. For each variable of a sample, a random value is drawn from the distribution of that variable in 
the original data set; 

3. This results in a synthetic database without any natural correlation between samples; 
4. Original and synthetic data are labeled differently and a supervised classification task is performed 

to separate them. A low error rate indicates that the original data set has a strong relationship 
between variables;  

5. A counter for each sample in the original data set works anytime a pair of samples ends up in the 
same decision node during the classification, in other words, if two samples end up being in the 
same decision node, their similarity increases by 1; 

6. At the end of this process, similarity values are normalized, dividing them by the number of trees 
in the forest – this gives a similarity value between 0 and 1. The proximity matrix can be converted 
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into a distance matrix as explained in Shi and Horvath (2006): DISSIM= √(1-SIM), and used as input 
to clustering algorithms like partitioning around medoids (PAM). Additionally, multidimensional 
scaling (MDS) can be applied to project the samples into a coordinate system in which distance 
between samples are preserved. 

  

The proximity matrix can be huge in case of very big data sets and might not be possible to calculate 
because it requires a lot of memory. This can be overcome by creating a smaller subset and conducting a 
clustering task in the small database. Once cluster labels are achieved, it becomes a classification problem. 
Therefore, cluster membership can be used as labels and a supervised classification can be conducted to 
assign all the samples to the clusters. A way to overcome this problem is presented in Cevik and Ortiz 
(2019) in this report. 

4. Case Study: Base metal mineralization in Vazante District, Brazil  
The samples used in this study are located in the Vazante Group, a N-S trending, 250 km long belt that 
mainly comprises Mesoproterozoic-Neoproterozoic carbonate-dominant sedimentary sequence which is 
trusted over Neoproterozoic rocks during the Brasiliano Orogeny, in Brazil and it hosts the world’s largest 
hypogene zinc silicate deposits, the Vazante and North Extension mines in the south of the belt. In the 
northern part (Paracatu District), it hosts Pb – Zn sulfide deposits such as Morro Agudo, Ambrosia 
(Cordeiro et al., 2018).  

The first database belongs to Morro Agudo in Vazante – Paracatu sector (VP), a sulfide deposit which is 
the largest known Mississippi-Valley Type deposit (MVT) in Brazil. Main ore minerals are sphalerite and 
Galena and orebodies are named from lower to upper as GHI – breccia-hosted orebody, JK – sphalerite 
rich doloarenite orebody, L – galena rich doloarenite body (samples from latter two were combined as JKL 
in this study), M – lower replaced stratiform orebody and N – upper replaced stratiform body. The deposit 
is hosted by stromatolitic dolostones, doloarenites and dolorudites of Morro do Calcario formation 
(Cordeiro et al. 2018). 

The second database belongs to the siliciclastic and carbonate rocks at the southern part of the belt in 
which Vazante Deposit is located (Vazante Sector – VS).  The ore mineral in Vazante deposit is the 
hypogene willemite, which is a zinc silicate mineral with the formula of Zn2SiO4. Although these kinds of 
deposits contain very high grade of Zn, there are very few zinc-silicate mines around the world. It is not 
very clear if this scarcity is a result of the fact that probability of having these deposits is very low or they 
are just underexplored because of lack of exploration methods (Olivo et al. 2018). For example, most of 
the geophysical methods are specialized to detect sulfide bodies and these types of deposits do not have 
common physical features with sulfides (McGladrey et al., 2017; Olivo et al. 2018). This deposit is located 
in stratigraphically lower Serra do Poco Verde formation in the Vazante Sequence which comprises 
intercalation of shales and dolomites (McGladrey et al. 2015).  

The database from Morro Agudo deposit comprises a total of 182 rock samples including ore, host rock, 
and barren samples. A relatively larger database with a total of 407 rock samples from Vazante Sector (VS) 
on the other hand, it contains different stratigraphic units comprising both siliciclastic and carbonate units 
except ore samples. The data were corrected for closure and censored values as explained in the previous 
section. The available geochemical data, analysis methods and the associated number of variables are 
listed in the table below (Table 1). 
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Table 1 Summary of the database; pre-processing, analysis methods, number of variables 

Data Details 
Analysis Results Corrected (imputation and log transformation) 

Major Oxides (14) - XRF 
SiO

2
, Al

2
O

3
, Fe

2
O

3
, CaO, MgO, Na

2
O, K

2
O, Cr

2
O

3
, TiO

2
, MnO, P

2
O

5
, BaO, SrO 

(Only Vazante Sector) 

Multi Element - ME-MS81 (31) 
Ba, Ce, Cr, Cs, Dy, Er, Eu, Ga, Gd, Ge, Hf, Ho, La, Lu, Nb, Nd, Pr, Rb, Sm, Sn, 
Sr, Ta, Tb, Th, Tm, U, V, W, Y, Yb, Zr 

Multi Element - ME-MS42 (10) As, Bi, Hg, In, Re, Sb, Sc, Se, Te, Tl 
Multi Element - ME-4ACD8 (10) Ag, Cd, Co, Cu, Li, Mo, Ni, Pb, Sc, Zn 

5. Results 
For the classification task, the database containing rock samples are randomly divided; one half is used 
for training of the algorithm and the remaining data were kept for testing the results. Hyperparameter 
tuning is conducted as explained in Section 3.2. Since the sample amount is limited, especially for Morro 
Agudo database with 182 samples, the prediction task was simulated 100 times with random selections 
of training and test data, therefore accuracy results can be reported as a set of results instead of a single 
accuracy score in order to capture the variability in the accuracies.  

Morro Agudo 

 

Vazante Sector 

 
Figure 2 Accuracy distribution of the two ML algorithm. Random forest (RF) is located 

on the left-hand side. Decision Tree (DT) is located on the right-hand side of each 
figure. 

 

In both databases (VP and VS), the RF classifier showed slightly better performance than the DT as it is 
expected (Fig. 2). Confusion matrices (Fig. 3) show where are the most erroneous samples. Figure 2 also 
shows that the accuracy rate of the RF is not only higher but also the error rate has less spread around 
the mean. 

The confusion matrix for the Morro Agudo deposit shows that there is a considerable amount of confusion 
between JKL and GHI ore bodies (Fig. 3) meaning that a supervised classification is not very successful to 
separate those. This could be the result of the fact that there is a limited amount of data or two ore bodies 
have similar nature. The confusion matrix of the Vazante Sector, on the other hand, suggests that 
prediction of an unknown sample would be successful with a supervised classification process. 
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Morro Agudo – Vazante Paracatu (VP) 

 

Vazante Sector (VS) 

 
Figure 3 Confusion matrices, VP (on the right) and VS (on the left). One realization out of 100 simulations. 

In plots of the principal components of the VS samples, there is an association of MgO, CaO, Sr, C and loss 
on ignition on the positive side of the PC1. These characterize the Carbonate rocks while in the negative 
side of PC1, the association of the elements like Zr, Hf, Ta, Nb and, REE characterizes the detrital 
contribution (Fig. 4). Mineralization within the siliciclastic domain (Serra do Garrote) is captured in PCA by 
the association of As, C, Cu, Hg, Mo, Ni, Pb, Re, Sb, Se, S, Te, U, V, Zn in the positive side of PC1 (Fig. 4). 

In PCA of VP, the association of Zn, Cd, Hg, S, MnO, Pb, Se, Sn, Sb, Fe2O3, CaO, MgO, C characterizes GHI 
and JKL ores while association of Sb, Fe2O3, As, and S differentiates M, and BaO and REE indicates N ore 
bodies. There is a variety of information that can be discovered by inspecting the different PC plots. In 
Figure 5, for example, PC1 vs PC2 does not capture the difference between M and the JKL, GHI orebodies, 
although it clearly separates the N orebody from the others. However, plotting PC3 against PC1 helps to 
distinguish M orebody from the JKL and GHI orebodies. 

 

Figure 4 Biplot of the geochemical data from Vazante Sector (VS). PC1 vs PC2 of the whole data in the right and only the Serra do 
Garrote Unit on the left. 
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Figure 5 PC plots of the geochemical data from Vazante – Paracatu (VP) Sector. 

Unsupervised random forest is applied to a subset of the VS database. Only ‘Serra do Garrote’ samples 
were used to conduct the clustering study in order to test if hydrothermally enriched samples – 
interpreted from PCA – were detected by RF unsupervised method. After a distance matrix is produced as 
explained before, multidimensional scaling is applied for visual inspection. MDS plots showed 3 distinct 
clusters (Fig. 6). Partitioning around medoids (PAM) is applied to the distance matrix to produce 3 clusters. 
Box plots show that cluster 3 clearly has higher background than the other clusters (Fig. 7).  

  
Figure 6 MDS plots, 1 -2 and 1 - 3, of the dissimilarity matrix of unsupervised random forest 

6. Discussion 
Supervised classification test shows that JKL and GHI ore bodies have very similar geochemical signatures 
and it is difficult to distinguish them by pure geochemistry. This may indicate that these bodies could be 
sourced from the same source. This can be confirmed with mineralogical studies.  

In the VS sector, however, classification resulted in high accuracy rate for almost all the units. Therefore, 
it can be used for correlation studies between drill holes when it is difficult to distinguish similar units like 
different carbonate levels. 
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PCA shows that there is an association of Zn, Cd, Hg, S, MnO, Pb, Se, Sn, Sb, Fe2O3, CaO, MgO, C for the 
JKL and GHI ore bodies and Sb, Fe2O3, As, and S association for the M ore body. This implies that these 
elements can be used as pathfinders in a regional geochemical exploration in the region. In VS data set, 
the association of the As, C, Cu, Hg, Mo, Ni, Pb, Re, Sb, Se, S, Te, U, V, Zn interpreted as mineralized 
horizons in the siliciclastic domain (Serra do Garrote). 

Similarly, unsupervised RF clustering study resulted in one cluster with a distinctly high background of 
these elements (Fig. 7). Olivo et al. 2018 report that evidence of metal enrichment in the underlying 
siliciclastic rocks are considered as a source of metals and they are a good indicator of potential 
mineralization in the upper units. Therefore, the unsupervised random forest could also be used to detect 
potential mineralization zones for regional surveys by identifying natural multivariate clusters with high 
background levels. 

 

Figure 7 Distribution of elements association captured in PCA, based on random forest clusters. 

7. Conclusions 
A workflow combining supervised and unsupervised methods can provide insights into mineral 
exploration studies. The supervised random forest can be used in correlation studies when it is difficult to 
separate the units by visual inspection during the logging studies. PCA can be used to identify the 
multivariate nature of mineralization and thus can be used to identify pathfinder elements. Unsupervised 
random forest clustering can be used to enhance the anomaly detection. Additionally, since it provides an 
opportunity to calculate the distance between samples by using categorical, qualitative or descriptive 
features, field observations of the geologists can be integrated to all above-mentioned clustering or 
classification studies. 
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Abstract

This work explores the Recursive Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN) technique in
terms of describing (1) the inner architecture, (2) the training process and (3) the simu-
lation algorithm in a multiple-point statistics simulation framework. To acquire a more
intuitive understanding of the previous description, visualizations of hidden layers acti-
vations using three different training images is presented. Two interesting applications
(1) using RCNN E-types as secondary information for MPS algorithms and (2) training
RCNN with scarce and limited information, are also explored.

1. Introduction

Deep Learning techniques (Goodfellow et al., 2016), a set of Deep Neural Networks (DNN), have enriched
the geoscientist toolkit during the last few years. Finding applications of DNN in geostatistics has gained
the researchers’ attention. While some authors propose the integration of DNN as secondary elements inside
accepted workflows, others are exploring the possibilities of new workflows built only up by DNN elements.
This is reflected particularly in the multiple-point statistics (MPS) simulation framework where partially
integrated DNN workflows are presented by Azamifard et al. (2019) using Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) and by Hashemi et al. (2014) using Feedforward Neural Networks, while fully DNN workflows are
presented by Mosser et al. (2017); Laloy et al. (2018) use Generative Adversarial Neural networks, Laloy
et al. (2017) use CNN coupled with Variational Autoencoders and Avalos and Ortiz (2019a,b) use nested
CNNs.

In this work, we explore the Recursive Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN) technique (Avalos and
Ortiz, 2019a,b). The RCNN corresponds to a set of N nested CNNs, all trained with the same Training
Image, in such a way that the CNNi predicts a pattern based on a very small number of conditional
nodes and the previously predicted patterns from CNNi−1,..., CNN1. How to convert the training image
in a training dataset, the RCNN architecture and the training and simulation processes are described in
section 2. Understanding the learned features by means of hidden layer visualizations, boosting other MPS
methods with the RCNN E-type as probability map (soft data), and ideas/discussions of using RCNN
without training image are the purpose of section 3. Lastly, a brief summary ends the present work.

2. Describing the RCNN technique

In this section the RCNN is described in terms of (1) the building process of the training dataset from
a training image, (2) the building blocks of the RCNN architecture, and (3) the training and simulations
processes.

1Cite as: Avalos S, Ortiz JM (2019) Exploring the RCNN technique in a multiple-point statistics framework, Predictive
Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2019, paper 2019-03, 30-40.
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2.1. Training image as training dataset
Training images (TI), a key assumption on any multiple-point statistic methods, are assumed to contain

a variety of possible patterns distributed in accordance with the phenomenon to be modelled. For instance,
Figure 1 shows three different TIs used throughout this work.

Channels Lizard mosaic Circles mosaic

 1

 2

Figure 1: Training images used in this work. (a) Channels, (b) lizard mosaic and (c) circle mosaic.

Let SG and IP be the collocated search grid and inner pattern. Users decide their dimensions, being
suggested the use of odd values. From the TI, all pairs SG ↔ IP are extracted. Over each pair, a small
amount of known locations at the SG are extracted (∼ 0.1%−5.0%), defining the so-called data event (dev).
The main aim is to train the RCNN using dev as input to predict the IP. To avoid unnecessary data storage,
the {dev, IP} tuples are created, used and erased at each epoch (cycle) during the training process and only
the source SG ↔ IP are kept to provide the next {dev, IP} tuples for the next epoch.

2.2. The RCNN architecture
We begin by describing a conventional CNN (Figure 2. Left), which is composed of a feature extraction

section and a classification section. Let X, Wm, bm and Hm be the input, filters, bias vectors and hidden
layers, respectively in the feature extraction section. Hm results of convolving Wm over Hm−1, adding a bias
vector bm and passing the result through (1) a Batch-Normalization function, (2) a non-linear activation
function and (3) a pooling function (Equation 1).

Hm =
{

X if m = 0
pool(g(BN(WmHm−1 + bm))) if 0 < m ≤M

(1)

Convolution The process of sliding filters over the input while performing the sum of an element-wise
multiplication between the filter values and the values of the corresponding input section.

Activation function g(·). A non-linear transformation applied element-wise over each hidden layer. It
has an active zone where its derivative is not zero. A rectified linear unit (ReLU) function is used in
this work.

Batch Normalization BN(·). It normalizes the convolution results before passing them through the
activation function. It subtracts the mean and divides by the respective standard deviation, over each
feature map (the convolving result of each filter).

Pooling pool(·) It performs a downsampling of each feature map. Here, the max pooling function is used,
which maintains the maximum value of zone of 2× 2 with a stride of 2× 2.

In the classification section, WFCf
, bf and FCf are the weight matrices, bias vector and hidden fully

connected layer, respectively. FCf results of a matrix multiplication between WFCf
and FCf−1, adding
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a bias vector bf and passing the result through (1) a Batch-Normalization function and (2) an activation
function (Equation 2).

FCf =
{

V ec(HM ) if f = 0
g(BN(WF Cf FCf−1 + bf )) if 0 < f ≤ F

(2)

The first feedforward network FC0 corresponds to a vector-representation V ec(HM ) of the last hidden
layer HM . The last layer FCF passes through a softmax function to obtain the expected probability for each
category on a categorical prediction. The predicted category is selected based on the maximum probability
value.

Figure 2: Architectures. (Left) Conventional CNN. (Right) Scheme of the ith nested CNN in a RCNN architecture.

The idea behind the RCNN technique is to nest several CNNs so the CNNi is trained to predict the closest
pattern for a given data event concatenated with the previously simulated patterns from CNNi−1,...,CNN1
(Figure 2. Right). Note that the simulated pattern differs from the predicted pattern since, once predicted,
only a certain percentage of the pattern is actually frozen on the simulation grid (see subsection 2.4). The
purpose behind the recursiveness is the improvement of results quality by taking into account the previously
simulated information.

2.3. Training
Let Di, with i ∈ 0, .., N , be the ith domain (simulation grid), with the size of the TI. Randomly, a small

amount of conditioning data is extracted from the TI and assigned to each domain. The simulation process
(see subsection 2.4) is performed on each domain, except for D0. The CNNi simulates Di. The data base
(DBi), inputs↔ outputs (Xi ↔ IPReal), is extracted from the simulated domains to train each CNNi. Here,
Xi represents the concatenated input [SG(D0), SG(D1), ..., SG(Di−1)] collocated with IPReal (known from
the TI). The loss function (Equation 3) to be minimized during training corresponds to the sum of all cross
entropies between the predicted IP and the real IP. It makes use of the predicted probability p̂(k) and the
real probability p(k), coming from IPReal, represented as a vector of [0.. 1 ..0] with 1 at position k. This
reduces the complexity of Equation 3 when calculated.

Li(Θi) = −
∑

(a,b)∈IP

K∑
k=1

(
log p̂

(
k|RSa,b; (Xi, Θi)

))
· p
(
k|IPReal

a,b ; (Xi)
)

(3)

Inner parameters Θ = {W,b} are initialized as random values from a normal gaussian truncated function.
Each CNNi receives a mini-batch of m samples from DBi, estimates the gradient with respect to the loss
function, ∇ΘLi(Θi) ≈ ∇Θ

[
1/m

∑m
k=1 Li

(
Θi; Xi

k

)]
, and performs a parameter update Θi

t ← Θi
t + 4Θi by

inferring the updated direction 4Θi with respect to the gradient ∇ΘLi
(
Θi
)

by using the Adam Optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014). After all CNNi have been trained by all mini-batches, the first epoch is completed.
In this work, all RCNN are trained with 400 epochs with a fixed learning rate of 3 · 10−3.

2.4. Simulation
The available conditioning data migrate to the closest nodes at each Di. Every domain is simulated,

starting on D1 and ending with DN . A single random path is previously defined and then used for all
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domains. Along the path, and at every unknown location, the Xi matrix is fed into the CNNi to obtain the
predicted IPi. Then, instead of freezing all IPi values in Di, only a random percentage of them are selected
and frozen at unknown locations. Particularly, the unknown center is always simulated. The percentage of
random values used in this work is 50%.

3. Exploring the RCNN technique

In this section the RCNN is analyzed once trained by means of (1) visualizing the activity at the hidden
layers, (2) a simple workflow to boost other MPS technique with RCNN, and (3) training the RCNN with
only scarce information without training image.

3.1. Visualization of hidden layers
The usual approach to visualize feature maps in the hidden layers is to project back their values to the

input space (Zeiler and Fergus, 2014). This is valid and appropriate when the CNN is trained with fully
informed images as ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009), where hierarchical features are implicit on each image of
the set. However, this approach seems not suitable here since each input corresponds to a small amount of
conditioning data embedded in a matrix of zeros (unknown nodes) and previously simulated patterns. To
deal with this issue, we propose to begin by a direct visualization of activity of inner neurons (hidden layers)
when fed by different input data.

We trained three different RCNN using the conditions depicted in subsection 2.3, each one with one of
the training images of Figure 1. Each RCNN has a SG/IP of 19 × 19/19 × 19 and four nested CNNs and
four hidden layers, each one with 16 feature maps. Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate the activities
of each feature map at each hidden layer for two different inputs (data events and the respective simulated
patterns) at the last CNN in the trained RCNN.

The first hidden layer (HL 1) has feature maps that react completely to the presence of structures, oth-
ers react to the background and a few others almost replicate the data event plus some small noise. These
seem to decompose the input data into uncorrelated structures, mimicking other statistical processes that
transform raw data into uncorrelated factors. As we move onto deeper layers their sizes are reduced due to
the max pooling function. The HL 2 intensifies the input decomposition. HL 3 seems to start an encoding
process ending with a HL 4 behaving as a digital fingerprint of the raw input.

Note that the output (predicted pattern) is different to the target pattern when the latter has pointed
and linear shapes, and is similar for rounded shapes. Also, small details (1 to 3 nodes in extension) are
hardly captured and reproduced, possibly attributed to the use of square filters and pooling functions.

We can use visualizations to validate the use of certain functions in the inner architecture. For instance,
Figure 6 illustrates the activity on hidden layers when Batch Normalization is not included. In HL 1,
eight over sixteen feature maps do not react to the input stimulus, five of them barely react but in a
fuzzy manner and only three respond but in a similar fashion. This can be interpreted as (1) there is no
input decomposition due to the lack of a regularization technique (as Batch Normalization does), and (2)
most neurons in the first hidden layer are so-called dead neurons due to vanishing gradient problem during
training, decreasing considerably the effectiveness of the entire network in terms of minimizing Equation 3.
The subsequent hidden layers show similar behaviours as HL 1. In particular, HL 4 now does not seem to
act as a digital fingerprint of a learnt pattern, reflected in a predicted pattern (output) that is not accurate
with respect to the target pattern as shown when Batch Normalization is included.
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Figure 3: Channels. Activation zones on features maps at each hidden layer feeding two different data events as input.

Figure 4: Lizards mosaic. Activation zones on features maps at each hidden layer feeding two different data events as input.
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Figure 5: Circles mosaic. Activation zones on features maps at each hidden layer feeding two different data events as input.

Figure 6: Channels. Activation zones on features maps at each hidden layer when Batch Normalization is not included in the
RCNN architecture.

Now, if neither the Batch Normalization nor the Max Pooling (2× 2) functions are included (Figure 7)
the previous analysis is amplified in terms of a lack of pattern recognition during the learning process of
inputs↔ outputs (Xi ↔ IPReal). Indeed, only four of the sixteen features maps in HL 1 seem to be activated
to the conditioning data presence, five to the previously simulated patterns and the rest seems to have dead
neurons. The last hidden layer (HL 4) is composed of either fully activated or inert feature maps. Lastly,
only the direction of the target pattern is predicted but shapes are poorly reproduced.
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Figure 7: Channels. Activation zones on features maps at each hidden layer when neither Batch Normalization nor Max
Pooling are included in the RCNN architecture.

3.2. Using RCNN E-type as secondary information in MPS
The RCNN is trained to provide the most probable class/category at each node during simulations. As

shown previously (Avalos and Ortiz, 2019a,b) this leads to a lack of reproduction in the probability of classes,
at each realization, but to a reasonable probability map when the E-type is considered over a certain number
of possible scenarios. Therefore, it is interesting to merge RCNN with any other classic MPS technique
(Figure 8) so the former provides an exhaustive probability map while the latter integrates this conditional
probability as soft data, improving the quality of its realizations.

Figure 8: Diagram. Integration of RCNN E-type as soft data for any other MPS algorithm.

In probability aggregation, the posterior probability when the conditioning data and the local probabili-
ties from the RCNN are considered independent of each other, is directly the product of their probabilities.
This is mostly unusual so redundancy must be taken into account. There are some approaches to tackle
this problem. Bordley (1982) proposes a general formula using the respective odd ratios for each probability
known as the Brodley’s formula. The tau-nu model (Journel, 2002; Polyakova and Journel, 2007), based
also on their odd ratios, has a straightforward expression when dealing with binary variables that is also a
particular case of the Broadley’s formula.

Let u be an unknown location and Pa[Z(u) = c] the final aggregated probability for category c . Let
PTI [Z(u) = c], PMPS [Z(u) = c] and PRCNN [Z(u) = c] be the TI a-priori probability, the MPS proba-
bility without accounting for secondary information and the probability coming from the E-type RCNN
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respectively, then the expressions are related as follows:

Pa[Z(u) = c] = 1
1 + x

x

x0
=
(x1

x0

)τ1(x2

x0

)τ2

x0 = 1− PTI [Z(u) = c]
PTI [Z(u) = c] , x1 = 1− PMPS [Z(u) = c]

PMPS [Z(u) = c] , x2 = 1− PRCNN [Z(u) = c]
PRCNN [Z(u) = c]

(4)

where Mariethoz and Caers (2014) suggest {τ1, τ2} = {1, 1} assuming a standardized form of conditional
independence. A similar approach was used by Hashemi et al. (2014) but using {τ1, τ2} = {1, 3} for an
MPS probability prediction and neural network prediction, respectively. For notation simplicity we replace
P [Z(u) = c] by P and propose a slight modification of Equation 4 by adding ε = 10−3 to avoid divisions by
zeros when P = 0 or resulting on zeros when P = 1, as:

x0 = 1− PTI + ε

PTI + ε
, x1 = 1− PMPS + ε

PMPS + ε
, x2 = 1− PRCNN + ε

PRCNN + ε
(5)

and we propose to redefined {τ1, τ2} according to the problem context.

Let’s have, for instance, an image reconstruction problem where the training image represents a lizards
mosaic. The image is reconstructed from 1%, 2% and 5% of known information. The Direct Sampling (DS)
method (Mariethoz et al., 2010) is selected to illustrate the previous idea.

In here, the a-priori probability of a black pixel is PTI = 0.54. As DS method searches for the closest
pattern on the TI delivering only the found category, the associated probability for that category will always
be 1. For instance, if a black pixel is found then PMPS = 1 while the RCNN E-type value (PrMap) ac-
counts for PRCNN = PrMap. In the case where DS found a white pixel value, the PMPS is again assumed
to be 1, but the PTI = 1− 0.54 = 0.46 and PRCNN = 1− PrMap.

To obtain the final aggregate probability Pa, the {τ1, τ2} values must be defined. To finally decide if the
MPS prediction is accepted or rejected, either (1) a uniform random number is drawn and compare with Pa
or (2) a threshold value (tv) over Pa can be previously defined. The latest is used here. The correspond-
ing values are {τ1, τ2} = {0.5, 1.5} and tv = 0.95 (on both predicted categories by DS). All these internal
parameters {τ1, τ2, tv} should be tuned according to the context problem and the expected influence by the
RCNN E-type map.

Results are shown in Figure 10. The DS inner parameters are omitted for simplicity but the number of
samples considered during simulation is 8. The incorporation of the RCNN E-type maps leads to a clearer
delimitation for both categories with randomness only on their boundaries.
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1% CD − Without RCNN E−type 2% CD − Without RCNN E−type 5% CD − Without RCNN E−type

1% CD − With RCNN E−type 2% CD − With RCNN E−type 5% CD − With RCNN E−type

Figure 9: Realizations without (top) and with (bottom) the integration of the RCNN E-type map.

3.3. Conditioning data as the only source of information
There is an interesting potential for Neural Networks, particularly for RCNN, in presence of rich condi-

tional information (in terms of quantity of samples and quality of their information). The fact of extracting
the training database from one or several training images, as shown in subsection 2.1, is due to the widely
known necessity of DNN architectures of having a large set of training information. It compensates the lack
of generalization observed on DNN when they are trained over a small amount of information. Therefore,
training any DNN using only conditioning data (CD) presents other challenges. Here, we show a simple
application of RCNN trained only on sample information.

We use the same RCNN architecture and training conditions as before except for the IP size that now is
1×1, which means this is a pixel-based simulation, rather than patch-based. As the amount of training data
is highly reduced in this approach, an early stopping criterion during training is required to avoid overfitting.
Indeed, the training process is stopped with 35 epoch instead of 400. This is an arbitrary decision based on
experimental results. Results of training three different RCNN with 1%, 2% and 5% of conditioning data
are shown in Figure 10. As the ground truth is known (Figure 1), it is possible to recognize that shapes
and connectivities are reasonably reproduced with 5% of CD but they get fuzzy as the number of samples
decreases. Interestingly, channels are only predicted close to channel samples and not randomly across the
domain, meaning that at least a certain understanding of the channel structure is captured during training.
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1% CD − Conditioning data 2% CD − Conditioning data 5% CD − Conditioning data

1% CD − Realization 2% CD − Realization 5% CD − Realization

Figure 10: Channels. Conditioning data (top) and realizations (bottom) using 1%, 2% and 5% of CD.

4. Summary

The Recursive Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN) was briefly described in terms of architecture,
training and simulation algorithm. By visualizing the activation of feature maps in the RCNN hidden layers,
the need of Batch Normalization and Max Pooling functions in the RCNN architecture was proven. The
first one serves as a regularization technique while the second one serves as another non-linear function to
create a more accurate input representation for further predictions.

Boosting other MPS techniques, as Direct Sampling, by using the RCNN E-types as secondary informa-
tion (probability maps) was shown. To merge their probabilities the tau-nu model is proposed, tuning the
E-type influence with the model parameters. Finally, the RCNN was trained only with scarce sample infor-
mation to illustrate the difficulties and potential of neural network in a pattern recognition (classification)
task using a low amount of information.
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Abstract

We present a methodology to classify spatial data carrying only continuous variables into
different categories, where categorical clustering is suitable to be applied to the data.
The methodology is based in a very simple variation in the use of Bayes’ rule and the
jack-knife technique. This study is mainly empirical, and is motivated by good results
obtained during the application to a real case study.

1. Introduction

We are considering the classical problem in geostatistics of clustering data which carry continuous in-
formation in space, z(u) (such as a mineral grade), where u is the vector in the three-dimensional space
(u ∈ R3). However, z has only been sampled in a discrete set of points {un, n ∈ 1, . . . , N}. From these
measurements, we have some intuition that there are two unknown subset of points A ⊂ {1, . . . , N} an a
complement set B = Ac in which the measurement z(uα), α ∈ A, and z(uβ), β ∈ B, have low relationship
(or not at all) between them (for example, because they have a different genesis) and, therefore, they should
be clustered in different categories, i.e., a discrete variable representing an element of classification (typical
examples are lithofacies types). We want to find these sets A and B.

Methodologies able to deal with this problem have several significant applications. One of the most
important is the definition of stationary spatial domains, where the assumption of a fairly constant mean
within the domain is crucial for some aspects of resource estimation. This process is known as the definition
of geological units in mining terms. No resource estimation is done nowadays without categorical spatial
data, associated with continuous data. These categorical data may be related, in some sense, with the values
of the continues variables, helping in the definition of geological units. However, sometimes this categorical
secondary information is not enough to define the units by itself. In most cases, the spatial structure of the
secondary data is not properly accounted for when classification is performed.

The use of the spatial structure of the data increases our knowledge of the data itself, leading to im-
provements of the classification process once introduced in the workflow. This can be done in different ways.
The methodology presented next is an alternative to include spatial data, in a very easy and straightforward
way for geostatisticians, and should help the geomodeler to decide, when a boundary should be modeled, in
cases of fuzzy or contradictory categorical data.

2. Methodology

Suppose that we have some intuition that the continous attribute z(uα) should be labeled into one of
K different categories. Lets define as C(uα), C ∈ {1, . . . ,K} this category located at position uα, in which
a vector of other attributes, either discrete or continuous, can be measured at the same location. However,
we will assume that the only knowledge that we have at the position is one continuous attribute z. In the
application of the methodology we will be considering K = 2, that will match with the sets A and B already
described.

1Cite as: Riquelme AI, Ortiz JM (2019) Updating geological codes through iterative jack-knife, Predictive Geometallurgy
and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2019, paper 2019-04, 41-53.
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In what follows, it will be more convenient to define an indicator variable in the case that the category
C is equal to k:

ck(uα) := 1C(uα)=k =
{

1, if C(uα) = k

0, else
∀k = 1, ...,K

It is clear, if we consider that the sample at location uα belong to one and only one category k, that

K∑
k=1

ck(uα) = 1.

The methodology consists in a simple application of Bayes’ Theorem, which now can be stated as:

P (ck(uα) = 1|z(uα)) = P (z(uα)|ck(uα) = 1)P (ck(uα) = 1)
P (z(uα)) , (1)

where

P (z(uα)) = P (z(uα)|c1(uα) = 1)P (c1(uα) = 1) + P (z(uα)|c2(uα) = 1)P (c2(uα) = 1).

In this context, P (z(uα)) can be seen as a normalization factor which ensures that the posterior proba-
bilities sum to one:

P (c1(uα) = 1|z(uα)) + P (c2(uα) = 1|z(uα)) = 1.

In most practical problems of definition of geological units it is necessary to use more than two feature
variables. For K different classes, we can write Bayes’ theorem in the same form as equation 1, where the
unconditional density P (z(uα)) is given by:

P (z(uα)) =
K∑
k=1

P (z(uα)|ck(uα) = 1)P (ck(uα) = 1),

which ensures that the posterior probabilities sum to one:

K∑
k=1

P (ck(uα) = 1|z(uα)) = 1.

In practice, we will have to choose a model for the conditioned class density P (z(uα)|ck(uα) = 1) by a
parametrized functional form, commonly referred to as a likelihood function, for the observed value of z.

It is easy to see that the probability of misclassification is minimized by selecting the class k having the
largest posterior probability, so that a feature vector C(uα) is assigned to class k if:

P (ck(uα) = 1|z(uα)) > P (cj(uα) = 1|z(uα)) for all j 6= k, (2)

We proceed to simplify this criterion and rewrite it in a more practical way. Since the unconditional
density P (z(uα)) is independent of the class, therefore it may be dropped from the Bayes’ formula for the
purposes of comparing posterior probabilities. It follows that we can rewrite the criterion 4, by the use of
Bayes’ rule, as:

P (z(uα)|ck(uα) = 1)P (ck(uα) = 1) > P (z(uα)|cj(uα) = 1)P (cj(uα) = 1).

Now, the term P (cj(uα) = 1) can be used or not, if we have some prior knowledge and we want to apply
it at the moment of the classification. For the purpose of this work, we will assume that all the categories
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share the same prior probability, therefore, our criterion 4 can be written as:

P (z(uα)|ck(uα) = 1) > P (z(uα)|cj(uα) = 1)

which is a much more affordable criterion, since we have powerful tools to estimate continues variables which
consider the spatial structure of the data. However, since we cannot measure this probability directly, we
need to define a discriminant function C∗k(uα) proportional to the probability that we want to assess, i.e.:

C∗k(uα) ∝ P (z(uα)|ck(uα)).

We define it as the inverse of the absolute error between the true value z(uα) and the cross-validated
output Z∗k(uα) assuming the class is k:

C∗k(uα) = 1
|Z∗k(uα)− z(uα)| (3)

where Z∗k(uα) is an estimator of E(Z(uα)|{Z(uα′) = z(uα′), α′ 6= α ∧ ck(uα′) = 1}). In summary, the
feature vector C(uα) is assigned to class k if:

C∗k(uα) > C∗j (uα) for all j 6= k, (4)

The spirit of the discriminant function 3 is the following. Firstly, we give an initial guess of the set which
contains positions α′ 6= α believed as belonging to the category k. Secondly, we perform an estimation with
these samples z(uα′) of z at the position uα: Z∗k(uα). If our estimation, by considering only the samples
believed to belong to category k, is the closest to the real measured value, when is compared with the other
estimations Z∗j (uα), considering the samples as belonging to category j, then we classify the position uα as
belonging to the class k.

Our last task, i.e.,the calculation of the expected value Z∗k(uα), is usually accomplished using the main
tool of geostatistics: Kriging. With Kriging we can obtain the expected value of the random variable in each
position of the space as a linear combination of the sample values z(uα′). Thus, Z∗k(uα) is determined by:

Z∗k(uα) = a+
n∑

α′=1
λα′ · z(uα′),

where λα′ correspond to the weights associated to the samples for the calculation of the grade, at position
uα. The Simple Kriging system of equations to compute the weights is given by:

n∑
γ=1

λγCov{uγ − uδ} = Cov{uα − uδ}, δ = 1, . . . , n

Ordinary Kriging can be considered as well, when the prior mean is considered unknown, and only the
information of the samples near position uα is taken into account.

The process of classification already proposed can be made iterative, by considering the classification
resulting from the first iteration into subsequent points:

C∗k,t(uα) = 1
|Z∗k,t(uα)− z(uα)|

where Z∗k,t(uα) is an estimator of E(Z(uα)|{Z(uβ) = z(uβ), β 6= α ∧ ck,t−1(uβ) = 1}) and ck,t=0(uβ) is a
prior guess. The first guess, Z∗k,0(uα), can be, for example, a hard threshold without considering any spatial
information.

Further discrimination functions could be explored, by considering factors such as the uncertainty in the
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prediction:
C∗k(uα) = 1∣∣∣∣Z∗k(uα)− z(uα)

σ∗k(uα)

∣∣∣∣
where σ∗k(uα) is an estimator of Var(Z(uα)|{Z(uβ) = z(uβ), β 6= α ∧ ck(uβ) = 1}) such as, for example,
the Simple or Ordinary Kriging variance. It is not the purpose of this work to compare them, and this will
be left for future work, since we will try only expression 3 here.

For a detailed exposition and many explanations about Bayes’ theorem and its application, the reader
can consult Bishop (1995).

3. Range of validity

The methodology can be used in any case, since Kriging works under any distribution. However, we
suggest working with a transformation of the distribution data into bell shaped distributions in order to
increase the performance of the classification, given the assumptions made in the previous steps. This
transformation may be done easily, for example, by taking the logarithm in the dataset when the data is
log-normally distributed, giving us an approximate bell shape.

4. Synthetic Case

We proceed to test the methodology in a hostile synthetic set up, to see its real capability. This scenario
is built by combining two random fields with spatial covariance defined by the variogram function γ(h) =
Sph(100), in a 120x140x3 grid of block size 4x4x4, build by using sequential Gaussian simulation, and
generating values distributed as a N (−1, 1) in a first low grade scenario, and following a N (1, 1) in a
second high grade scenario. Notice that we do not include a nugget effect in the variogram to see how the
methodology works without noise, i.e., in a best case scenario.

Both scenarios are sampled in different locations (without matching positions), and the two samplings
are mixed in only one scenario. The reference grades for the two populations are shown in Figure 1. The
sampled categories and grades are displayed in Figure 2. The probability plot and basic statistics of the
samples belonging the low and high grade categories are shown in Figure 3, which plays the role of ground
truth.

We begin our test by considering only the knowledge of the grades in their respective positions, and that
we have to split these samples into two populations of low and high grade. We will assume a prior mean for
both groups of −1 and 1 respectively. By assuming this, however, the only procedure that we can follow is
to split the samples into two guess sets by using a hard threshold at z = 0. The histogram of the samples
before the split and the probability plot by considering our initial guess with hard threshold is presented in
Figure 4.

We define as a measure of performance of the method the fraction of cases where the classification
matches the ground truth category:

performance = 1
N

N∑
n=1

1Ct(un)=CTruth(un),

where Ct(un) is the temporary category at position un.
In this synthetic set up, we begin with a 79.72% of performance with the hard threshold, since only 1,583

of the 1,991 samples categorized as low grade truly belong this category, and only 1,498 of the 1,874 for the
high grade category.

The results show that performance increases rapidly to a 83.75% after a first iteration, with 165 addiional
samples correctly classified. In a second iteration, the performance increases to a 85.20%, with a differential
of 56 samples. At this point the classification reaches a plateau, where there is not a substantial increase in
the performance: after the 10th iteration the performance is 85.58% (7 samples more). The summary of the
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Figure 1: Reference grade models for the synthetic case.

basic stats in each of the iterations described, and a global summary of all the cases into a single probability
plot is shown in Figure 5. We can see from the results that the probability plots start to approach the
ground truth probability distributions (although not close enough, for this hard scenario).

Although the results of the performance are almost monotonically increasing in each iteration, at this
stage of the study we do not have how to test if the classification of the samples has reached a plateau in
performance because of the random selection, or because the methodology does not have more resources to
continue improving the classification with the information available.

5. Real Deposit Case

We proceed to show the application of the methodology in a real case scenario, consisting of a copper-gold
(Cu/Au) porphyry. Although we do not have a ground truth in this case, the aim of the application in this
case is the break up of the grades into a low grade geological unit and high grade unit. The Cu variable
data in the space is displayed in Figure 6, together with the histogram and basic statistics.

Following the analysis of the frequency distribution for the Cu variable, we can examine a break of
the curve in the probability plot. This might suggest a starting point as a threshold for the split of the
population, at 0.21% approximately (Figure 7).

We proceed to make the break into two guessed sets, just by taking into account this grade distribution,
and to run the updating algorithm with only one iteration. Before running the algorithm, the grades
are transformed into their logarithmic values, to ensure a better performance. After one iteration, it is
remarkably impressive how straight is the curve of the high grade distribution when it is seen in a logarithm
scale, leading into a clean log-normal distribution of this category.

The low grade set, at this point, is still having high grade samples after one iteration. However, and
because this is a real case application, we can improve the classification procedure by using the secondary
information, in this case the gold variable, cleaning the low grade distribution with a criterion that changes
the sample to the high grade distribution if and only if the grades of Cu and Au are above a specific threshold.
This post-processing procedure does not work by itself, since it only produces good results in one of the two
distributions. Furthermore, it does not exploit the spatial structure of the data. Given this, the low tail in
the high grade distribution will not be affected. The results, displayed in the space, are shown in the Figure
8, and the resulting statistics, showed in probability plots and histograms, in Figure 9.
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Figure 2: Synthetic case categories and grades.
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Figure 5: Synthetic Case: posterior clustering shown in probability plots of the temporary sets, in iterations 0,1,2 and 10,
for the low and high sets: (top) by separate with basic stats and (bottom) all together, from dark to ligh blue and from red to
yellow, respectively. In gray is presented the ground truth distributions.
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Figure 6: Real case: display of Cu data in the space and histogram.
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Figure 7: Real case: prior and posterior clustering.
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Figure 8: Real case: (top) Cu variable displayed in the bench 2220; (bottom left) prior clustering when a hard threshold is
applied, and (bottom right) the posterior clustering after one update iteration and the applying of the gold grade criteria as a
post processing.
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Figure 9: Real case: (top-left) prior clustering when a hard threshold is applied; (top-center) the posterior clustering after one
update iteration, and (top-right) the posterior clustering after one update iteration and the applying of the gold grade criteria
as a post processing; (bottom) the final histogram for low and high grade sets after all the processes.
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6. Application

Finally, we close this study with an application of the the methodology, consisting in finding the spatial
probability of being inside of the high grade shell. After the updating of the codes of the samples, we proceed
with 20 simulations, performed by using the sequential indicator simulation algorithm, when the low grade
category is classified with a 0 value, and the high grade category is classified with 1.

The post processing of the resulting scenarios gives us the probability in space of belonging to the high
grade category, when the local mean is computed at each position of the space (Etype). The local variance
can be computed as well which, in this case, will highlight the boundary, where it is harder to predict the
correct category and grade (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Real case application: (left) one simulated scenario of indicators; (center) local mean of the indicator scenarios
(or Etype), and (right) local variance.

7. Conclusion

The aim of the study was to develop a methodology to classify sample data into categories, by the using
not only continuous grade values, but also the spatial structure of the data.

Future work should consider the extension of the methodology into a multivariate framework. To achieve
this, the use of co-Kriging should be considered. Also the variogram used is an important parameter in the
approach, and its updating in each iteration should be considered and tested.

The extension of the methodology into any input distribution is a key forwardfuture step, since the
Kriging technique performs better when the data is normally distributed. This step is not straightforward,
but our conjecture is that an anamorphosis of the data into a n-modal Gaussian distribution should work,
with the prior mean of each cluster as the modes of the categories, and the prior thresholds as the local
minimum between modes.
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Abstract

The aim of the study is to develop a methodology that allows the quantification of the
uncertainty in an arbitrary volume conditioned by sampling data, without the use of
the traditional geostatistical simulation, which is time consuming and hard to manage,
specially for large grid sizes. For this, we have studied the behavior of simulations when
the variable is distributed according to a log-normal distribution. We have successfully
found a formulation that makes the uncertainty in the arbitrary volume dependent on
the values within the volume, the spatial correlation and conditioning data. Without
the use of geostatistical simulation, and only with a Kriging of the Gaussian values,
we are able to obtain local means, full conditional local distributions, covariances and
correlations.

1. Introduction

The example illustrated in Figure 1 presents the main concepts, objectives and scope of this research.
Consider two arbitrary volumes V1 and V2, each one containing the same amount of blocks2, ui ∈ V1,
i ∈ {1, . . . , 13} and uj ∈ V2, j ∈ {14, . . . , 26}. Each individual position of the space (or block) ui can be
modeled as a random variable, in which we would like to known as many moments as possible (but at least
the mean and the variance). The collection of all random variables constitutes a random function Journel
and Huijbregts (1978). The collection of blocks in each volume is referred to as a panel in mining terms. We
are interested, in a first stage, in the computation of the expected value (or mean) of the panel, and later,
in the calculation of the confidence (or uncertainty) that we have in this expected value, for each panel.

The first task, i.e., the calculation of the expected value of the panel, is usually accomplished using the
main tool of geostatistics: Kriging. With Kriging we can obtain the expected value of the random variable in
each position of the space as a linear combination of the sample values Z(uα). In this example Z(uα) repre-
sents a grade, Z(uα) ∈ {0.2, 0.35, 0.4, 0.55, 0.9, 1.1, 1.5, 1.7, 1.9, 2.3}, at the corresponding sampled positions
uα, α ∈ {1, . . . , n = 10}.

We can follow the two step procedure of doing Kriging in each block of interest within each volume,
obtaining in this way Z∗(ui), i ∈ {1, . . . , 13} for volume V1. Z∗(ui) is determined by

Z∗(ui) = a+
n∑
α=1

λiα · Z(uα),

where λiα correspond to the weights associated to the samples for the calculation of the grade, at the
position ui. Different positions of estimation, ui and uj , weigh the samples in a different manner λiα and
λjα, according to geometrical aspects of the position of the zone of interest with respect to the samples
(for example closeness to one specific sample), redundancy in the sampled positions, spatial variability and
anisotropy (preferential directions of continuity). The Simple Kriging system of equations to compute the
weights is given by:

1Cite as: Riquelme AI, Ortiz JM (2019) Modeling the uncertainty in geologic volumes: the log-normal case, Predictive
Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2019, paper 2019-05, 54-72.

2point discretization of the space for the purpose of this work
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Figure 1: Illustrate example of the main problem.

n∑
β=1

λiβCov{uβ − uα} = Cov{ui − uα}, α = 1, . . . , n

Once we obtain the expected value of the grade at each position ui, we can proceed to take the average
of the values Z∗(ui) in V1. Therefore, the expected grade value in the volume V1, Z∗(V1), is given by:

Z∗(V1) = 1
|V1|

∑
i:ui∈V1

Z∗(ui)

= 1
|V1|

∑
i:ui∈V1

(
a+

n∑
α=1

λiα · Z(uα)
)
,

where |V1| represent the amounts of blocks to average in V1, in this case |V1| = 13. It is expected that the
panel V2 has a higher grade Z∗(V2) than Z∗(V1).

The main scope of this research is associated with the second task, i.e, the computation of the confidence
of this value Z∗(Vk)(k ∈ {1, 2} in this example). We measure the confidence (or the uncertainty) of this
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value taking the variance of Z∗(Vk). A quick computation (assuming a=0) gives us:

Var(Z∗(Vk)) = E(Z∗(Vk)Z∗(Vk))− E(Z∗(Vk))E(Z∗(Vk))

= E
( 1
|Vk|

∑
i:ui∈Vk

Z∗(ui)
1
|Vk|

∑
j:uj∈Vk

Z∗(uj)
)

−E
( 1
|Vk|

∑
i:ui∈Vk

Z∗(ui)
)
E
( 1
|Vk|

∑
j:uj∈Vk

Z∗(uj)
)

= 1
|Vk|

1
|Vk|

∑
i:ui∈Vk

∑
j:uj∈Vk

E(Z∗(ui)Z∗(uj))

− 1
|Vk|

1
|Vk|

∑
i:ui∈Vk

∑
j:uj∈Vk

E(Z∗(ui))E(Z∗(uj))

= 1
|Vk|2

∑
i:ui∈Vk

∑
j:uj∈Vk

Cov(Z∗(ui), Z∗(uj))

(1)

At this stage we can continue the analysis with the battle horse assumption that made geostatistical
inference possible: stationarity. The assumption of stationarity implies that Cov(Z∗(ui), Z∗(uj)) no longer
depends on the positions {ui,uj} nor the grades {Z∗(ui), Z∗(uj)}, but just of the distance ui − uj , i.e.:

Cov(Z∗(ui), Z∗(uj)) = Cov(ui − uj).

Therefore, because the set of all different covariances {Cov(Z∗(ui), Z∗(uj)) : i, j ∈ Vk}, associated with
all the possibles combinations of distances between blocks within the panel, is the same for V1 and V2,
then Var(Z∗(V1)) = Var(Z∗(V2)).

As we see, the assumption of stationarity brings as a consequence, a priori, that we cannot see difference
in the variance of the panel through the conditioning data, nor the heterosedasticity that we find in real
deposits, that is, zones with higher grades possess more variance. This heteroscedastic behavior is commonly
referred to as the proportional effect Manchuk et al. (2005).

Quantification of uncertainty of a spatially distributed variable at any scale can be handled through
geostatistical simulation. Geostatistical simulation is able to correctly represent both sample conditioning
and proportional effect behavior, in the case of positive skewness of the sample histograms, which are the
most frequent in earth science. Geostatistical simulations works because the use of typically non-linear
transformation of the grades into a stationary Gaussian variable. However, large computation time, storage,
and post-processing of the realizations are required to obtain a final assessment of the volume uncertainty.

In the case of our example, we can expect that, although the panel V1 is under sampled, the uncertainty
in the expected grade value of the panel grade should be low, while in the case of the panel V2, there are
two contributions: high sampling should reduce the variance on one hand, but proportional effect should
increase it in the panel, on the other hand.

1.1. Objectives
The main goal of this research is to obtain an analytical expression to fully represent the variance of

an arbitrary volume, and explicitly dependent of the conditioning samples, in their positions and values,
formally written as:

Var(Z(Vk)|{Z(uα) = z(uα), α ∈ 1, . . . , n(k)}),

(just written as Var(Z∗(Vk)) hereafter) specifically in the case of log-normal distributions.
To achieve this objective, different topics are addressed, with the following purposes:
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• To fully understand the results of simulation in the case of log-normal distributions.

• To revisit the equations that link log-normal random variables and Gaussian random variables, for the
first two moments.

• To revisit the Kriging equations with the purpose of finding a generalization of the Kriging conditional
variance into a Kriging conditional covariance.

2. Methodology

The first part of the research was mainly focused in understanding how the conditional covariance between
pairs of points works in classical simulation. LU simulation was preferred instead of sequential Gaussian
simulation. This algorithm requires a small block model because of the complexity but is more accurate
than the sequential algorithm. For this, the following methodology was used:

1. Non conditional simulation of data in a 100x100 nodes (or points) grid with an imposed variogram.
2. Transform the Gaussian data with a specified transformation table that follows a log-normal distri-

bution Z = eY , where Y is normal random variable with parameters N (µ, σ2), to create a ground
truth.

3. Sample the ground truth with a regular and equally spaced grid.
4. Transform the sampled data to a standard Gaussian distribution.
5. Perform a simple Kriging of the Gaussian values to compute the Kriging variance at each node.
6. Perform N conditional simulations of the Gaussian values in the 100x100 nodes grid.
7. Compute the variance of the N simulations at each node.
8. Compare both Kriging variance of the Gaussian values and the variance given by the N simulated

values at each node.
9. Back transform the Gaussian data of the N simulations to grade units.

10. Compute the variance of the N back transformed realizations at each node.
11. Compute the covariance and correlation of the N back transformed realizations at each node with the

neighbor at space h.

The step 4 is done with the same transformation table used in step 2. Although the sampling histogram
differs widely from the imposed initial ground truth distribution generated, bringing as consequence a
different transformation table, the underlying assumption is that the tables become similar with higher
sampling rates. This criterion is also applied in step 5 and 6, where the variogram used for Kriging and
simulation is the same as in step 1.

A diagram of the methodology is shown in Figure 2.

3. Main Results

We start this section describing the basic steps and parameters used to accomplish the objective of
understanding classical simulation in the case of log-normal grade distributions.

The first stage is to build the synthetic reality for the analysis. For this, LU non-conditional simulation is
ran with a known omni directional variogram γ(h) = 0.1·Nugg+0.9·Sph(100) in a 100x100 grid of 5x5 units
spacing. The LU simulation generates values distributed as a N (0, 1), and correlated according to γ(h).
Therefore, it is necessary to build a transformation table to bring these normal scores values into realistic
synthetic grade values. For simplification, in a first stage we have built a normal score transformation table
based in a log-normal distribution Z = eY where Y ∼ N (0, 1) (Figure 3). The result gives us a ground truth
shown in Figure 4.

This synthetic reality is sampled regularly in a 10x10 nodes spaced grid, obtaining 100 samples in total
for this example (1% of the values). Then we proceed to do simple Kriging of the Gaussian values, and
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Figure 2: Main experimental set-up.
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Figure 4: Original non-conditional simulation in normal scores (left) and the transformation into grade values (right).
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Figure 5: Sampling (left), estimation (center) and one realization of the normal scores values (right) by Simple Kriging.
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simulation (Figure 5). For the estimation by simple Kriging, we include all the samples in the search to
estimate point values, that is, a global neighborhood is used.

Part of the post processing procedures of the Gaussian simulation was to compute the local variance, i.e.,
the variance obtained at each node taking into account increasing amounts of realizations. This resulting
variance can be compared with the variance obtained from simple Kriging (Figures 6 and 7).
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Figure 6: Estimation variance (left), variance after 100 realizations (center) and variance after 2000 realizations (right) of
the normal score values.
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Figure 7: Comparison of estimation variance versus variance taking into account 100 realizations (left) and 2000 realizations
(right).

Finally, we proceed to back transform each realization into grade variable, and compute the local mean
and variance at each node (Figure 8). We notice that the expected proportional effect appears, obtaining
higher variances in the higher grade zones. With the resulting realizations we are able to compute conditional
covariances between each node in the grid and a node at distance h, in the following fashion:

Cov(u,u + h) = 1
nsims − 1

nsims∑
i=1

(zi(u)− E(z(u)))(zi(u + h)− E(z(u + h))),

with h shifted in the positive horizontal direction for this analysis. The resultant covariance is plotted in
the initial tail node. We obtain that the conditional covariance also presents the proportional effect, as we
see in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Mean (left) and variance (right) taking into account 2000 back transformed realizations.
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Figure 9: Covariance between nodes for a 1 node shift (left), 2 nodes shift (center) and 3 nodes shift (right), taking into
account 2000 realizations of the grade values.
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An interesting result is obtained when we normalize this covariance results by the standard deviation of
both tail and head nodes, i.e., we compute the correlation coefficient of the nodes. The results are shown
in Figure 10, and indicate that the correlation no longer possesses the proportional effect, but instead, is
completely stationary. This conduces the research to the study of the link between what occurs in the
Gaussian and log-normal cases.
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Figure 10: Correlation between nodes for a 1 node shift (left), 2 nodes shift (center) and 3 nodes shift (right), taking into
account 2000 realizations of the grade values.

4. Theoretical Aspects of the Link Log-normal/ Gaussian

4.1. Log-normal Random Variables Moments
We start this section presenting the principal equations that link Gaussian and log-normal random

variables.
Let Yi, i ∈ {1, · · · , n} be a set of n Gaussian random variables with E(Yi) = µi and Cov(Yi, Yj) = σij .

For any choice of real constants ti, i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, the log-normal random variables Zi = eYi verifies:

E

(
n∏
i=1

Ztii

)
= E

(
e
∑n

i=1
tiYi

)
= e
∑n

i=1
tiµie

1
2

∑
ij
titjσij .

In particular, we have:

E(Zi) = eµi+ 1
2σ

2
i

E(Zni ) = (E(Zi))ne
n(n−1)

2 σ2
i

E(ZiZj) = E(Zi)E(Zj)eσij

Var(Zi) = E(Z2
i )− (E(Zi))2

= (E(Zi))2(eσ2
i − 1) = e2µi+σ2

i (eσ2
i − 1)

Cov(Zi, Zj) = E(ZiZj)− E(Zi)E(Zj)

= E(Zi)E(Zj)(eσij − 1)
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With these relations, we obtain for a Gaussian random function Y (u) satisfying:

E(Y (ui)) = µ(ui)

Cov(Y (ui), Y (uj)) = σ(ui,uj),

that the random function Z(u) = eY (u) is log-normal of expected value M(u), variance S2(u) and covariance
Cov(Z(ui), Z(uj)) given by:

E(Z(u)) = M(u) = eµ(u)+ 1
2σ(u)2

Var(Z(u)) = S2(u) = M(u)2(eσ(u)2
− 1)

Cov(Z(ui), Z(uj)) = M(ui)M(uj)(eσ(ui,uj) − 1)

with this expression, the proportional effect is made explicit in the term M(u)2 of the variance Matheron
(1974). Also it is made explicit why we see a stationary phenomena when the covariance is normalized by
both standard deviation of the tail and the head, i.e. we compute the correlation ρ(Z(ui), Z(uj):

ρ(Z(ui), Z(uj) = Cov(Z(ui), Z(uj))√
Var(Z(ui))

√
Var(Z(uj))

= M(ui)M(uj)(eσ(ui,uj) − 1)
M(ui)M(uj)

√
eσ(ui)2 − 1

√
eσ(uj)2 − 1

= eσ(ui,uj) − 1
√
eσ(ui)2 − 1

√
eσ(uj)2 − 1

If Z(u) and Y (u) are both assumed stationary, we can link the mean and the variance of both log-normal
and Gaussian distributions by Rendu (1979):

M = eµ+ 1
2σ

2

S2 = M2(eσ
2
− 1)

4.2. The Multi-Gaussian and Log-normal Link
The inference of the local distribution conditioned to the data is possible under the Multi-Gaussian

approach, which assumes a model for the entire spatial law Goovaerts (1997). The most important part of
the model is that the mean and variance of a standard Gaussian random variable Y (u), at the location u,
conditioned by y(uα) data, α ∈ 1, . . . , n(u) are identical to the Simple Kriging estimate y∗SK(u) and Simple
Kriging variance σ2

SK(u) obtained from the n(u) data y(uα). This is modeled as:

FY (u)|y(u1),...,y(un)(y) = G

(
y − y∗SK(u)
σSK(u)

)

To apply this approach, which applies only for multi-Gaussian distribution, the original z data must
be transformed into y values with a standard histogram through an anamorphosis function z = φ(y). The
transformation for the log-normal case is exact: Z(u) = eµeσY (u), where Y (u) ∼ N (0, 1) and lnZ(u) ∼
N (µ, σ2), then the prior cumulative distribution function is given by Emery and Ortiz (2004):

FZ(u)(z) = P(Z(u) < z) = G

(
ln(z)− µ

σ

)
,

and the posterior local cumulative distribution function is given by:

FZ(u)|z(u1),...,z(un)(z) = P(Z(u) < z|z(u1), . . . , z(un)) = G

(
ln(z)− µ− σy∗SK(u)

σσSK(u)

)
.
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Figure 11: Graphical procedure for transforming the conditional cumulative distributions from the normal scores values into
the original values.

The graphical relationship between global and local distributions for the log-normal case are summarized
in Figure 11.

Using the multi-Gaussian approach together with the set of equations presented in (4.1), we can now
compute in one step the result of the average of simulation and local variance from Kriging of Gaussian
values, conditioned to the samples, just by replacing µ by y∗SK(u) and σ2 by σ2

SK(u) Journel (1980):

Z∗(u) = eµ+σy∗
SK(u)+ 1

2σ
2σ2

SK(u)

Var(Z∗(u)) = Z∗(u)2(eσ
2σ2

SK(u) − 1)

Cov(Z∗(ui), Z∗(uj)) = Z∗(ui)Z∗(uj)(eσ
2σSK(ui,uj) − 1) (2)

In Figure 12 the predicted values for the grades from the kriged normal score values are compared with
the mean of the realizations, and the comparison between predicted local variance and the local variance of
the realizations is also shown.

The results are clearly smoother for the case of the variance, and more accurate than those from the
simulation. It is common in the traditional simulation methodology to truncate the simulated values with a
high threshold, but this brings as a consequence an unrealistic local distribution of the high variance zones,
as we have obtained in this first example, a bimodal distribution in a particular point of high variance
(Figure 13).

We leave behind this first transformation log(Z) ∼ N (0, 1) to a more realistic copper grade distribution
log(Z) ∼ N (0.1, 0.4) (Figure 14), in which the higher percentile values obtained from simulation are lower,
avoiding the bimodal artifacts mentioned, and making easier the integration of the mean and variance.

Again we show in Figure 15 the predicted values for the grades from the kriged normal score values
compared with the mean of the realization, and the comparison between predicted local variance and the
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Figure 12: Top: mean of the realizations (left) compared with the predicted grades values from the kriged normal score values
(right). Bottom: variance of the realizations (left) compared with the predicted variance from the kriged normal score values
(right).
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Figure 14: Reference random values for the log(Z) ∼ N (0.1, 0.4) example.

local variance of the realizations. The scatter plot between these results is also presented in Figure 16. We
have obtained a high correlation coefficient for this prediction of the simulation behavior.

Lets come back and recall equation (1). We have shown that the formulation of the variance of a panel
is given by:

Var(Z∗(Vk)) = 1
|Vk|2

∑
i:ui∈Vk

∑
j:uj∈Vk

Cov(Z∗(ui), Z∗(uj))

With the proposed link, we are able to make the dependence of this equation on the grades inside
the panel explicit (equation 2). We can now proceed focusing on what is happening with the standard
Gaussian variable Y (u). There is only one piece left: we need to find the expression that allows to obtain
the covariance between any two positions conditioned to the samples. The covariance between two random
variables G(ui) and G(uj) conditioned by y(uα) data, α ∈ 1, . . . , n(u), is identical to the covariance of
simple Kriging between the points ui and uj . That is:

Cov(Y (ui), Y (uj)|y(uα=1), . . . , y(uα=n)) = σSK(ui,uj)

4.3. Simple Kriging Revisited
As we have seen, part of the multi-Gaussian hypothesis is that the mean of the variable is known and

equal to 0. Therefore we proceed to only revisit the derivation of the equation for simple Kriging .
We begin with the assumption that y is a realization of the random variable Y , and the mean m of this

is known. The simple Kriging estimator is a linear combination of the data in the following fashion:

Y ∗(u0) = a+
n∑
α=1

λ0
α · Y (uα),

where u0 is the position to be estimated, {uα, α = 1...n} are the positions with data, and the weights
{λ0

α, α = 1, · · · , n} together with the coefficient a are unknown.
This estimator is a linear combination of random variables, therefore is a random variable itself. To

obtain a numerical estimation, the formulation must be applied to the experimental data:

[y(u0)]∗SK = a+
n∑
α=1

λ0
α · y(uα).

To find the weights, we compute the expected value of the estimation error:
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Figure 15: Top: mean of the realizations (left) compared with the predicted grades values from the kriged normal score values
(right). Bottom: variance of the realizations (left) compared with the predicted Kriging variance of normal score values (right),
for the log(Z) ∼ N (0.1, 0.4) example.
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E[Y ∗(u0)− Y (u0)] = a+
n∑
α=1

λ0
α · E[Y (uα)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=m

−E[Y (u0)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=m

= a+ (
n∑
α=1

λ0
α − 1) ·m,

The expected error is zero if:

a =
(

1−
n∑
α=1

λ0
α

)
·m.

Then, the estimator can be written as:

[y(u0)]∗SK =
n∑
α=1

λ0
α · y(uα) +

(
1−

n∑
α=1

λ0
α

)
·m

In the multi-Gaussian approach, we assume m = 0, and the expression is simplified to

[y(u0)]∗SK =
n∑
α=1

λ0
α · y(uα).

On the other hand, the estimation variance can be written as:

σ2
E(u0) = E{(Y ∗(u0)− Y (u0))2}

= E{(Y ∗(u0))2} − 2 · E{Y (u0) · Y ∗(u0)}+ E{(Y (u0))2}

=
n∑
α=1

n∑
β=1

λ0
αλ

0
βE{Y (uα) · Y (uβ)}

−2 ·
n∑
α=1

λ0
αE{Y (u0) · Y (uα)}+ E{(Y (u0)2)}

=
n∑
α=1

n∑
β=1

λ0
αλ

0
βCov{uβ − uα}

−2 ·
n∑
α=1

λ0
αCov{u0 − uα}+ Cov{0}

We notice that the covariance of Y is required.
To find the optimal weights, this expression is minimized by taking de partial derivatives with respect

to the weights λ0
α, α = 1, . . . , n and imposing it to be equal to 0:

∂σ2
E(u0)
∂λ0

α

= 2 ·
n∑
β=1

λ0
βCov{uβ − uα} − 2 · Cov{u0 − uα} α = 1, . . . , n

The following system is therefore found:
n∑
β=1

λ0
βCov{uβ − uα} = Cov{u0 − uα} α = 1, . . . , n (3)

In matrix notation, this can be written as:
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C11 C12 . . . C1n
C21 C22 . . . C2n

...
... . . . ...

Cn1 Cn2 . . . Cnn

 ·

λ0

1
λ0

2
...
λ0
n

 =


C10
C20

...
Cn0



C · λ0 = k0

The minimum variance in the estimated position u0, usually called simple Kriging variance, can be
simplified into:

σ2
SK(u0) = σ2 − λT0 ·C · λ0 = σ2 −

n∑
α=1

λ0
α · Cov{uα − u0}

where σ2 = Cov{0} is the a priori variance of the random variable Y.
We extend this result into a covariance of simple kirging (Alabert (1987)):

σE(u1,u0) = E{[Y ∗(u1)− Y (u1)] · [Y ∗(u0)− Y (u0)]}

= E{Y ∗(u1) · Y ∗(u0)} − E{Y ∗(u1) · Y (u0)}

−E{Y (u1) · Y ∗(u0)}+ E{Y (u1) · Y (u0)}

=
n∑
α=1

n∑
β=1

λ1
αλ

0
βE{Y (uα) · Y (uβ)} −

n∑
α=1

λ1
αE{Y (uα) · Y (u0)}

−
n∑
α=1

λ0
αE{Y (u1) · Y (uα)}+ E{Y (u1) · Y (u0)}

=
n∑
α=1

n∑
β=1

λ1
αλ

0
βCov{uβ − uα} −

n∑
α=1

λ1
αCov{u0 − uα}

−
n∑
α=1

λ0
αCov{u1 − uα}+ Cov{u1 − u0},

but from (3) we have
n∑
β=1

λ0
βCov{uβ − uα} = Cov{u0 − uα}

and
n∑
β=1

λ1
βCov{uβ − uα} = Cov{u1 − uα}

by taking cross sums, this implies
n∑
α=1

n∑
β=1

λ1
αλ

0
βCov{uβ − uα} =

n∑
α=1

λ1
αCov{u0 − uα}

and
n∑
α=1

n∑
β=1

λ0
αλ

1
βCov{uβ − uα} =

n∑
α=1

λ0
αCov{u1 − uα}
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Then, this covariance between u0 and u1 (simple Kriging covariance) can be rewritten as:

σSK(u1,u0) = σu1,u0 −
n∑
α=1

n∑
β

λ1
αλ

0
βCov{uβ − uα},

or in matrix notation
σSK(u1,u0) = σu1,u0 − λT1 ·C · λ0,

where σu1,u0 is our usual covariance model evaluated at a distance h = u1 − u0. This simple Kriging
covariance is completely determined using the weights already computed for the simple Kriging estimation.

It is easy to see that when u1 = u0, the expression takes the form of the usual simple Kriging variance.
We validate this formulation computing the Kriging covariance according to the presented formulation

and comparing with the covariance of the Gaussian values realizations, for different steps, in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Covariance between nodes for a 1 node shift (left), 2 nodes shift (center) and 3 nodes shift (right), taking into
account 2000 realizations of the grade values (top) and the simple Kriging covariance (bottom) of the normal score values.

5. Panel Variance

Now we can rewrite the variance of an arbitrary volume:

Var(Z∗(Vk)|Z(uα=1), · · · , Z(uα=n)) = 1
|Vk|

1
|Vk|

∑
i:ui∈Vk

∑
j:uj∈Vk

Cov(Z∗(ui), Z∗(uj))

= 1
|Vk|2

∑
i:ui∈Vk

∑
j:uj∈Vk

Z∗(ui)Z∗(uj)(eσ
2σSK(ui,uj) − 1),

where all the parameter can be computed from the simple kriging of the normal score values. This will be
our predicted value for the panels.

We show in Figure 18 the initial point mean compared with the panel mean, and in Figure 19 the compar-
ison between the realization panel variance and the panel variance computed according to our formulation.
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For the simulation approach, each back transformed realization is reblocked into panels, taking the average
of the 10x10 nodes. In this way, we obtain a panel realization, and then we retrieve the variance of the same
located panels.
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Figure 18: Mean of the point support realizations (left) compared with the mean of the panels (right).
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Figure 19: Post processed panel variance from realizations (left) compared with the prediction from analytical formulation
(right).

6. Conclusions

We have developed a methodology that allows us to determine the variance in an arbitrary volume
conditioned by sampling data, without the use of the traditional geostatistical simulation, which is time
consuming and hard to manage, specially for large grid sizes. For this, we have proceeded with a meticulous
study of the behavior of simulations, specifically in the case when the variable of study is distributed
according to a log-normal distribution.

The key part of the work was to find the stationary behavior of the correlations between neighbor points
in a vicinity. This opened the path to an understanding of the proportional effect and the relation of this
with the log-normal distributions. Once the main relationships between log-normal and Gaussian random
variables are made, it is easy to see explicitly the proportional effect, and the stationary behavior of the
correlation in the log-normal values.

Some learnings that can be considered for practitioners of simulations include taking into account a
large number of realizations. Even for these little examples presented, considering only 100 realizations is
not enough for a good integration of the conditional variance. Other important aspect is to consider a tail
extrapolation of the histogram distribution to avoid artifacts in the final local distribution.
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Figure 20: Scatter plot between post processed panel variance from realizations and the prediction from analytical formulation.

The last part of the research was focused in the understanding of covariance conditioned to the data,
and the development of a relationship to assess in an analytical way their spatial values. This was achieved
extending the variance of simple kriging into a covariance of simple kriging. Validation of the expression
was made in order to check the performance of the results applying this formulation.

Finally, all the pieces were put together into the computation of panel variance, which is predicted with
high accuracy by the formulation.
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Abstract

The goal of this research is to derive an approach to assess uncertainty in an arbitrary
volume conditioned by sampling data, without using geostatistical simulation. We have
accomplished this goal by deriving an numerical tool suitable for any probabilistic distri-
bution of the sample data. For this, we have worked with an extension of the traditional
multi-Gaussian model, allowing us to obtain a formulation that makes explicit the de-
pendence of the uncertainty in the arbitrary volume from the grades within the volume,
the spatial correlation of the data and the conditioning values. A Kriging of the Gaussian
values is the only requirement to obtain not only conditional local means and variances
but also the complete local distributions at any support, in an easy and straightforward
way.

1. Motivation

The Multi-Gaussian model is a very simple non linear technique used in the context of spatial estimation
of variables, introduced by Matheron in the 70’s (Matheron, 1973, 1976b, 1974b). It solves many classic
problems regarding spatial estimation, when the linear estimation does not provide a good solution.

One of the most successful applications of the model is linked to simulation of ore deposits, producing
different plausible scenarios, conditioned to a set of samples (i.e. matching the data in their positions
and values), reproducing their spatial variability. These scenarios are post-processed, using non-linear
transfer function (usually related with the application of cutoff grades in open-pit design, mine planning
and exploration) in order to assess the impact of the geological variability on mineral resources and reserves.

The multi-Gaussian model also helps obtaining estimators of local conditional expectations and variances,
at point and block support, including arbitrary volumes (Matheron, 1976b; Ortiz et al., 2005; Maréchal,
1976b; Rendu, 1980). The discrete Gaussian model (Matheron, 1976a; Emery, 2005a) can also be used to
provide the change of support distribution locally, however it does not consider the proportional effect or
the blending when an arbitrary number of different zones is considered.

The goal of this research is related with this last problem. Simulations allow to address straightforwardly
the assessment of the uncertainty over any volume, just by assessing it over different scenarios. However, its
result depend on the number of realizations and therefore provides an inexact result.

We present next the steps to close this gap by analyzing the inference of the mean estimator, then the
variances and finally the complete conditional distributions, at point support and when change of support is
considered. This is done considering both the conditioning effect of sample locations and the proportional
effect, without resorting to the use of simulations.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we provide an introduction related with the history and
the range of validity of the model. Then in Section 3, we comment on our procedure to obtain the variance
for any support. In Section 4, we formally establish the multi-Gaussian model. After the statement, it
is rather easy to derive point n-variate probability distributions. Some examples are presented at the end

1Cite as: Riquelme AI, Ortiz JM (2019) A general approach to the assessment of uncertainty in volumes by using the multi-
Gaussian model, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2019, paper 2019-06,
73-93.
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of that section, of the application of the model and its comparison with standard simulation results. In
Section 5, we propose our methodology for change of support with an example, providing a general and
simple approach. Finally, Section 6 provides an introduction and classic results of Hermite Polynomials.
Hermite Polynomials are highly suitable to be incorporated into the Gaussian model. This section serves as
a compilation of proofs to the reader and can be read independently of the rest. An elegant result of the
application of Hermite Polynomials is presented in Section 7. Final comments of these results and future
work are provided in Section 8.

2. Introduction to the Multi-Gaussian Model

2.1. Historic perspective
The multi-Gaussian model was firstly introduced in Geostatistics by Matheron in the 70’s (Matheron,

1974b) under the name of Disjunctive Kriging, as a way of directly estimating non-linear functions of
stationary grade values. Under this multivariate Gaussian framework, the derivation of conditional distri-
butions, and hence of estimates for recovery functions (grade and tonnage above a cutoff), is particularly
straightforward.

Several publications, since then, can be found in the literature which present the theory and applications
of disjunctive kriging (Maréchal, 1976a; Journel and Huijbregts, 1978; Matheron, 1976b). The problem
considered is the estimation of a volume V from n point samples with values {z(uα), α ∈ 1, . . . , n} located
at points {uα, α ∈ 1, . . . , n} inside or outside the volume V . If Z∗V is the estimator for the unknown value of
the volume, it is usually desirable that this estimator presents properties such as unbiasedness, conditional
unbiasedness and minimum error variance. A number of estimators that possess these properties, such as
kriging, are suitable if the sample values are normally distributed, and logarithmic kriging, when lognormality
prevails. However, estimators derived from the multi-Gaussian model have the advantage of not only having
these properties, but also of being distribution free: the model can be used whatever the multivariate
probability distribution of the sample values and the block values Z∗V (Rendu, 1980).

2.2. Interpretation
The idea of the multivariate Gaussian approach is to transform the initial random function Z(u), into a

random function Y (u) with a standard Gaussian univariate distribution. Then, under the working hypothesis
that Y (u) is spatially multi-Gaussian, the conditional distributions of Y (u) are determined. Derivation of
conditional expectation in a non-linear way, and estimates of recovery functions, are then obtained through
inverse transformation from these Y (u) conditional distributions.

In practice, the non-linear estimator provided by this procedure differs from the true conditional expecta-
tion. However, and under the condition that the univariate distribution of Z(u) is well known, practice has
shown that this non-linear estimator [Z∗(u)] is generally better than the estimators provided by the direct
linear kriging processes applied to the initial data (Rendu, 1979; Krige, 1976, 1951). However, some caution
should be taken with very continuous variables, which may result in the overestimation of areas around
high-valued samples and, consequently, in a dangerous bias if used for selecting mining blocks (Rivoirard,
1987).

2.3. Range of validity
The multi-Gaussian approach is very convenient: the inference of the conditional distribution function

(cdf) reduces to solving a simple kriging system at location u. The trade-off cost is the assumption that
data follow a multi-Gaussian distribution, which implies first that the one-point distribution of data (sample
histogram) is normal.

Many variables in the earth sciences show an asymmetric distribution with a few very large values (posi-
tive skewness). Thus, the multi-Gaussian approach starts with an identification of the standard distribution
and involves the “normalizing” of the skewed sample histograms. The common approach for this normaliza-
tion is to apply a normal score transformation. This procedure will be described in detail in the following
sections.
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However, the normality of the one-point cdf is a necessary but not sufficient condition to ensure that the
random function model is multivariate Gaussian. Hence one should check whether the normalized data are
also reasonably bivariate Gaussian. There are several ways to check that the two-point distribution of data
{y(uα), α ∈ 1, . . . , n(u)} is bivariate normal. For a detailed exposition, and many explanations, the reader
can check Goovaerts (1997); Emery (2005b).

2.4. Conceptual problems
The normality of one-point and two-point cdfs are both necessary but not sufficient conditions to ensure

that a multivariate Gaussian random function model is appropriate for modeling the spatial distribution of
normal score data. One should also check the normality of the three-point until the N -point cdfs. As for the
multi-point cdf, a check consist of comparing experimental multiple-point frequencies with their theoretical
Gaussian values through the comparison with analytical expressions. Although such an expression has been
established, the main difficulty resides in the inference of such experimental frequencies. For example, the
inference of a three-point frequency such that

P (Y (u) ≤ yp, Y (u′) ≤ yp, Y (u′′) ≤ yp))

requires the availability of a series of triplet values with the same geometric configuration as the triplet
(u,u,u′′).

Non-regular drilling grids and data sparsity prevent us from computing sample statistics involving more
than two locations at a time. Therefore, in practice, because most of testing becomes tedious, if h-scatter
plots do not invalidate the bi-Gaussian assumption, the multi-Gaussian formalism is adopted.

3. Main result

Our principal concern, when conceiving a tool capable of modeling spatial uncertainty at any support, is
to take into consideration, on one hand, the spatial location of the samples in a way that the uncertainty is
reduced when we approach to the samples and, on the other hand, to reproduce the heteroscedasticity that
we find in real deposits, i.e., to model the zones of higher values with higher variance. This heteroscedastic
behavior is commonly referred to as the proportional effect.

The main development, presented in what follows, has a rather simply but powerful origin, and is based
in the following calculation for the variance for an average of values within a volume:

Var(Z∗Vk
|{Z(uα) = z(uα), α ∈ 1, . . . , n(k)}) = 1

|Vk|2
∑

i:ui∈Vk
j:uj∈Vk

Cov(Z∗(ui), Z∗(uj)), (1)

with |Vk| the amounts of points to average in Vk. This result allows us to compute the variance of a volume
in a simple way, by taking an “average” of the covariance between pairs of points within the volume.

The key step, that follows to this result, is to consider this covariance between the pairs of points
Cov(Z∗(ui), Z∗(uj)), without the assumption of stationarity in the original values, but in their respective
Gaussian values Cov(Y ∗(ui), Y ∗(uj)). Then, the covariance in the original values is retrieved as a non-linear
function of the covariance of Gaussian values Cov(Y ∗(ui), Y ∗(uj)) = Cov(ui − uj) and also a function of
the conditioning sample values. This non-linear function will be derived in a straightforward way once the
multi-Gaussian model is presented.

4. The Multi-Gaussian Model

In the multi-Gaussian model, the attribute under study is viewed as a realization of a random function
Z(u) that can be transformed into a Gaussian random field Y (u) with zero mean and unit variance, in a
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certain position u. This transformation is a quantile transformation (u will be implicit most of the time
hereafter):

FZ(z) = FY (y), (2)

where FZ(z) = P (Z ≤ z) and FY (y) = P (Y ≤ y), commonly written as G(y) (Figure 1). Hence,

Z(u) = φ[Y (u)]

or just z = φ(y). Lets define the cumulative density function (cdf) of a Gaussian random function with
mean µ and variance σ2, as Gσ2

µ , except for the standard case G1
0, written just as G. Then φ = F−1

Z ◦G, in
shortened notation, is the anamorphosis function.

0.0
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0.8

1.0

y z = φ(y)−2 −1 0 1 2 3

FY (y) = FZ(z)

Z ∼ data
Y ∼ N (0, 1)

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the Gaussian anamorphosis.

We notice that the quantile transformation (2), written in terms of the probability density and the
anamorphosis function, is equivalent to:∫ z

−∞
fZ(z)dz =

∫ φ(y)

−∞
fZ(z)dz =

∫ y

−∞
fY (y)dy,

leading to
fZ(z) = fY (y)

φ′(y) = g(y)
φ′(y) ,

where φ
′
(y) = dφ(y)

dy
and fY (y) is the probability density function (pdf) of a standard Gaussian distribution,

commonly written as g(y). We will define, in general, gσ2

µ as the pdf of a Gaussian random function with
mean µ and variance σ2 (except for the standard case):

g(y) = 1√
2π
· e−

y2
2 , gσ

2

µ (y) = 1
σ
√

2π
· e−

(y−µ)2

2σ2 (3)

Knowing the anamorphosis of a variable Z(u) is equivalent to knowing its distribution.
The multi-Gaussian assumption states that the distribution of any value Y (u) conditioned by the sampled

values is still Gaussian, with a mean and a variance equal to its simple kriging estimate y∗SK(u) and simple
kriging variance σ2

SK(u) respectively. Hence, the conditional cumulative probability function (ccdf) is

FY |data(y) = G

(
y − y∗SK
σSK

)
.

where FY |data(y) = P (Y ≤ y|data) = G(y|data), and where “data” represents the conditioning data Y (uα) =
y(uα) , or equivalently {Y (uα) = y(uα), α ∈ 1, . . . , n(k)}. The conditional cdf of the original variable is
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then retrieved as:

FZ|data(z) = FY |data(y)

= G

(
y − y∗SK
σSK

)
= G

σ2
SK

y∗
SK

(y),

where FZ|data(z) = P (Z ≤ z|data). This can be rewritten in terms of the probability densities:∫ φ(y)

−∞
fZ|data(z)dz = 1

σSK
·
∫ y

−∞
g

(
y− y∗SK
σSK

)
dy

=
∫ y

−∞
g
σ2
SK

y∗
SK

(y)dy,

from where it follows:
fZ|data(z) · φ

′
(y) = g

σ2
SK

y∗
SK

(y).

From here we can obtain the conditional density function without incurring in any quantile sampling of the
posterior Gaussian distribution to construct the local distribution in the raw values:

fZ|data(z) = 1
φ′(y) · g

σ2
SK

y∗
SK

(y) = 1
φ′(φ−1(z)) · g

σ2
SK

y∗
SK

(φ−1(z)). (4)

We will say that Z|data ∼ φ(y∗SK , σ2
SK). Let us define Z∗ := Z|data hereafter.

Multiplying both sides by φ(y) in (4) and integrating with respect to y lead us to:∫ φ(y)

−∞
z · fZ(z)dz =

∫ y

−∞
φ(y) · gσ

2
SK

y∗
SK

(y)dy

= 1
σSK

·
∫ y

−∞
φ(y) · g

(
y− y∗SK
σSK

)
dy

=
∫ y

−∞
φ(σSK · y + y∗SK) · g(y)dy (5)

By taking y →∞ we obtain [Z∗(u)] := E[Z(u)|data]:

[Z∗(u)] =
∫ ∞
−∞

φ(y) · gσ
2
SK

y∗
SK

(y)dy. (6)

Let us insist that [Y ∗(u)] = y∗SK , however, from (6), it is clear that [Z∗(u)] is not just equal to φ([Y ∗(u)]),
which usually can lead to confusion and wrong results.

In the same manner, it is easy to obtain any moment (if they exist) under the multi-Gaussian model:

E[Zn(u)|data] =
∫ ∞
−∞

φn(y) · gσ
2
SK

y∗
SK

(y)dy,

leaving us with an expression to compute the variance in a general way for the raw variable:

Var[Z(u)|data] = E[Z2(u)|data]− E[Z(u)|data]2 (7)

=
∫ ∞
−∞

φ2(y) · gσ
2
SK

y∗
SK

(y)dy− [Z∗(u)]2

We can extend the model into a n-variate model in the following way: the joint cumulative function
of n random variables Y (u1), . . . , Y (un) (related to Z(u1), . . . , Z(un)) at locations u1, . . . ,un respectively,
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conditioned by the sampled values, follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution N (µSK ,ΣSK) with a mean
vector µ = (y∗SK(u1), . . . , y∗SK(un))′ and a covariance matrix equal to Σ = (Σ)ij , i, j = 1, . . . , n such that
(Σ)ij = (Σ)ji = σSK(ui,uj) = σSK(uj ,ui) and (Σ)ii = σ2

SK(ui)
In the bi-variate case the model looks as follows:

FZ(u0),Z(u1)|data(z0, z1) = P (Z(u0) ≤ z0, Z(u1) ≤ z1|data)

= P (Y (u0) ≤ y0, Y (u1) ≤ y1|data)

= FY (u0),Y (u1)|data(y0, y1)

= GΣSK
µSK

(y0, y1),

with

µSK =
(
y∗SK(u0)
y∗SK(u1)

)

ΣSK =
(

E{(Y ∗(u0))− Y (u0)2} E{(Y ∗(u0))− Y (u0) · (Y ∗(u1))− Y (u1)}
E{(Y ∗(u0))− Y (u0) · (Y ∗(u1))− Y (u1)} E{(Y ∗(u1))− Y (u1)2}

)

=
(

σ2 − kT0 ·C−1 · k0 σu0,u1 − kT0 ·C−1 · k1
σu1,u0 − kT1 ·C−1 · k0 σ2 − kT1 ·C−1 · k1

)

=
(

σ2
SK(u0) σSK(u0,u1)

σSK(u1,u0) σ2
SK(u1)

)
This can be rewritten in terms of probability densities:∫ z0

−∞

∫ z1

−∞
fZ0,Z1|data(z0, z1)dz0dz1 =

∫ φ(y0)

−∞

∫ φ(y1)

−∞
fZ0,Z1|data(z0, z1)dz0dz1

=
∫ y0

−∞

∫ y1

−∞
gΣSK
µSK

(y0,y1)dy0dy1

which leads to the following equality:

fZ0,Z1|data(φ(y0), φ(y1)) · φ′(y0) · φ′(y1) = gΣSK
µSK

(y0, y1) (8)

Hence, we can obtain the probability distribution by:

fZ0,Z1|data(z0, z1) = 1
φ′(y0) ·

1
φ′(y1) · g

ΣSK
µSK

(y0, y1). (9)

Multiplying both sides by φ(y0) · φ(y1) in 8 and integrating with respect to y0 and y1 we obtain:∫ φ(y0)

−∞

∫ φ(y1)

−∞
z0z1fZ0,Z1|data(z0, z1)dz0dz1 =

∫ y0

−∞

∫ y1

−∞
φ(y0)φ(y1)gΣSK

µSK
(y0,y1)dy0dy1.

By taking y0, y1 →∞ we obtain E[Z(u0)∗Z(u1)∗] := E[Z(u0)Z(u1)|data]

E[Z(u0)∗Z(u1)∗] =
∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

φ(y0)φ(y1)gΣSK
µSK

(y0,y1)dy0dy1.
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Combining the previous results, we obtain a general expression for the covariance under the multi-Gaussian
model. We can see explicitly the covariance as a measure of stochastic dependence between the locations
u0 and u1:

Cov(Z∗(u0), Z∗(u1)) = E[Z(u0)∗Z(u1)∗]− [Z∗(u0)][Z∗(u1)] (10)

=
∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

φ(y0)φ(y1)gΣSK
µSK

(y0,y1)dy0dy1

−
∫ ∞
−∞

φ(y) · gσ
2
SK(u0)
y∗
SK

(u0) (y)dy ·
∫ ∞
−∞

φ(y) · gσ
2
SK(u1)
y∗
SK

(u1) (y)dy.

Then, by plugging this result in Equation 1, we obtain a general answer for the assessment of the variance
in the volume V under the multi-Gaussian framework.

In the n-variate case the mean vector and covariance matrix of the model looks as follows:

µSK =

y
∗
SK(u1)

...
y∗SK(un)



ΣSK =

 σ2
SK(u1) · · · σSK(u1,un)

... . . . ...
σSK(un,u1) · · · σ2

SK(un)


and the ccdf is extended by the link with a n-variate Gaussian cdf:

FZ(u1),...,Z(un)|data(z1, . . . , zn) = P (Z(u1) ≤ z1, . . . , Z(un) ≤ zn|data)

= P (Y (u1) ≤ y1, . . . , Y (un) ≤ yn|data)

= FY (u1),...,Y (un)|data(y1, . . . , yn)

= GΣSK
µSK

(y1, . . . , yn)

4.1. Examples
4.1.1. The Log-Normal Case

If X is a normal random variable with mean µ and variance σ2, then the random variable Z = eX is
said to be log-normal with parameters µ and σ2, or just Z ∼ Logn(µ, σ2). Thus, a random variable Z is
lognormal if ln(Z) is normal.

The cumulative distribution function is given by:

FZ(z) = G

(
ln(z)− µ

σ

)
.

It follows that the anamorphosis function is obtained by using 2:

G

(
ln(z)− µ

σ

)
= G(y),

Hence:
z = φ(y) = eµ · eσy, y = φ−1(z) = ln(z)− µ

σ
. (11)

From here we obtain:
φ
′
(y) = σ · eµ · eσy = σφ(y),
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(notice that φ′(φ−1(z)) = σφ(φ−1(z)) = σz) and that the conditioned local distribution is given by:

fZ|data(z) = 1
φ′(y) · g

σ2
SK

y∗
SK

(y)

= 1
σ · eµ+σy ·

1
σSK
√

2π · e
−

(y−y∗
SK

)2

2σ2
SK

= 1
zσσSK

√
2π
· e
−

(ln(z)−µ−σy∗
SK

)2

2σ2σ2
SK

This is a log-normal distribution with parameters µ + σy∗SK and σ2σ2
SK for the mean and variance, re-

spectively. Therefore, the local distribution at a certain point u conditioned by the data, which presents a
log-normal prior distribution, preserves the log-normality.

Following the same procedure and extending (9) to the n-dimesional case, lead us to compute the local
conditional distribution of the vector of random variables (Z1, . . . , Zn)′, each one with Logn(µ, σ2) prior
distribution, which has a conditional distribution such that (X1, . . . , Xn)′ = (ln(Z1), . . . , ln(Zn))′ has an
n-dimensional normal distribution with mean vector µ = (µ+σy∗SK(u1), . . . , µ+σy∗SK(un))′ and covariance
matrix Σ = (Σ)ij , i, j = 1, . . . , n such that (Σ)ij = (Σ)ji = σ2σSK(ui,uj) and (Σ)ii = σ2σ2

SK(ui),
i = 1, . . . , n given the data.

In Figure 2, some possible posterior distributions and their bi-variate behavior are presented.
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Figure 2: Example of probability distributions at a certain pair of points Z1 and Z2 given a log-normal prior distribution, and
their bi-variate behavior when the correlation of their Gaussian transformations is ρ = 0.6.

4.1.2. The Exponential Case
A continuous random variable Z is said to have an exponential distribution with parameter λ, λ > 0, or

just Z ∼ Exp(λ), if its probability density function is given by fZ(z) = λe−λz, z ≥ 0 or, equivalently, if its
cdf is given by

FZ(z) = 1− e−λz, z ≥ 0

It follows that the anamorphosis function is:

z = φ(y) = − 1
λ
· ln(1−G(y)) (12)

From here we obtain:
φ
′
(y) = 1

λ
· 1

1−G(y) · g(y),
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We will not attempt to find out what kind of probability distribution results of the backtransformation,
as we did with the log-normal case. However, numerical results of how some posterior distributions looks
like are presented in Figure 3. It is very interesting how the exponential distribution is not preserved any
more in the posterior distributions (only when the posterior distributions follows a N (0, 1)).
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Figure 3: Example of probability distributions at a certain pair of points Z1 and Z2 given an exponential prior distribution,
and their bi-variate behavior when the correlation of their Gaussian transformations is ρ = 0.6.

We present a synthetic case where the simulation procedure is compared with the results of the direct
application of the formulations presented. The synthetic reality for the analysis is generated by LU non-
conditional simulation with a known omni directional variogram γ(h) = 0.1 · Nugg + 0.9 · Sph(100) in a
100x100 grid of 5x5 units spacing between nodes, for the Gaussian values. Then, the synthetic scenario is
randomly sampled, obtaining 100 samples. An exponential distribution with parameter λ = 1/0.8 is used.

5. A Note Towards the Change of Support

In mining, the actual selection is made on panels, and different panels may be blended into a larger
volume V (in downstream processes), and not on core samples with size ∼ u. Therefore, for the estimation
of reserves, it is essential to take the support (size and geometry) of the selection unit into account (resulting
in several hundred or thousand tones). Otherwise there is a risk of bias with serious economic consequences.

In general, this support will be considerably different from the support of the exploration unit (core
samples for example). This is one of the most important aspects on the economic and technical context
of a mining project, with consequences in the amount of recoverable reserves. The entire resources of a
deposit are rarely mineable because of the variability of mining and treatment costs added to the spatial
variability of ore quality. For a detailed explanation of the issue, the reader can consult the survey by
Huijbregts (Huijbregts, 1976). In a nutshell, consider the histogram of dispersion of the grades Z(u) as on
Figure 5. The histogram of grades of all the mining units of larger support will have: (i) a mean equal to
the mean of the core sample grades; (ii) an experimental dispersion variance less than the core support; and
(iii) for high cutoff grades above the mean, z > m, the hatched area of the histogram of core grades may
seriously overestimate the possible mined recovery in both tonnage and mean grade and, correspondingly,
underestimate the tonnage of metal left in the waste, i.e., underestimate the area corresponding to the panels
with true grades z < m.

In what follows, we present an extension of the multi-Gaussian model to address the distribution when
a change of support is considered, locally. We are interested in finding the probability distribution of the
main variable within a given volume of the spatial domain. For this, let’s say the volume is approximated
by a discretization of N points, located at ui positions, i = 1, . . . , n, each one with mass density ρ(ui),
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Figure 4: First row: Reference exponential histogram for the generation of raw values and their anamorphosis. Second row:
maps with results of theoretic local mean and variance, and the local variance taking into account 2,000 realizations. The box
zone will be zoomed for the example shown in Figure 7. Third row: maps with results of theoretic variance in the volume
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plots comparing both results theoretic and simulated.
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Figure 5: Change in the variable probability distribution when different supports are considered.

∑n
i=1 ρ(ui) = 1, we are interested in finding the probability distribution of the random variable:

Z∗V = ρ(u1)Z∗(u1) + ρ(u1)Z∗(u2) + · · ·+ ρ(un)Z∗(un), (13)

recalling that the point-support random variables are correlated, and they have to be conditioned by the
sampled data, which, present themselves in different configurations and with different conditioning values,
leading to different point-support distributions.

In this discretized framework, we can consider ρ(u) constant within the geological volume, and we omit,
without loss of generality, this constant for the next steps. The problem can be addressed as follows.

Let’s begin by expressing the cumulative distribution of the sum:

FZ∗
V

(z) = P (Z∗V ≤ z)

= P (ZV ≤ z|data)

= P (Z(u1) + · · ·+ Z(un) ≤ z|data)

=
∫
· · ·
∫

z1+···+zn≤z

fZ1,...,Zn|data(z1, . . . , zn)dz1 . . . dzn

This can be rewritten in term of the Y variable and the anamorphosis function, for a given value a such
that z = φ(a):

FZ∗
V

(z) =
∫
· · ·
∫

z1+···+zn≤z

fZ1,...,Zn|data(z1, . . . , zn)dz1 . . . dzn

=
∫
· · ·
∫

φ(y1)+···+φ(yn)≤φ(a)

gΣSK
µSK

(y1, . . . ,yn−1,yn)dyndyn−1 . . . dy1 = FZ∗
V

(φ(a)).
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Then, the probability density can be determined joining the following two developments. On one hand:

d

da
FZ∗

V
(φ(a)) = fZ∗

V
(φ(a)) · φ′(a),

and on the other hand:

d

da
FZ∗

V
(φ(a))

= d

da

∫ ∞
−∞
· · ·
∫ ∞
−∞

∫ φ−1{φ(a)−φ(y1)+···+φ(yn−1)}

−∞
gΣSK
µSK

(y1, . . . ,yn−1,yn)dyndyn−1 . . . dy1

=
∫ ∞
−∞
· · ·
∫ ∞
−∞

d

da

∫ φ−1{φ(a)−φ(y1)+···+φ(yn−1)}

−∞
gΣSK
µSK

(y1, . . . ,yn−1,yn)dyndyn−1 . . . dy1

=
∫ ∞
−∞
· · ·
∫ ∞
−∞

gΣSK
µSK

(y1, . . . ,yn−1, φ
−1{φ(a)− φ(y1) + · · ·+ φ(yn−1)})

φ′[φ−1{φ(a)− φ(y1) + · · ·+ φ(yn−1)}] · φ′(a)dyn−1 . . . dy1.

This shows that we are moving from the volume of integration V(a) parameterized by V(a) = {z1, . . . , zn|z1+
· · ·+zn ≤ φ(a)}, when we compute FZ∗

V
, to the surface of this volume S(a) = ∂V(a) when we compute fZ∗

V
,

which defines planes in term of the Z variable but not necessarily in terms of the Gaussian variable Y .
Notice that yn is now determined by the rest of the variables. Thus, we can just rewrite φ−1{φ(a) −

φ(y1) + · · ·+ φ(yn−1)} = yn(a,y1, . . . ,yn−1) = yn. Therefore,

fZ∗
V

(φ(a)) =
∫
S(a)

gΣSK
µSK

(y1, . . . ,yn−1, yn)
φ′(yn) dyn−1 . . . dy1 (14)

The procedure described is summarized in Figure 6, where we want to compute the sum of two correlated
lognormal random variables. The straight lines z2 = z − z1 where integration needs to be done, in the bi-
lognormal distribution space, are “bent”, together with the density itself, being transformed into curved
lines φ(y2) = φ(a)− φ(y1) in the Gaussian framework.

Although this procedure gives exact results, it is unfeasible in practice because of its computational
complexity, requiring to integrate the multi-Gaussian density in S(a) ⊂ Rn−1. However, a highly suitable
alternative could be to consider Monte-Carlo integration of the integral 14. One can argue that this would
be similar to using geostatistical simulations. It is not, since we can obtain immediately answers such as
the probability above a cut-off value z, P (Z∗V > z), by computing fZ∗

V
(z) in a discrete set of points in the

interval (0, z), in contrast with geostatistical simulations, where there is no control in the outcomes range
and values.

We show an example of reblocking, where the exact distribution of the points and the average of points
are presented using expression 14, together with the outcomes of the simulation, at point and block support.
We have been able to implement it with n = 4, in the exponential example of Figure 4. The results are
summarized in Figure 7.

If the spatial discretization is infinitesimal, expression 13 can be formally expressed as:

Z∗V =
∫
V

ρ(u)Z∗(u)du, (15)

with
∫
V
ρ(u)du = 1. Supposing we are considering an anamorphosis transformation given by an initial
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Figure 6: Graphical representation for computing the exact probability density of the sum of two correlated log-normal variables,
pointing towards the change of support. Each line represent the domain of integration for certain value of a, along the Gaussian
density should be computed and integrated to obtain a certain value fZ∗

V
(φ(a)).

log-normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1, then 15 can be expressed as:

Z∗V =
∫
V

ρ(u)eY
∗(u)du,

where Y ∗(u) is the conditioned Gaussian random variable. Some approximations to this form of the problem
can be found in Matheron (1974a).

6. Hermite Polynomials

In this section Hermite Polynomials are introduced as an infinite sum alternative (truncated at some
term P ), suitable for avoiding numerical integration in some of the formulations already presented. Firstly,
we begin by introducing Hermite Polynomials, and secondly, we present a self-contained list of proofs for
most of the important results that we will use in the following section. The proofs are taken from Lantuéjoul
(1990); Matheron (1974b); Andrews et al. (2000); Emery (2005a).

Hermite Polynomials Hn(Y (u)) are polynomials that have special properties related to the normal distri-
bution. This family of polynomials is important because it will help us parameterize conditional distributions
later on. Hermite polynomials are defined by Rodrigues’ formula:

Hn(y) = 1√
n!
· g

(n)(y)
g(y) ∀n ≥ 0 (16)

where g(n)(y) = dng(y)
dyn , 1√

n!
is a normalization factor, y is a Gaussian value, and g(y) is the standard

Gaussian probability distribution function (defined in Equation 3). The Hermite Polynomial Hn(Y (u)) is a
polynomial of degree n. More specifically:
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Figure 7: Top: Histogram of 2,000 value scenarios at points A, B, C and D, together with the analytic backtransformed
distribution according to eq. 4, for the exponential case. Bottom: Histogram of the mean value at points A, B, C and D, in
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H0(y) = 1

H1(y) = −y

H2(y) = 1√
2
· (y2 − 1)

Theorem 1. Hn is a polynomial of degree n that satisfy the recurrence relations:√
(n+ 1) ·Hn+1(y) + yHn(y) +

√
n ·Hn−1(y) = 0

H ′n(y) = −
√
n ·Hn−1(y)

Proof. Calculating the successive derivatives of the Gaussian density:

g′(y) + yg(y) = 0

g′′(y) + yg′(y) + g(y) = 0

g(3)(y) + yg′′(y) + 2g(y) = 0

and, in general
g(n+1)(y) + yg(n)(y) + ng(n−1) = 0 (17)

Noticing that definition (16) implies:

g(n) =
√
n! · g(y) ·Hn(y),

and plugging this relation in (17) (and then dividing by g(y)) leads to:√
(n+ 1)!Hn+1(y) + y

√
n!Hn(y) +

√
n
√
n!Hn−1(y) = 0. (18)

Dividing by
√
n! leads to the first relation. From here, we obtain a way to generate the Hermite polyno-

mials:
Hn+1(y) = − 1√

n+ 1
yHn(y)−

√
n

n+ 1Hn−1(y)

On the other hand:√
(n+ 1)!Hn+1(y)g(y) = g(n+1)(y) = (g(n)(y))′

= (
√
n!Hn(y)g(y))′ =

√
n!H ′n(y)g(y)− y

√
n!Hn(y)g(y)

which gives us a second recurrence relation:√
(n+ 1)!Hn+1(y) + y

√
n!Hn(y)−

√
n!H ′n(y) = 0 (19)

Comparing between these two recurrence relations, (18) and (19) follow.

Theorem 2. The Hermite polynomials are orthogonal by the Gaussian distribution:∫ ∞
−∞

Hn(y)Hp(y)g(y)dy =
{

1 if n = p

0 if n 6= p

Proof. Without loss of generality suppose n ≤ p and lets define

In,p =
∫ ∞
−∞

Hn(y)Hp(y)g(y)dy
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By the substitution of Hp(y)g(y) with g(p)(y)√
p!

we get:

In,p = 1√
p!

∫ ∞
−∞

Hn(y)g(p)(y)dy.

Integrating by parts gives:
In,p = − 1√

p!

∫ ∞
−∞

H ′n(y)g(p−1)(y)dy.

By using the recurrence formula:

In,p =
√
n√
p!

∫ ∞
−∞

Hn−1(y)g(p−1)(y)dy =
√
n√
p!
In−1,p−1.

Iterating in the same way n times we get:

In,p =
√
n!√
p!
I0,p−n =

√
n!√
p!

∫ ∞
−∞

H0(y)g(p−n)(y)dy.

We get two cases:

• if n = p, then In,p =
√
n!√
n!

∫ ∞
−∞

g(y)dy = 1

• if n 6= p, then In,p =
√
n!√
p!

[
g(p−n−1)(y)

]+∞

−∞
=
√
n!√
p!

[
H(p−n−1)(y)g(y)

]+∞

−∞
= 0

If Y ∼ N (0, 1), the expressions above can be written in probabilistic terms:

E{Hn(y)Hp(y)} =
{

1 if n = p

0 if n 6= p

where the mean of Hn(y) is:

E{Hn(y)} = E{Hn(y)H0(y)} =
{

1 if n = 0
0 if n 6= 0

(20)

and the variance

Var{Hn(y)} =
{

1 if n 6= 0
0 if n = 0

Theorem 3. All function φ square integrable by g, say
∫∞
−∞ φ2(y)g(y)dy, can be expanded into Hermite

polynomials:

φ(y) =
∞∑
n=0

φnHn(y)

where the coefficients φn are given by

φn =
∫ ∞
−∞

φ(y)Hn(y)g(y)dy,
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Also we have ∫ ∞
−∞

φ2(y)g(y)dy =
∞∑
n=0

φ2
n. (21)

We will omit this proof of the expansion into Hermite polynomials. The next two formulas can be
obtained by using Theorem (2).

Let λ be any value. Let’s consider the Taylor expansion of the function g(y − λ) in a point y:

g(y − λ) =
∞∑
n=0

(−λ)n
n! g(n)(y) =

∞∑
n=0

(−λ)n√
n!

Hn(y)g(y).

Also:
g(y − λ) = 1√

2π
e−

1
2 (y−λ)2

= g(y)eλy−λ
2

2 .

Equating both expressions gives:

eλy = eλ
2/2

∞∑
n=0

(−λ)n√
n!

Hn(y) (22)

Proposition 4.

Hn(y) =
n/2∑
q=0

(−1)n−q
√
n!2−q

(n− 2q)!q!y
n−2q (23)

Proof. Consider the Fourier transform of the standard Gaussian density:∫ ∞
−∞

g(t)e−iytdt = 1√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞

e−
t2
2 e−iytdt = e−

y2
2 (24)

The integral can be repeatedly differentiated with respect to y. Then we have:

dne−
y2
2

dyn
= (−i)n√

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

e−
t2
2 tne−iytdt (25)

Using the definition (16) of the Hermite polynomials:

Hn(y) = 1√
n!
· g

(n)(y)
g(y) = 1

√
n!e− y

2
2

· d
ne−

y2
2

dyn
,

and (25), Hermite polynomials can be rewritten as:

Hn(y) = (−i)ne y
2

2
√

2πn!

∫ ∞
−∞

e−
t2
2 tne−iytdt (26)

Observe that the term tn in the integrand suggests that we consider:

∞∑
n=0

Hn(y)rn√
n!

= e
y2
2

√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞

e−
t2
2

( ∞∑
n=0

(−irt)n
n!

)
e−iytdt = e

y2
2

√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞

e−
t2
2 e−i(r+y)tdt

By (24), this leads to
∞∑
n=0

Hn(y)rn√
n!

= e
y2
2 e−

(r+y)2
2 = e−ry−

r2
2 (27)
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Notice that the exponential can be rewritten as:
∞∑
p=0

(−y)p
p! rp

∞∑
q=0

(−1)qr2q

2qq! =
∞∑
p=0

∞∑
q=0

(−1)qr2q+p

2qq!
(−y)p
p! .

By equating both expression and noticing that n = 2q + p, it leads to

Hn(y) =
n/2∑
q=0

(−1)q
√
n!(−y)n−2q

2qq!(n− 2q)!

The Hermite polynomials are not orthonormal for the nonstandard Gaussian distribution. We will need
to compute expressions for shifts and stretches of the polynomials, in terms of non-shifted/non-stretched
polynomials.

Proposition 5.

Hp(a+ by) =
p∑

n=0

√
Cnp (1− b2)(p−n)/2bnHp−n

( a√
1− b2

)
Hn(y) (28)

with Cnp = p!
n!(p− n)! .

Proof. By using (22), one can write:

eλ(a+by) = eλ
2/2

∞∑
p=0

(−1)p λ
p

√
p!
Hp(a+ by) (29)

eλ(a+by) = eλae(λb)y

= eλaeλ
2b2/2

∞∑
n=0

(−λ)nbn√
n!

Hn(y) = eλaeλ
2(b2−1+1)/2

∞∑
n=0

(−λ)nbn√
n!

Hn(y)

=
( ∞∑
k=0

λkak

k!

)(
eλ

2/2
∞∑
q=0

λ2q(b2 − 1)q
2qq!

)( ∞∑
n=0

(−λ)nbn√
n!

Hn(y)
)

= eλ
2/2

∞∑
k=0

∞∑
n=0

∞∑
q=0

(−1)n a
kbnλn+k+2q(b2 − 1)q

k!2qq!
√
n!

Hn(y). (30)

Equating the coefficients associated with λ in (29) and (30), and noticing that p = n+ k + 2q, leads to:

Hp(a+ by) =
p∑

n=0

(p−n)/2∑
q=0

(−1)p−n
√
p!ap−n−2qbn(b2 − 1)q

(p− n− 2q)!2qq!
√
n!

Hn(y)

=
∑
n=0

√
p!

n!(p− n)!a
p−nbnHn(y)

(p−n)/2∑
q=0

(−1)p−n
√

(p− n)!
2q(p− n− 2q)!q!

(
− 1− b2

a2

)

By re-arranging (23):

y−kHk(y) =
k/2∑
q=0

(−1)k
√
k!

2qq!(k − 2q)!

(
− 1
y2

)q
,
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and plugging k = p− n, it follows:

Hp(a+ by) =
∑
n=0

√
p!

n!(p− n)!a
p−nbnHn(y)(a/

√
1− b2)−(p−n)Hp−n(a/

√
1− b2)

=
∑
n=0

√
Cnp (1− b2)(p−n)/2bnHn(y)Hp−n(a/

√
1− b2)

7. Application of Hermite Polynomials Expansions in a General Case

In this section we show an example, taken from Emery (2005a), of the application of the results previ-
ously shown, when Hermite Polynomials are introduced for the computation of the conditional local mean,
appropriate for implementation on any probability distributions presented in earth sciences databases.

The idea, in a first step, is to decompose any transfer function into Hermite Polynomials, in which an
expansion up to a degree P is used to give a close approximation to the shape of the function:

Z(u) = φ[Y (u)] =
∞∑
p=0

φpHn(Y (u)) ≈
P∑
p=0

φpHp(Y (u)).

Procedures to calculate the coefficients are derived from the properties already summarized in the previous
section, and can be found in Ortiz et al. (2005); Wackernagel (2013). Once the coefficients are computed,
φ′[Y (u)] follows directly by using the recurrence relationships:

φ′[Y (u)] = −
∞∑
p=1

φp
√
pHp−1(Y (u)) ≈ −

P∑
p=1

φp
√
pHp−1(Y (u))

Then, if we want to calculate [Z∗(u)], by plugging the Hermite expansion of the anamorphosis in equation
5 leads to:

[Z∗(u)] =
∫ ∞
−∞

φ(σSK · y + y∗SK) · g(y)dy

=
∞∑
p=0

φp

∫ ∞
−∞

Hp(σSK · y + y∗SK) · g(y)dy

As we see, in order to assess the mean value in the raw variable, Hermite polynomials should be computed
in a shifted/stretched version. Thus, we can use equation 28, which leads to:

[Z∗(u)] =
∞∑
p=0

φp

p∑
n=0

√
Cnp (1− σ2

SK)(p−n)/2σnSKHp−n

(
y∗SK√

1− σ2
SK

)∫ ∞
−∞

Hn(y) · g(y)dy

Since the Hermite polynomials have a zero mean except the first one (equation 20), all the terms in the
sum vanish except the one associated with n = 0, reducing the computation of the mean to:

[Z∗(u)] =
∞∑
p=0

φp(1− σ2
SK(u))p/2Hp

(
y∗SK(u)√

1− σ2
SK(u)

)
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8. Conclusion

The aim of the study was to develop a methodology that allow us the quantification of the uncertainty in
an arbitrary volume conditioned by sampling data, without the use of the traditional geostatistical simula-
tion, which is time consuming and hard to manage, specially for large grid sizes. We have been accomplished
in a successful way this objective, concluding with a tool suitable for any probabilistic distribution of the
sample data.

For this, we have proceeded with an extension of the traditional multi-Gaussian model, allowing us to
obtain the formulations needed, and making explicit the dependence of the uncertainty from the grades,
the spatial correlation and conditioning data. Only a Kriging of the Gaussian values is needed to obtain
conditional local means and variances.

Also we were able to obtain complete local distributions at any support, in an easy and straightforward
way, although with the trade-off cost of resorting to an approximate version of the distribution when several
number of points are considered for the change of support.

Future work should consider this last point as a root of study, improving such approximations, if it is
the case; the search of simplified versions of the results obtained, by the use of polynomials; and extending
the framework to multiple variables, taking advantage of correlated heterotopic data.
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Multivariate Geostatistical Simulation using Principal Component 
Analysis1 

Maria Bolgkoranou (maria.bolgkoranou@queensu.ca)  

Julian M. Ortiz (julian.ortiz@queensu.ca) 

Abstract 
Multivariate geostatistical simulation is aimed at reproducing the statistical 
relationships between variables and their spatial distribution. We present a 
methodology whereby grades and a filler variable are transformed to log-ratios, to 
impose the sum to 100%. Then, these log-ratios are linearly transformed to Principal 
Components (PCs). Sequential Gaussian Simulation is performed and the simulated 
factors are then back-transformed to simulated log-ratios, and these are back-
transformed to grades. An application to a Nickel laterite deposit is presented. Spatial 
dependences are checked by use of cross-variograms. This confirms that PCA tends to 
spatially decorrelate the factors, allowing for the independent simulation of each PCs, 
instead of requiring a co-simulation. The results of SGS showed that the simulated 
grades resulting from the proposed approach reproduce reasonably well the spatial 
and statistical relationships between the grades. Co-simulation of the log-ratios 
considering the spatial cross relationships between the variables using a linear model 
of coregionalization was performed and the results were compared with the back-
transformed grades after Principal Component Analysis. 

 

1. Introduction 
Multivariate geostatistics is used to take advantage of spatial relationships between variables, in order to 
improve the estimation of a variable using secondary variables, or to jointly simulate a set of correlated 
variables, preserving their relationships in the models. 

There are many methods available to create multivariate models. Sequential Gaussian cosimulation 
requires a linear model of coregionalization (Verly, 1993), which imposes constraints into the modeling of 
the direct and cross-variograms, making it inflexible. Other approaches try to avoid this burden by 
simplifying the cross correlation model by using collocated co-kriging to infer the conditional distributions 
during simulation (Almeida and Journel, 1994), or by attempting to decorrelate the data through the use 
of minimum/maximum autocorrelation factors (Desbarats and Dimitrakopoulos, 2000), stepwise 
conditional transformation (Leuangthong and Deutsch, 2003), or diagonalization approximation (Mueller 
and Ferreira, 2012). 

                                                           
1 Cite as: Bolgkoranou M, Ortiz JM (2019) Multivariate geostatistical simulation using Principal Component 
Analysis, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2019, paper 2019-07, 
94-117. 
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is one of the most commonly used methods for multivariate data 
analysis, due to its mathematical simplicity and to its simple interpretation (Wackernagel, 2003). A linear 
transformation takes place, in which a set of correlated variables are transformed into uncorrelated 
(orthogonal) factors (Hotelling 1933; Johnson and Wichern, 1982). The factorization occurs with 
collocated data, which does not necessarily remove the spatial correlation that may exist between non-
collocated data, either from a single variable or between variables (Suro-Perez and Journel, 1991). PCA 
has been used in geology and soil science before and is a well-established technique in statistical analysis 
(Davis, 1986; Webster and Oliver, 1990; Goovaerts, 1997). 

PCA can be used to reduce the co-kriging of N variables, into the kriging of N uncorrelated principal 
components (Davis and Greenes, 1983; Goovaerts, 1997). Furthermore, PCA can be used as a compression 
tool, if only the first few principal components are retained, reproducing most of the variability of the 
original variables (Wackernagel, 2003). 

In this paper, we present a detailed methodology to apply PCA, as a simple decorrelation approach of a 
compositional dataset, and show its application and performance in a Nickel laterite deposit. The back-
transformed grades after the simulation of the Principal Component Analysis were compared to the ones 
coming from the simulation of the log-ratios.  Further validation of the results is performed by comparing 
the back-transformed grades coming from the simulation of the Principal Components with the back-
transformed grades coming from the co-simulation of the log-ratios. 

2. Notation 
In this paper, the original variable is successively transformed several times, so, we provide notation to 
help the reader: 

 𝑝 − 1 is the dimension of the original vector variable. 
 𝑝 is the dimension of the vector variable after adding the filler to complete 100%. 
 𝑛 is the number of data samples. 
 𝑋  is the (𝑝 − 1) dimensional vector with the original variable. 
 𝑋 is the (𝑝) dimensional vector with the original variable, including the filler variable. 
 𝑍 is the (𝑝 − 1) dimensional vector of additive log-ratios. 
 𝐹 is the (𝑝 − 1) dimensional vector of principal components computed from the log-ratios. 
 𝑌 is the (𝑝 − 1) dimensional vector of normal scores of the principal components computed from 

the log-ratios. 
 

3. Methodology 
The proposed methodology requires three sequential transformations of the data prior to simulation. The 
general methodology is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed methodology. 

The original variables are the grades (in %) from chemical analyses for a number of samples over the 
domain of interest. The original grades are noted as: 

𝑋 (𝑢 ) = 𝑋 (𝑢 ),  𝑋 (𝑢 ), … , 𝑋 (𝑢 )         ∀𝛼 = 1, … , 𝑛 (1) 

Since the grades form a composition, we need to complete the vector with a filler variable, to have the 
set of variables that sum to 100%: 

𝑅(𝑢 ) = 100% − 𝑋 (𝑢 )         ∀𝛼 = 1, … , 𝑛 (2) 

The vector needs to be updated, by adding the filler variable: 

𝑋(𝑢 ) = 𝑋 (𝑢 ),  𝑋 (𝑢 ), … , 𝑋 (𝑢 ), 𝑅(𝑢 )        ∀𝛼 = 1, … , 𝑛 (3) 

Notice that this approach requires all variables to be informed at all locations, that is, the dataset must 
be homotopic. Samples with missing variables are common in geological data sets for many reasons. The 
missing data must be imputed (inferred) to permit the measured data to be used to their full extent. 
Imputation methods for geological data should address spatial structure and multivariate complexity. If 
some variables are missing, an imputation process should be applied (Silva and Deutsch, 2016). 

The methodology is general so that the transformation of log-ratios into factors can be done with any 
method. This opens possibilities to use diverse transformations available and check their effect. In this 
paper, we present the straightforward use of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to perform a linear 
transformation, which significantly decorrelates the data. 

3.1. Log-ratio transform 
Geological data are frequently reported in terms of the grades of different elements or the mineralogical 
proportions present in the rock. These sets of variables form a closed array or a composition, as their sum 
must add to the whole of the material. If all elements are considered, they should sum to 100%. If 
mineralogical proportions are used, they should add up to 1. This translates in a dependence between the 
variables, as there is always one less degree of freedom in the system, than variables available. 
Correlations are also distorted by this dependence, and this can lead to wrong inference and 
interpretations (Pawlowsky-Glahn and Olea, 2004). This also occurs with sub-compositions, that is when 
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only a subset of all the variables that form the composition are used (Pawlowsky-Glahn and Egozcue, 
2006). 

Considering the data {𝑋(𝑢 ), 𝛼 = 1, … , 𝑛} form a composition, compositional data analysis solves this 
closure problem by applying a log-ratio transformation of the data, so that any further statistical 
manipulation respects the constraint that the sum adds to 100% (Pawlowsky-Glahn and Egozcue, 2006). 

The three most important transformations are: 

1. Additive log-ratio (alr): it is the logarithm of the ratio between each component and one of the 
variables, in our case, the filler variable, and was introduced by Aitchison (1982) (see also Pawlowsky 
and Egozcue, 2006; Aitchison, 1986); 

2. Centered log-ratio (clr): it is the logarithm of the ratio between each component and the geometric 
mean of the parts, and was also introduced by Aitchison (1982); and  

3. Isometric log-ratio (ilr): it is obtained by projecting the composition over an orthonormal basis with 
(𝑝 − 1) dimensions. It was introduced by Egozcue et al. (2003). 

In our methodology, we used the alr transform, therefore, the data are transformed to a new vector 
variable, as follows: 

𝑍(𝑢 ) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑋 (𝑢 )

𝑅(𝑢 )
, 𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑋 (𝑢 )

𝑅(𝑢 )
, … , 𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑋 (𝑢 )

𝑅(𝑢 )
       ∀𝛼 = 1, … , 𝑛 (4) 

The 𝑝 dimensional vector 𝑋(𝑢 ), becomes a (𝑝 − 1) dimensional vector 𝑍(𝑢 ).  

3.2. Principal Component Transform 
The next step is to transform the log-ratios obtained in the previous step to linearly uncorrelated factors 
by using Principal Component Analysis. This principal component transformation finds a set of orthogonal 
linear axes that passes through the multivariate mean of the log-ratio transformed variables, and is such 
that the variance of the projections of the original log-ratios onto the first axis (called first principal 
component) is maximized. Axes corresponding to subsequent principal components are determined 
orthogonal to the previous ones, and with maximum variance (Howarth, 2017). 

Principal components are found after an eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrix of the variable of 
interest (Wackernagel, 2003). The steps required are: 

 Compute the mean vector of the variables in vector 𝑍: 

𝑚 = 𝑚 , 𝑚 , … , 𝑚 (5) 

 where: 

𝑚 =
1

𝑛
𝑍 (𝑢 )        ∀𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑝 − 1 (6) 

 Calculate the covariance matrix: 
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𝐶 =
1

𝑛
(𝑍 − 𝑚) ∙ (𝑍 − 𝑚) (7) 

 Decompose the covariance through an eigen-decomposition: 
𝐶 = 𝑄 ∙ Λ ∙ 𝑄 (8) 

where 𝑄 is a matrix where the columns correspond to the eigen-vectors of 𝐶 , Λ is a diagonal 
matrix where the terms in the diagonal are the eigen-values of 𝐶 , sorted in decreasing order. 

 Determine the factors (principal components) 𝐹: the principal components are obtained by 
multiplying the data matrix by the eigen-vectors:  

𝐹 = (𝑍 − 𝑚) ∙ 𝑄 (9) 

 Although the goal of PCA is to decompose the original variable into decorrelated components, 
notice that the data can be reconstructed from these principal components: 

𝑍 = 𝐹 ∙ 𝑄 + 𝑚 (10) 

The (𝑝 − 1) dimensional vector 𝑍(𝑢 ) becomes a (𝑝 − 1) dimensional vector 𝐹(𝑢 ). Data compression 
can be achieved in the last step of the process described above, by retaining only the first 𝑘 < (𝑝 − 1) 
principal components, that is, an approximate reconstruction is obtained as: 𝑍 = 𝐹 ∙ (𝑄 ) + 𝑚, 
where 𝐹  are the first 𝑘 principal components, and 𝑄  corresponds to the first 𝑘 columns of the matrix of 
eigen-vectors, hence, these are the eigen-vectors corresponding to the first 𝑘 highest eigen-values. In our 
case, compression was not used. 

3.3. Normal Score Transform 
In order to spatially simulate the principal components, and assuming these are independent from each 
other, a multigaussian geostatistical simulation method can be used (Chiles and Delfiner, 2012). These 
methods require a normal score transformation to satisfy the requirement of gaussianity. Although in 
theory a multigaussian assumption is needed, in practice only the univariate condition is imposed through 
a quantile or polynomial transform. 

For each component of the vector of principal component factors, a univariate transformation is 
performed as follows: 

𝑌 = 𝜑 (𝐹 )       ∀𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑝 − 1 (11) 

where 𝜑  is the transformation function for variable 𝑖. 

3.4. Gaussian Simulation 
Variables transformed to normal scores can now be simulated using any of the available multigaussian 
simulation methods available in the geostatistical toolbox. The simulation can proceed independently for 
each variable 𝑌 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑝 − 1, under the assumption that the normal scores of the principal 
components are independent, that is, their collocated values are linearly decorrelated and they do not 
show spatial correlation or non-linear correlation. This can be easily checked by plotting scatterplots and 
displaying the experimental direct and cross-variograms.  

The simulation process will return as output a suite of 𝐿 realizations of the normal scores of the principal 
components, over a lattice of locations 𝑢 defined over the simulation domain 𝐷: 
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𝑌 , (𝑢), 𝑢 ∈ 𝐷         ∀𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑝 − 1; ∀𝑙 = 1, … , 𝐿 (12) 

These realizations reproduce a histogram following a standard normal distribution, honor the normally-
transformed data at sample locations (𝑌 (𝑢 ), ∀𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑝 − 1; ∀𝛼 = 1, … , 𝑛), and reproduce the spatial 
continuity imposed by the variogram model (Deutsch and Journel, 1998). 

3.5. Back-transformations 
The resulting simulated values need to be brought back to their original units by applying the 
corresponding normal score, principal component and log-ratio back-transformations. 

The first back-transformation brings the Gaussian simulated values back to principal components, by using 
the inverse of the transformation function for each principal component. 

𝐹 , (𝑢) = 𝜑 𝑌 , (𝑢) (13) 

The second back-transformation reconstructs simulated log-ratios, from the simulated principal 
component variables, at every location in the simulation lattice. These are obtained by multiplying the 
vector of simulated principal components by the transposed matrix of eigen-vectors and adding back the 
vector of means of the log-ratios. 

𝑍 (𝑢) = 𝐹 (𝑢) ∙ 𝑄 + 𝑚 (14) 

Finally, the third back-transformation brings the simulated vector of log-ratios, which is a 𝑝 − 1 
dimensional vector, to the original grades, including the filler variable. This is achieved by determining the 
closure of the exponentials of the simulated log-ratios.   

𝑋 (𝑢) = 𝑎𝑙𝑟 𝑍 (𝑢) = 𝒞 exp 𝑍 ; 0 (15) 

4. Application to a Nickel-Laterite deposit 

4.1. Proposed methodology: simulating PC transformed log-ratios 
Six geochemical variables corresponding to grades in % of a Nickel laterite deposit are available at 9990 
locations in the database: 𝑋 = 𝑁𝑖; 𝑋 = 𝐹𝑒; 𝑋 = 𝑀𝑔𝑂; 𝑋 = 𝑆𝑖𝑂 ; 𝑋 = 𝐴𝑙 𝑂 ; 𝑋 = 𝐶𝑟. A filler 
variable 𝑅 = 100% − ∑ 𝑋  is calculated to ensure closure.  Then, the additive log-ratios (alr) are 
computed with respect to the filler variable. Location maps of the samples are presented in Figure 2, as 
well as the basic statistics of the grades (Figure 3). Scatterplots between the log-ratios (for collocated 
locations) are shown in Figure 4.  

Given that the data are preferentially sampled in specific areas, declustering is required to obtain the 
representative distribution of the grades (Pyrcz and Deutsch, 2003). Cell declustering is used to determine 
the weights associated to each sample, based on their location.  

Principal component analysis is applied over the log-ratios. 
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Figure 2: Location maps of the samples in XY for Nickel. 

 

 

Figure 3: Histograms and basic statistics of the grades. 
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Figure 4: Matrices of log-ratios 

Principal component analysis is performed over the log-ratios and direct and cross-variograms of their 
normal scores are computed to check the spatial decorrelation obtained by means of the decomposition 
into principal components. The cross-variograms are displayed in Figure 5. They show that in the 
horizontal plane there is no spatial correlation. Vertically, very low cross-correlation exists up to 30m. 
Beyond that distance, some correlation appears, which is deemed to a trend in the grades. 

 

Figure 5: Cross-Variogram of normal scores of PC1 (purple), PC2 (red), PC3 (black), PC4 (red), PC5 (green), PC6 
(blue) in two orthogonal horizontal directions (left) and in the vertical direction (right). 

The direct variograms are fitted with nested licit variogram models. The parameters for the variogram 
models are summarized in Table 1. 

Afterwards, Sequential Gaussian Simulation was independently performed for each Principal Component. 
The simulation is performed to create 5 realizations over the grid of nodes shown in Table 2.  
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Table 1: Parameter of the variogram models of each normal score of PC. 

 Nugget 
effect 

Spherical Spherical 
Sill Rotation Ranges Sill Rotation Ranges 

PC1 0.2 0.6 0°/0°/0° 50/100/20 0.2 0°/0°/0° 150/infty/20 
PC2 0.3 0.7 0°/0°/0° 70/40/20    
PC3 0.3 0.7 130°/30°/0° 55/50/20    
PC4 0.4 0.6 130°/10°/0° 70/58/18    
PC5 0.4 0.6 0°/0°/0° 70/70/20    
PC6 0.4 0.6 0°/0°/0° 120/60/20    

 
Table 2: Definition of the grid system. 

Coordinate Number of nodes Initial coordinate Spacing 
X 38 1623.6 5 
Y 41 1640.2 5 
Z 15 71.2 5 

 
The simulated principal components are back transformed to log-ratios, and these log-ratios are back-
transformed to grades. One realization is shown in Figure 6. The E-type over 5 realizations is presented in 
Figure 7. The plots of pairs of the back-transformed grades are calculated and compared with the 
corresponding sample scatter plots (Figure 8). 

Results are displayed in the scatter plot of the simulated grades (Figure 9) and the q-q plots and histograms 
in Figures 10 and 11. They show that statistics of the distribution of simulated grades are reasonably close 
to the original sample grades, and even some complex relationships are preserved. This is mainly 
controlled by conditioning, and not directly imposed by the proposed method which only captures linear 
relationships. Care should be taken to ensure that statistics are preserved at every step of the 
methodology, to avoid biasing the results. More realizations would likely lead to a better characterization 
of the univariate and bivariate distributions. 
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Figure 6: Plan view and cross section of realization 5 of the back-transformed grades. 
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Figure 7: Visualization of the E-type for Nickel, Iron, Magnesia, Silica, Alumina and Chromium in plan view and cross 
section respectively. 
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Figure 8: Matrices of grades 

 

 

Figure 9: Matrices of back-transformed grades colored by correlation 
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Figure 10: Q-Q plots between the initial grades and the back-transformed simulated ones. 

 

 

Figure 11: Histograms of back-transformed simulated grades. 

4.2. Co-simulation of the log-ratios 
Sequential Gaussian Co-simulation is the main method for the characterization of several attributes 
(categorical or continuous) in space. Many methods have been developed that try to incorporate all the 
available information for creating precise models. The program that is used for this research was 
developed by Manchuk & Deutsch (2012). It incorporates several types of information such as categorical 
and continuous attributes and offers flexibility to use different types of transformations (Manchuk & 
Deutsch, 2012).  
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In our case the six log-ratios were co-simulated with full cokriging using a Linear Model of 
Coregionalization (LMC). 𝑍 (𝑢), 𝑗 = 1, … ,6 are the six different log-ratios. 𝜆  is the weight assigned to 
datum 𝑖 and variable 𝑗 to estimate variable 𝑘.  

The Linear Model of Coregionalization is used in order to calculate the covariance between the log-ratios. 

𝑍 (𝑢 ) = 𝜆 ∙ 𝑍 (𝑢 ) + 1 − 𝜆 ∙ 𝜇 (𝑢 ) 

Where 𝜇 (𝑢 ) is the conditional mean of each variable. 

The simple co-kriging equations are calculated for each variable independently. Specifically (Manchuk & 
Deutsch, 2012): 

1. Normalization of each log-ratio. 

2. Creation of the correlation matrix, 𝑃, after LMC that parameterizes the multivariate distribution. 

3. The conditional multivariate distribution is parameterized by the correlation matrix 𝑃 and the co-
kriging. 

4. Monte Carlo Simulation is performed by decomposing the matrix using Cholesky factorization: 

P=L∙LT 

Where: L is the lower triangular matrix. 

5. An independent Gaussian vector 𝑤 is drawn and correlated. 

y=L∙w 

 

6. Each standard Gaussian component ys is converted to non-standard Gaussian ys(uo) using the 
conditional mean y(uo): 

ys(uo)=σSK∙y+y(uo) 

The basic statement of the LMC is that all regionalized variables being studied are generated by a same 
set of physical processes acting additively at different spatial scales. Therefore, the joint variogram model 
is built from a shared set of elementary variogram functions that are nested to fit the experimental curves, 
ensuring the conditional negative semi-definite condition is met (Goulard and Voltz, 1992).  

Specifically, first, the direct experimental semi-variograms (𝛾 (ℎ)) are calculated and fitted with their licit 
models respectively as linear combinations of basic structures (𝑔 (ℎ)). After, the same structures are 
used to fit 𝑁 (𝑁 − 1)/2 cross-semivariograms (𝛾 (ℎ)) under the condition that the matrices of the 
coefficients are positive semi-definite (Goovaerts, 1997). 
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Table 1: Parameter of the direct variogram models of each normal score of log-ratio: 

 

Nugget 
Effect 

Spherical 

Sill Rotation Ranges 

Log-ratio1 0.4 0.6 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio2 0.2 0.8 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio3 0.2 0.8 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio4 0.3 0.7 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio5 0.3 0.7 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio6 0.3 0.7 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 
 

Table 2: Parameter of the cross-variogram models of each normal score of log-ratio: 

 

Nugget 
Effect 

Spherical 

Sill Rotation Ranges 

Log-ratio1-Log-ratio2 0 0.2 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio1-Log-ratio3 0 0.2 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio1-Log-ratio4 0 0.3 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio1-Log-ratio5 0 -0.15 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio1-Log-ratio6 0 0.2 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio2-Log-ratio3 0 -0.6 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio2-Log-ratio4 0 -0.55 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio2-Log-ratio5 0 0.8 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio2-Logratio6 0.2 0.7 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio3-Log-ratio4 0 0.75 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio3-Log-ratio5 -0.1 -0.7 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio3-Log-ratio6 -0.1 -0.5 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio4-Log-ratio5 0 -0.6 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio4-Log-ratio6 0 -0.6 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 

Log-ratio5-Log-ratio6 0.15 0.6 140°/-20°/0° 70/90/20 
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Figure 12: Direct experimental variograms with their models of the Normal log-ratios. 

The variables are simulated over the same grid defined previously and results are presented below. The 
reproduction of the global statistics is satisfactory, as depicted in the histograms and q-q plots.The general 
trends in grades are also preserved, as seen in the map of E-type values over the realizations. However, 
cosimulation provides a poor reproduction of the bivariate relationships between the elements. 
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Figure 13: Cross-variograms with their models of the Normal log-ratios. 
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Figure 14: Plan view and cross section of realization 5 of the back-transformed grades. 
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Figure 15: Histograms of simulated grades 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Q-Q plots between the grades and the back-transformed grades after the co-simulation of the log-ratios. 
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Figure 17: E-type visualization of 15 realizations for Nickel, Iron, Magnesia, Silica, Alumina, and Chromium. 
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Figure 18: Back-transformed grades colored according to correlation 

5. Conclusions 
Principal component analysis is an orthogonal transformation that can be used to convert a set of 
correlated variables into a set of almost linearly uncorrelated components. In this paper, we show a 
detailed methodology to apply principal component analysis to a set of geochemical variables from an 
exploration campaign of a Nickel laterite deposit. The method requires dealing with the compositional 
nature of the data, thus requiring a transformation of the grades into log-ratios. These log-ratios are then 
decorrelated using PCA. The decorrelation is checked by computing cross-variograms between the 
principal components, which confirms that almost all linear correlation is removed by the transformation 
into principal components. These principal components are then independently simulated using 
sequential Gaussian simulation, which in turn requires a normal score transformation of the data.  

The methodology is therefore presented as a sequence of three transformations: a log-ratio 
transformation using the additive approach, a decorrelation using principal component analysis, and a 
normal score transformation to use Gaussian simulation. The simulated results must be back-transformed 
to bring them back from Gaussian simulated deviates, into simulated principal components, then into log-
ratios and finally, into simulated grades. 

Results are checked to ensure the correlation statistics are preserved, which is confirmed by the scatter 
plots of the simulated variables, where correlation coefficients are well preserved, and the general 
correlation structure is reproduced. The method cannot capture some non-linear features of the 
relationships, which is expected due to its linear nature. Overall, results are satisfactory, confirming that 
PCA is a suitable approach to model spatially correlated variables. 
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Figure 19: Original Grades 

 

Figure 20: Back-transformed grades after Principal Component Analysis 

 

Figure 21: Back-transformed grades after Co-simulation 
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Principal Component Analysis reproduces decorrelated factors. The simulation of the PCs and the back-
transformation to the original grades achieves better reproduction of the relationship between the 
variables comparing to the co-simulation, although care has to be taken to ensure a good reproduction of 
the global statistical distributions. Transformations need to be thoroughly tested to ensure histograms 
are reproduced at every step. 

The approach was compared with cosimulation. Cosimulation is difficult to implement because the LMC 
constrains the modeling of direct and cross variograms. As a result, cosimulation performance is 
deteriorated, which is reflected in poor reproduction of the multivariate distribution (reflected in the 
bivariate scatter plots). PCA tends to better reproduce the bivariate relationships. 
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Abstract 

P-waves are acoustic waves propagated through geological mediums. P-wave velocities 
are increasingly being used in natural resource industries. The purpose of this paper is 
to present a literature background on the behavior of P-wave velocities in typical 
geological settings. P-wave velocities can be represented mathematically using the 
elastic moduli of the geological material, the density of the material, and the acoustic 
impedance of the material. The impact of environmental factors that can change the 
acoustic wave velocities are also addressed, including external pressures, humidity and 
temperature.  

 

1. Introduction  

Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) testing has been used in mining and civil industries to test the 
strength of materials and base designs on such results. Such designs can include structural designs relating 
to building integrity or production shaft sizing and support system requirements for mining projects. The 
results from UCS testing is used for a variety of design purposes mainly pertaining to material strength. 
This type of material strength testing has been proven accurate for homogenous materials such as pure 
or compound metals. However, UCS results from testing heterogeneous materials such as rock and 
concrete have been known to have very high variation. The variation in results from UCS testing on 
heterogeneous material is considerable enough to make the results unreliable for design purposes, such 
that significant factor of safety’s is used to compensate for such variability. This literature review attempts 
to explore the behavior of P-wave velocities in rock under compression for the purposes of utilizing P-
wave velocities for more accurate compression strength testing. 

This literature review covers some of the mathematical representations of P-wave velocities, the impact 
external pressure has on P-wave velocities and the impact humidity and temperature have on P-wave 
velocities propagated through rock. 

2. P-waves and their velocities in geological mediums 

Energy is constantly being released within geological domains in the form of seismic waves. Energy release 
can come in the form of tectonic shifts, microfractures, friction from molten material, and even energy 
transfer from non-geological sources. There are multiple types of seismic waves. There are P-waves, S-
waves and surface waves. P-waves are compressional waves, also known as acoustic waves, in geological 
mediums. They are the fastest type of seismic wave. P-waves travel longitudinally from the source of 
                                                           
1 Cite as: Midkiff W, Rielo O, Ortiz JM (2019) A literature review on P-wave velocities in rock under compression, 
Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2019, paper 2019-08, 118-126. 
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energy release, causing particles to travel back and forth from the source. S-waves are transverse waves 
that cause particle motion at right angles from the direction of propagation. The other type of seismic 
waves are surface waves, which are unrelated to the purposes of this research (Robinson & Clark, 2017). 

P-waves travel in geological mediums often between 2-12 km/s, while S-waves travel at a fraction of the 
speed of P-waves (Robinson & Clark, 2017). Seismic wave velocity is often a measurement of interest in 
mining and oil industries and research, particularly P-wave velocities. Seismic wave velocities are often 
measured by taking the distance of wave propagation to reach two sensors “d” and the time difference 
between the initial seismic wave readings of the two sensors “t” (Robinson & Clark, 2017). The seismic 
wave velocity is easily determined using Equation 1.  

Equation 1: Seismic velocity distance over time equation (Elocity, 1997). 

𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑐 =
𝑑

𝑡
 

Often geological mediums are considered homogenous and isotropic by nature, particularly in seismic 
exploration. As a result, the physical characteristics of geological domains are identified by their acoustic 
impedance “Z”, which is described by the density of the geological domain “ρ” and the P-wave velocity 
“Vp”, as shown by Equation 2 (Robinson & Clark, 2017). 

Equation 2: Acoustic impedance of homogenous and isotropic geological domains (Robinson & Clark, 2017) 

𝑍 = 𝜌(𝑉 ) 

It is known however that rock, in the clear majority of cases, is anisotropic and heterogenous, composed 
of faults, diverse mineral composition, water saturation, and microfractures.  

Birches law dictates that the P-wave velocity in geological mediums is linearly dependent on the density 
of the material the wave is propagating through as detailed by Figure 3. 

Equation 3: Birches law (Campbell & Heinz, 1992) 

𝑉 = 𝑎(𝑚) + 𝑏𝜌 

Where “𝑎(𝑚)” is a mathematical function dependent on the mean atomic weight “𝑚” of the material 
under observation, “b” is a constant, “ρ” is the density of the material under observation, and “𝑉 ” is the 
P-wave velocity of the material (Campbell & Heinz, 1992). Campbell et al. (1992) conducted experiments 
on KCl and NaCl samples to obtain P-wave velocity data as samples were compressed. The objective of 
the test was to alter the density of each sample through compression and record the velocity of P-waves 
propagated through the samples. Figure 1 shows the P-wave velocity VS sample density data recorded for 
this study.  
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Figure 1: Campbell's et al. P-wave velocity VS sample density results. White circles represent NaCl samples, white squares 
represent KCl samples and black squares represent KCl samples with CsCl structure developed after the structural change of the 

KCl samples (Campbell & Heinz, 1992). 

As can be seen from Campbell et al. (1992) study, the P-wave velocity is linearly dependent on the density 
of a sample. It is interesting to note that in this experiment, a structural change of the KCl samples 
occurred creating CsCl structure, which formed a very different linear relation for the P-wave velocity with 
respect to the density. It is strange however that a convergence of the data was not presented to show 
the non-sudden structural change that occurred. What is also interesting to note from this study is the P-
wave velocity VS sample compression data shown in Figure 6. (Campbell & Heinz, 1992) 

 

Figure 2: Campbell's et al. P-wave velocity VS external pressure results. White circles represent NaCl samples, white squares 
represent KCl samples and black squares represent KCl samples with CsCl structure developed after the structural change of the 

KCl samples (Campbell & Heinz, 1992). 

As can be seen from the above figure, the P-wave velocity almost appears to follow a linear trend with 
respect with the external pressure applied to samples. There does however, appear to be a recognizable 
curved relation to the data. This non-linear feature can likely be explained from the closing of porous 
space in the samples. 

P-wave velocities are also dependant on the elastic properties of the material the wave propagates 
through. In the case of isotropic elastic material, Hooke’s law can be used to describe the P-wave velocity 
for a material based on an elastic property “𝑀”, the P-wave modulus, and ρ, the density of the material 
as shown in Equation 4. (Mavko, Mukerji, & Dvorkin, 2009) 
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Equation 4: Describing P-wave velocity in accordance to Hooke's law for a isotropic and linear elastic material (Mavko et al., 
2009) 

𝑉 =
𝑀

𝜌
 

The P-wave modulus, “𝑀”, can be further broken down into the expression seen in Equation 5. 

Equation 5: P-wave modulus described by the bulk modulus and the shear modulus (Mavko et al., 2009) 

𝑀 = 𝐾 +
4𝜇

3
 

Where 𝐾 is the bulk modulus (modulus of incompressibility) and μ is the shear modulus of the material. 
The equation describing P-wave velocity in accordance to Hooke’s law for an isotropic and linearly elastic 
material can be described further by substituting for 𝑀, as shown in  

Equation 6: P-wave velocity equation for isotropic and linearly elastic material according to Hooke's law after a P-wave modulus 
substitution for the bulk modulus and shear modulus. 

𝑉 =
𝐾 +

4𝜇
3

𝜌
 

It should be noted that these equations from Hooke’s law hold true for material that is both isotropic and 
linearly elastic material. Most rock is considered heterogeneous, anisotropic and exhibits non-linear 
behavior with regards to the stress strain relation. For example, when rock is compressed uniaxially, the 
Young’s modulus reading for the material will ramp up as the porous spaces in the rock are sufficiently 
closed before the rock begins behaving elastically, exhibiting a constant Young’s modulus until the rock 
yields and plastically deforms. 

3. Impact of external pressure on P-wave velocities 

As discussed, the velocities of seismic waves are dependent on the elastic properties of the geological 
medium they are propagated through and the density of the material. The confining pressure applied on 
a rock sample can alter the elastic properties of the material, such as the bulk modulus, and the density 
of the material by squeezing the porous space in the rock and reducing the volume of the rock. The fluid 
saturation of rock increases the average density of the material by filling the porous space with fluid and 
increases or decreases pore pressure depending on the pore aperture size and the degree of saturation, 
all of which impacts seismic velocities in geological mediums. 

G. Mavko (2017) presented that seismic waves are dependent on the effective pressure applied on 
materials. The effective pressure applied on a material is determined through the subtraction of the pore 
pressure from the confining pressure exerted on the sample, as shown in Equation 7. 

Equation 7: Equation for the effective pressure applied on rock (Mavko, 2017) 

𝑃 = 𝑃 −  𝑃  

According to G. Mavko (2017), seismic wave velocity dependence on the effective pressure can be 
modeled by normalizing the seismic wave velocity readings with respect to the maximum velocity readings 
obtained from a given test, and modeling the average trend with an exponential model. Figure 3 presents 
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example data from G. Mavko’s paper regarding the normalized P-wave velocity data with respect to the 
effective pressure applied to the material tested. In this case Mavko also presented how multiple 
exponential models could be developed to model the relationship while presenting the average 
relationship mathematically with an exponential model. 

 

Figure 3: P-wave dependence on the effective pressure exerted on a rock samples for sample data. Three potential exponential 
models are drawn to show potential models to describe the relationship, while the average relationship is described 

mathematically with an exponential model. (Mavko, 2017) 

As can be seen from Figure 3, a convergence effect occurs for the P-wave velocities propagated through 
the samples as the effective pressure increases. This convergence occurs to the point that nearly the same 
P-wave velocity is experienced in each sample once an effective pressure of 40 MPa is applied.  

The effective pressure applied on a material is dependent on both the confining pressure and the pore 
pressure in the material. The confining pressure is the pressure applied externally to compress the 
material and reduce the material’s volume. Pore pressure is an expanding compressive pressure applied 
by the fluid or gas that fills the porous space in the material. The pore pressure acting on porous material 
is discussed in further detail in the next section of this literature review addressing the impact of humidity 
and temperature on the P-wave velocity in material. Pore pressure is dependent on the porosity of the 
material tested, the pore diameter or crack aperture size, the percent saturation of the material, and the 
type of fluid or gas filling porous space in the material (Mavko, 2017) (Nakao, Nara, & Kubo, 2016).  

The type of fluid or gas present in porous material filling the porous space influences the velocity of P-
waves propagated through the material (Mavko et al., 2009). Such influential properties of the fluid or gas 
include the density of the fluid substance and the bulk modulus of the fluid (Mavko et al., 2009). As the 
bulk density for a penetrating fluid increases, the porous material’s overall bulk density also increases 
(Mavko, 2017). Figure 4 presents how the bulk modulus of porous material is impacted as penetrating 
fluids with different densities and bulk moduli are used to penetrate the pore space of the porous material 
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(Mavko, 2017). As can be seen, oil increased the bulk density of the porous material as it is a denser and 
exhibits a higher bulk modulus than air. Water is denser than oil and has a higher bulk modulus than oil, 
therefore it is unsurprising that the bulk modulus of the porous material increased with the addition of 
water in comparison with the result for the addition of oil. It can also be seen in Figure 4 that the bulk 
modulus reacts differently with respect to the different sandstones tested, with the bulk modulus rapidly 
increasing and plateauing as the effective pressure on the Fontainebleau increases in comparison to the 
rate of increase the bulk modulus for the Beaver sandstone experiences. This difference is explained with 
the difference in pore density and pore diameter that forms the difference in porosity between the two 
porous materials (Nakao et al., 2016). This subject will be discussed later in this review. 

 

Figure 4: Bulk Modulus for porous sandstones VS the effective pressure applied. Different fluids with different densities and bulk 
moduli. Beaver sandstone, with a porosity of 6%, is on the left, while Fontainebleau sandstone, with a porosity of 15% is on the 

right (Mavko, 2017). 

Filling the porous space of material with fluids denser than that of air and with a bulk modulus higher than 
that of air almost always further stiffens the porous material, therefore increasing the material’s bulk 
modulus (Mavko, 2017). However, fluid penetration in rock does not always increase the seismic wave 
velocity in the material (Mavko, 2017). As can be recalled from Hook’s law presented by Equation 6, the 
P-wave velocity in a material is dependant on the square root of the bulk modulus and dependant on the 
square root of the inverse density of the material (Mavko et al., 2009). So, although the bulk modulus and 
density of the porous material will increase from fluid penetration, the P-wave velocity may increase or 
decrease as a result.  

Figure 5 shows the impact of fluid penetration on the P-wave velocity readings as the effective pressure 
is increased on the sandstone samples discussed regarding Figure 4 for varying fluids used to penetrate 
the porous space (Mavko, 2017). For both sandstone results, the P-wave velocity increases and slightly 
begins to plateau as the effective pressure is increased, the main difference between the samples being 
the rate of velocity increase. This difference it due to the similar reason explained for the same scenario 
as the bulk modulus results from Figure 4. The P-wave velocity also increases as a denser penetrating fluid 
is used. However, this was not the case for the Fontainebleau sandstone as the P-wave velocity was 
greater than when the porous space was filled. As explained with respect to Hook’s law, the bulk modulus 
of the Fontainebleau sandstone certainly increases with the penetration of fluids, but the density of the 
material must have increased significantly as a result as well, which increased the acoustic impedance as 
described by Equation 2 (Mavko et al., 2009) (Mavko, 2017). 
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Figure 5: Velocity VS Effective pressure applied on Beaver sandstone (6% porosity on left) and Fontainebleau sandstone (15% 
porosity on right) for varying fluids used to penetrate the porous space of the materials (Mavko, 2017). 

 

4. Impact of humidity and temperature on P-wave velocities through rock 

The relative humidity can impact the velocities of acoustic waves that travel through rock. The impact 
relative humidity has on acoustic wave velocities in rock is impacted by the porosity of rock and the size 
of pores in rock. 

One of the primary factors that impacts acoustic wave velocity in rocks is the crack density in rock. The 
existence of cracks in rock impacts the physical, strength and fracturing properties. Cracks impact the 
permeability of rock and increases anisotropies regarding strength and fracturing toughness. Relative 
environmental humidity has been known to increase the water content in rock, which impacts the 
strength and fracturing strength of rock, and as a result, the crack density of the rock as well. Reports have 
consistently supported this relation. An example of the impact on P-wave velocity and water content on 
a Berea sandstone core sample is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: P-wave velocity and water content results for Berea sandstone core experiment with a constant environmental 
temperature of 20 ⁰C (Nakao et al., 2016) 

As can be seen the P-wave velocity in porous rock is dependant on the relative humidity. It is important 
to note that sample tested in Figure 6 is a very porous rock. It has been experimentally determined that 
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P-wave velocities in rocks with little porosity are not as sensitive to the effects of relative humidity. The 
temperature has a similar impact, in that as the temperature increases the P-wave velocity of samples 
decreases. It is particularly noted that rocks with large pores, despite being more porous than a rock with 
smaller pores, may experience less of a P-wave velocity change from the relative humidity. This 
inconsistency is explained with capillary condensation. When pores are small in diameter, water from the 
humidity condenses at the pore locations and immerses the pores in water, since the van der Waals force 
among polar water molecules in this confined space encourages condensation. A force that can be 
described as suction is produced via the occurrence of liquid building in the confined spaces and producing 
a capillary pressure due to the fluid medium separation of air and water via the capillary pathway. 
Capillary pressure assists in applying an internalized compressive force on porous material which assists 
in increasing grain contact points.  The capillary pressure applied on a fluid in a confined space can be 
represented by the Young-Laplace equation as shown in Equation 8 (Nakao et al., 2016). 

Equation 8: Young-Laplace equation for capillary pressure (Nakao et al., 2016) 

𝑝 =
2𝜎

𝑅
 

Where 𝑝 is the compressive pressure applied due to capillary condensation, σ is the surface tension of 
water and 𝑅  is the radius of curvature of the liquid surface. By looking at the Young-Laplace equation, it 
is recognized that, as more fluid is added to a pore space, the liquid radius of curvature increases and 
reduces the capillary pressure, which in turn reduces the internalized compressive stress that assists in 
creating grain contact points in the rock. As grain contact points reduce, the crack density of a given rock 
increases, therefore the P-wave velocity would decrease. This helps explain the large P-wave velocity 
change for porous rock with small pores, as their pores are small enough and there are typically many 
pores to experience significant capillary pressure to increase grain contact points. Therefore, when the 
humidity increased, the capillary pressure reduces, the grain contact points reduce, the crack density of 
the sandstones increases, and the P-wave velocity decreases significantly. The porous rock with large 
pores does not experience such radical change in the P-wave velocity because the pore diameter is 
significantly larger than the previously discussed case, and the curvature for the liquid in these porous 
spaces was already significant before the humidity increased during the experiments. Porous rock with 
large pores will still experience the same phenomena, but to less of an extent (Nakao et al., 2016). 

The rate of acoustic velocity change in response to a change in the relative humidity is dependent on the 
gas permeability of a given rock sample (Nakao et al., 2016). The more permeable the sample the faster 
the velocity change occurs when the relative humidity is altered (Nakao et al., 2016). This is easily 
comprehensible as the permeability of a rock sample dictates the rate at which moisture equilibrium 
between the sample’s porous space and the environment is reached. 

As discussed earlier, P-wave velocities are dependant on the elastic properties of rock, including the 
Young’s modulus. If a porous rock contains clay materials in its composition, the elastic properties of the 
material may be impacted due to water saturation. This could condition could contribute to the acoustic 
velocity dependence on the relative humidity (Nakao et al., 2016). 

The acoustic waves also appear to attenuate more as the relative humidity increases. This makes sense as 
the crack density of material often increases as the relative humidity increases, thereby increasing the 
attenuating properties of the material (Nakao et al., 2016). 
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The relative humidity has a very minor impact on the acoustic wave velocity of low porosity rocks. 
Although a negative relation is still seen with the acoustic wave velocity and the relative humidity, the 
pores of the material are often few in quantity and therefore acoustic velocities for such rock is barely 
impacted. Any change in the acoustic velocity for material, such as granite, can be primarily attributed to 
the increase in microcrack aperture diameter enlargement from capillary condensation (Nakao et al., 
2016). 
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Abstract

The kriging estimate has an associated kriging variance which measures the variance of
the error between the estimate and the true value. However, this measure of uncertainty
does not depend on the actual value of the variable, but only on the spatial configuration
of the sample data used in the estimation. Thus, it does not capture the “proportional
effect”, that is, the fact that the variability depends on the local value of the variable.
In this paper, we review the multiGaussian framework, which allows characterizing the
uncertainty in a simple, yet effective manner. As most variables are not normally dis-
tributed, the approach requires a quantile transformation and a back transformation at
the end of the analysis. We show that the simple kriging estimate and its corresponding
variance identify the conditional expectation and variance in a multiGaussian frame-
work. Thus, uncertainty quantification is simply achieved by transforming the data to
a Gaussian distribution, performing simple kriging of the normally transformed values
and back transforming the resulting distribution to original units.

1. Introduction

The random function model provides the means for inference. We can assume properties (statistical
properties, that is) of the variable at every location, and from there, derive an estimate that complies with
some imposed properties, such as unbiasedness and optimality.

Once the estimate is obtained, the next question arises: what is the uncertainty around that
estimate?

The kriging estimate provides the best unbiased linear estimator and it comes with an associated kriging
variance. Let us write the estimate and variance in simple and ordinary kriging:

Z∗SK(u0) =
(

1−
n∑
i=1

λSKi

)
m+

n∑
i=1

λSKi Z(ui) (1)

σ2
SK(u0) = σ2

0 −
n∑
i=1

λSKi Ci0 (2)

Z∗OK(u0) =
n∑
i=1

λOKi Z(ui) (3)

σ2
OK(u0) = σ2

0 −
n∑
i=1

λOKi Ci0 − µ (4)

Both expressions for the variances (Equations 2 and 4), do not depend on the Z values. The variances
only depend on the spatial arrangement of the samples with respect to the location estimated through the
covariance. They also depend on the prior variance of the random variable σ2

0 .

1Cite as: Ortiz JM (2019) MultiGaussian kriging: a review, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s
University, Annual Report 2019, paper 2019-09, 127-135.
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Variables showing a lognormal distribution have what is called a “proportional effect”. This is, a vari-
ability that depends on the actual values. Typically low values are less variable (hence easier to estimate)
than high values. The variance is therefore a function of the value at the estimation location.

The kriging variance is therefore a poor tool to infer the uncertainty expected around the estimate.
We review next the multiGaussian model. Under this model the kriging variance is an appropriate

measure of uncertainty, and this can be useful to assess uncertainty in our case because using a transformation
of the data, we can recover an uncertainty that accounts for the proportional effect.

2. The multiGaussian distribution

2.1. Univariate case
Let us start by recalling the univariate Gaussian distribution. We say a random variable Y (upper case)

follows a Gaussian (or normal) distribution, if its probability density function (pdf) is:

fY (y) = 1√
2πσ2

exp

(
− (y − µ)2

2σ2

)
(5)

Notice that the density is defined for each value Y = y. The probability density function depends only
on two parameters: the mean µ and the variance σ2. We note:

Y ∼ N (µ, σ2) (6)

We say that “Y follows a Gaussian or normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2”.
The variable can be standardized by subtracting the mean and dividing it by the standard deviation,

leading to a standard Gaussian variable:

Y ′ = Y − µ
σ

(7)

Y ′ ∼ N (0, 1) (8)

2.2. Bivariate case
Now, we extend this definition to the bivariate case. The bivariate Gaussian pdf for two random variables

Y1 and Y2 is:

fY1Y2(y1, y2) = 1
2πσY1σY2

√
1− ρ2

Y1Y2

exp

(
− 1

2(1− ρ2
Y1Y2

)

{
(y1 − µY1)2

σ2
Y1

+ (y2 − µY2)2

σ2
Y2

−2ρY1Y2(y1 − µY1)(y2 − µY2)
σY1σY2

}) (9)

Again, the joint (bivariate) pdf is defined for all values taken by the two random variables Y1 = y1 and
Y2 = y2.

And we note:

Y =
(
Y1
Y2

)
∼ N2

[(
µY1

µY2

)
,

(
σ2
Y1

CY1Y2

CY2Y1 σ2
Y2

)]
(10)
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In this case, we have the joint pdf of two Gaussian variables, each parameterized by their corresponding
means and variances: µY1 , µY2 , σ

2
Y1
, σ2
Y2

. The relationship between the two univariate Gaussian distributions
is controlled by the correlation coefficient ρY1Y2 , which is related to the covariances as follows:

CY1Y2 = CY2Y1 = ρY1Y2σY1σY2 (11)

Notice that if both variables are standard Gaussian, the joint distribution simplifies to:

Y′ =
(
Y ′1
Y ′2

)
∼ N2

[(
0
0

)
,

(
1 ρ
ρ 1

)]
(12)

where ρY ′
1Y

′
2

= ρY ′
2Y

′
1

= ρ is the correlation coefficient between both variables. The joint pdf can be written
as:

fY ′
1Y

′
2
(y1, y2) =

exp
(
− 1

2(1−ρ2)
{
y2

1 + y2
2 − 2ρy1y2

})
2π
√

1− ρ2
(13)

2.3. Multivariate case
Finally, let us write the probability density function for a multivariate Gaussian case. This means we

have n random variables with means and variances µYi
and σ2

Yi
. Furthermore, these random variables are

correlated and their pairwise relationships are quantified by the correlation coefficients ρYiYj
with i, j =

1, ..., n:

fY1...Yn
(y1, ..., yn) =

exp
(
− 1

2 (y− µ)TΣ−1(y− µ)
)√

(2π)n|Σ|
(14)

where we use bold characters for vector and matrix notation:

y =


y1
y2
...
yn

 µ =


µ1
µ2
...
µn

 Σ =


σ2
Y1

CY1Y2 · · · CY1Yn

CY2Y1 σ2
y2

· · · CY2Yn

...
... . . . ...

CYnY1 CYnY2 · · · σ2
Yn


Again, each covariance term in the variance-covariance matrix (or, simply, the covariance matrix) can

be written as a function of the pairwise correlations and the standard deviations:

CYiYj
= CYjYi

= ρYiYj
σYi

σYj

2.4. Conditional distribution
Multivariate case

When some of the arguments of a multivariate Gaussian distribution are known, we can compute the
conditional distribution. The conditional distribution can be derived by first partitioning the multiGaussian
vector Y into Y1 and Y2, vectors of size n1 and n2, such that n1 + n2 = n. The corresponding means and
covariance matrices are:

Y =
(

Y1
Y2

)
µ =

(
µ1
µ2

)
Σ =

(
Σ11 Σ12
Σ21 Σ22

)
(15)

One of the features of a multivariate Gaussian distribution is that any subset of its variables, conditioned
to known values of another subset of its variables, is still multivariate Gaussian. Therefore, we only need
to know the corresponding means and covariance matrix to fully know the conditional distribution. When
conditioning to Y2 = y2, the means and covariance matrix of Y1|Y2 = y2 (we say Y1 given Y2 = y2) can
be easily computed (by applying Bayes’ law). The resulting conditional moments are:
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µ1|2 = µ1 + Σ12Σ−1
22 (y2 − µ2)

Σ11|2 = Σ11 −Σ12Σ−1
22 Σ21 (16)

Bivariate case
In the bivariate case, these translate into:

µY1|Y2=y2 = µY1 + CY1Y2

σ2
Y2

(y2 − µY2)

σ2
Y1|Y2=y2

= σ2
Y1
−
C2
Y1Y2

σ2
Y2

(17)

This means that if the random variable Y2 is known to take a specific value y2, we can “update” the
distribution of random variable Y1. The conditional distribution is a univariate Gaussian distribution with
parameters provided in Equation 17, or:

Y1|Y2 = y2 ∼ N (µY1|Y2=y2 , σ
2
Y1|Y2=y2

) (18)

We will now introduce the concept of multiGaussian kriging and see how it relates to the conditional
expectation and conditional variance shown above.

3. MultiGaussian kriging

3.1. Introduction
It was mentioned before that there are many variants of kriging. They all build from the same principles,

but depending on the assumptions, they yield different results.
One of such approaches is to work with a transform of the data. In this case, a quantile transformation is

performed over the original distribution to convert it into a standard Gaussian distribution. Kriging is then
performed over the transformed variable. And this is where things become interesting. If simple kriging is
used, the simple kriging estimate and the simple kriging variance (of the normally transformed values) is
identical to the expression for the conditional expectation and conditional variance presented in Equation
16.

3.2. The conditional mean and variance in the multiGaussian case
We can rewrite Equation 16 to find the conditional expectation and conditional variance of one of the

Gaussian random variable (the “estimated variable”) conditioned to the remaining random variables (the
“samples”).

Let us write the vector of random variables and their means as:

Y =
(
Y0
Y1

)
=


Y0
Y1
...
Yn

 µ =
(
µ0
µ1

)
=


µ0
µ1
...
µn

 (19)

And the variance-covariance matrix as:

Σ =
[

σ2
0 Σ01

Σ10 Σ11

]
=


σ2

0 σ01 · · · σ0n
σ10 σ2

1 · · · σ1n
...

... . . . ...
σn0 σn1 · · · σ2

n

 (20)
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We can recognize the matrix Σ11 as the matrix of covariances between the conditioning variables, and
the vector Σ01 as the vector of covariances between the n conditioning variables and the variable we are
trying to estimate Y0.

Recall the regression expression for the conditional mean and variance in Equation 16, now written in
terms of Y0 and Y1:

µ0|1 = µ0 + Σ01Σ−1
11 (y1 − µ1)

Σ00|1 = Σ00 −Σ01Σ−1
11 Σ10

And assume that the mean for all the random variables is m, per the stationarity assumption. We can
rewrite the conditional mean and variance as:

Y ∗0|1 = m+ Σ01Σ−1
11 (Y1 −m) (21)

σ2
0|1 = σ2

0 −Σ01Σ−1
11 Σ10 (22)

Equation 21 is exactly the same as the simple kriging estimate, and Equation 22 is the simple kriging
variance. The vector Σ01Σ−1

11 is no other than the vector Γ of simple kriging weights λi, i = 1, ..., n:

Y ∗0|1 = ΓY1 + (1− Γ)m (23)
σ2

0|1 = σ2
0 − ΓΣ10 (24)

In summary, the conditional mean and variance in the multivariate multiGaussian regression coincide
with the simple kriging estimate and simple kriging variance.

3.3. Practical implementation
What does it mean for a random function Y distributed in space over a domain D to be multiGaussian?
This condition requires that each random variable Y (ui) ∈ D is univariate Gaussian, and that the joint

distribution between variables Y (ui) and Y (uj) for all i, j = 1, ..., n be bivariate Gaussian, and between
variables Y (ui), Y (uj), and Y (uk), for all i, j, k = 1, ..., n be trivariate Gaussian, and, in general, that any
combination of n random variables follow a n-variate multiGaussian distribution. Under the assumption of
stationarity, this is the equivalent to say that the bivariate relationships between Y (u) and Y (u + h) must
be biGaussian and, in general, between Y (u), Y (u + h1), ..., Y (u + hk) must be a (k + 1) multiGaussian
distribution.

In practice, the variable Z is not distributed as a multiGaussian variable. Therefore, we will need to
transform it. There is not a direct way to do this, so we proceed by transforming the univariate histogram
into a univariate Gaussian distribution. To keep things simple, we use the standard Gaussian distribution
(which has a mean of 0 and a variance of 1). Then, the high-order distribution is usually assumed and
sometimes checked to verify the multiGaussian assumption is reasonable.

Gaussian transformation
The Gaussian transformation or normal score transformation is a quantile transformation that assigns

to any value in an original distribution Z, a corresponding Gaussian value or normal score. The resulting
distribution of normal scores follows a standard normal distribution:

Z = ϕ(Y ) (25)
Y = ϕ−1(Z) (26)
Y ∼ N (0, 1) (27)
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Notice that the transformation function ϕ links the cumulative distribution functions of Z and Y . If Z
follows a distribution F (z), and we call the standard Gaussian cdf G(y), then ϕ = F−1 ◦G.

In order to implement this Gaussian transformation, we need the representative distribution of Z, there-
fore, declustering weights may need to be accounted for, to ensure the distribution is corrected for spatial
bias. The process is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1: The graphical representation of the normal score transformation. Corresponding quantiles of the original declustered
distribution and from a standard Gaussian distribution are matched.

Figure 2: The original and transformed histograms.

Back-transformation
One of the nice properties of the normal score transformation is that results of operations over Gaussian

values can be back-transformed into original units, by simply inverting the transformation:

Zr = ϕ(Y r) (28)

where the superscript r indicates the result of a mathematical operation of Gaussian values. Furthermore,
the transformation is a bijection, that is, a one-to-one correspondence exists between the two distributions.
Each value has a unique transformed value, hence one can go back and forth from one variable to the other.

MultiGaussian kriging to determine local conditional distributions
Now, let us put everything together.
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• We have a variable Z over a domain D. A set of samples {z(ui), i = 1, ..., N} are available within the
domain.

• Through a declustering technique, we determine that these samples must be weighted to compensate
for clusters and spatial bias. These weights {w(ui), i = 1, ..., N} are assigned to the corresponding
samples.

• The cdf of the variable Z is built by sorting the values {z(ui), i = 1, ..., N} from low to high, ob-
taining the sorted set {z(I)(ui), i = 1, ..., N, I = 1, ..., N}, and assigning the corresponding weights
{w(ui), i = 1, ..., N}. Interpolation between sample values and extrapolation beyond the minimum
z(1) and maximum z(N) are necessary to complete the experimental cumulative distribution. For each
sample value z(I)(ui), the corresponding cumulative probability can be computed as:

F
(
z(I)(ui)

)
=

I∑
j=1

w(j)

where w(j) corresponds to the weight of the sample z(j)(ui).
• For each sample {z(ui), i = 1, ..., N}, the cumulative probability is computed and the corresponding

Gaussian score is assigned as:
y(ui) = G−1 (F (z(ui)))

The histogram of Y (accounting for declustering weights, since the normal scores may also be clustered
spatially) is Gaussian with mean 0 and variance 1.

• Perform a variogram analysis of the normal score data, to obtain a variogram model of the normal
scores, in 3D.

• Perform simple kriging of the normal scores to estimate the normal score at unsampled locations:

– Search for samples in a local neighborhood.
– Select n samples according to the constraints imposed by the kriging plan.
– Compute the normal score covariances between samples and between the samples and the esti-

mation location.
– Solve the simple kriging system of equations to obtain the weights.(

λSK
Y
)

=
[
C−1
Y

] (
kY
)

– The resulting kriging estimate and variance are (recall that the global mean m = 0 and the
variance is σ2

0 = 1:

Y ∗SK(u0) =
n∑
i=1

λSKY,i Y (ui) (29)

σ2
Y,SK(u0) = 1−

n∑
i=1

λSKY,i CY,i0 (30)

• Since the distribution of Y is assumed to be multiGaussian, then these expressions provide the con-
ditional expectation and conditional variance of the distribution of Y (u0), and we know the local
distribution has to be Gaussian in shape. Then, we can back transform any quantile of the distribu-
tion to original units. Ideally, we back transform the entire local conditional distribution, as shown in
Figure 3.

• Finally, from the numerically obtained local distribution in original units, we can compute any desired
statistics (such as the mean and variance) by numerical integration.
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Figure 3: The back-transformation from the conditional Gaussian distribution to the original units. Here, only the 9 deciles
are back-transformed, but we could use as many quantiles as needed.

4. Final comments

One common mistake is to back-transform the kriging estimate of the normal scores and think that it
represents the estimate in original units. This is wrong! this estimate is the 50th percentile of the local
distribution, that is, it represents the median. However if the local distribution is not perfectly symmetric,
the median is different than the mean. The mean (the expected value) of the Z variable in original units
must be obtained by numerical integration of the local conditional distribution. One way of doint this is
drawing a large number of uniform values in [0,1] and back transform each as shown in Figure 3. The
average of these back-transformed values is an estimate of the mean of the local distribution in original
units.

MultiGaussian kriging is an elegant approach to infer local uncertainty, however, it only does so at point
support. We cannot do block kriging of normal scores, because the transformation function is not linear,
therefore, the average normal scores do not match the average original values.

Any change of support must be done over the original variable. Notice that, if the variable is additive,
then we can simply average the point estimates obtained over a discretization of the block we are trying to
estimate.
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However, computing the variance at block support requires knowing the covariances between the blocks.
All the estimation with multiGaussian kriging makes a strong assumption of stationarity. As soon as

we transform the data, we are “locking” the mean and variance of the global distribution. The conditional
expectation and variance of a multiGaussian variable coincides with the simple kriging estimate and variance.
If ordinary kriging is used, there is no guarantee of the accuracy of the prediction of the conditional mean
and variance in the multiGaussian context. This leads to an inflated variance that may cause problems
when back-transformed. In theory, only simple kriging is allowed.

MultiGaussian kriging is not commonly applied (although some academic and industrial applications
exist). However, it is the basis of conditional simulation.
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Abstract

In mine operations, comminution is the most demanding energy consumer. Within
comminution, semi-autogenous grinding mills are by far the most intensive consumers.
Classic techniques to forecast their future energy consumption relies on feeding ore char-
acterization and some operational variables. However, two of their main assumptions
are working in steady-state and without up/downstream process bottlenecks. This work
explores the capability of Recurrent Neural Networks techniques to capture input time
dependencies based only on operational information. Two of the most widely used re-
current networks are compared: Long-Short Term Memory and Gated Recurrent Unit.
Results show high performance on small supports (30 minutes) to capture local variabil-
ity and long-trends while larger time supports (8 hours) capture time-trends but have
difficulties on realizing local variability. Finally, there is no clear advantage between
choosing between one technique and the other since both show good results.

1. Introduction

The mining sector is moving fast from fossil fuels to renewable energies (Pamparana et al., 2017). This
means modifying either the energy matrix (Román-Collado et al., 2018) or its energy sources (Jil et al.,
2019), along with rethinking its foundational paradigms. To accomplish an effective integration of renew-
able energies, the entire mining chain must be understood and modelled to actually propose and adapt new
mining strategies. The geometallurgical framework lays the foundation for the development of these mining
chain models. In here, the integration of new space-time predictive tools along with automated real-time up-
dating models are some of the main challenges (Ortiz et al., 2015; van den Boogaart and Tolosana-Delgado,
2018). In particular, this context encourages and demands the development of tools capable of predicting
the energy consumed by mining systems, being comminution the greatest energy consumer with an average
close to 50% of the entire mine consumption (Cochilco, 2013).

In comminution, the semi-autogenous grinding mill (SAG) represents the largest energy consumer. The-
oretical and empirical energy consumption models (Jnr and Morrell, 1995; Morrell, 2004; Silva and Casali,
2015) base their inferences mainly on feed/product size distributions, SAG sizing, bearing pressure, feed
hardness, water addition and grinding charge level, assuming steady-state and isolation. New techniques
that map input to output variables have gained attention during the last years. Among them, gene ex-
pression programming (Hoseinian et al., 2017) and support vector machines (Curilem et al., 2011) have
demonstrated accuracy and precision predicting power and specific energy consumption. However, they still
assume atemporal data and steady-state SAG performance. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) (Goodfellow
et al., 2016) are capable of mapping inputs and outputs including the time component. Among RNN, the
Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) stand out by their great performance
in time series. Although the good performance of GRU in this context has already been shown (Avalos et al.,
2019), this work aims to compare the effectiveness of LSTM and GRU on learning the SAG phenomenolog-
ical behaviour so prediction of energy consumption at different time supports can be done on-site directly
from low cost and real-time operational inputs.

1Cite as: Avalos S, Kracht W, Ortiz JM (2019) Using LSTM and GRU to predict SAG mill energy consumption, Predictive
Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2019, paper 2019-10, 136-145.
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2. Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) (Goodfellow et al., 2016) correspond to a special deep neural network
architecture able to learn features with temporal dependencies. This is carried out by a recurrent hidden
state that modulates the input vector. The hidden state is the output of an internal loop. Different ways to
build this internal loop have been proposed in order to capture long term dependencies and proving better
generalizations. This work applied two of the most common architectures (1) Long-Short Term Memory
and (2) Gated Recurrent Units. Figure 1 depicts the flow of information inside (left) the Long-Short Term
Memory and (right) the Gated Recurrent Units.

Figure 1: Recurrent Neural Network diagrams. (Left) Long-Short Term Memory and (right) Gated Recurrent Unit.

2.1. Long-Short Term Memory
Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) uses an internal cell that per-

forms several combinations of affine transformations, element-wise multiplications and activation functions
(non-linear transformations as Sigmod and Tanh). The building blocks of an LSTM architecture are:

• xt: input vector at time t. Dimension (m, 1).
• Wf ,Wi, Wc, Wo: weight matrices for xt. Dimensions (nH ,m).
• ht: hidden state at time t. Dimension (m, 1).
• Uf ,Ui, Uc, Uo: weight matrices for ht−1. Dimensions (nH ,m).
• bf ,bi, bc, bo: bias vectors. Dimensions (nH , 1).
• V: weight matrix for ht as output. Dimension (K,m).
• c: bias vector for output. Dimension (K, 1).

where m is the number of variables as input, K is the number of desired output variables, and nH is
the number of hidden units, a hyperparameter of LSTM networks. At each time t ∈ {1, ..., τ} the LSTM
receives the input xt, the previous hidden state ht−1 and previous memory cell ct−1. The forget gate
ft = σ

(
Wfxt + Ufht−1 + bf

)
measures the information carried by xt deciding how much to forget. The

input gate it = σ
(
Wixt + Uiht−1 + bi

)
, on the other hand, decides what to learn from xt. Both ft and it

use sigmoid (σ) as activation function over a linear combination of xt and ht−1.

A candidate memory cell c̃t = Tanh
(
Wcxt + Ucht−1 + bc

)
is obtained by passing through a Tanh func-

tion the linear combination of xt and ht−1. The final memory cell ct = ft � ct−1 + it � c̃t is then computed
as a sum of (1) what to forget from the past memory cell as an element-wise multiplication between ft and
ct−1, and (2) what to learn from the candidate memory cell as an element-wise multiplication between it
and c̃t.
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The output gate ot = σ
(
Woxt+Uoht−1 +bo

)
, similar to it and ft, is a linear combination of xt and ht−1

passing through a sigmoid function. The output gate controls the amount of information passing from the
current memory cell ct to the final hidden state ht = Tanh

(
ct
)
� ot, which is computed as an element-wise

multiplication between ot and Tanh
(
ct
)
. The final output, and so far the K predicted values, is obtained

as in any other regular RNN as ŷt =
(
Vht + c

)
. Usually, only the last output prediction ŷτ =

(
Vhτ + c

)
is

considered but the entire sequence of outputs can be obtained as well.

2.2. Gated Recurrent Unit
The Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) handles the input vector and previous hidden state

in a different way. Instead of passing to states ht and ct as LSTM does, only ht passes from time to time,
decreasing the number of internal operations and inner parameters respect to the previous LSTM. The
building blocks of a GRU architecture are:

• xt: input vector at time t. Dimension (m, 1).
• Wr,Wz, Wh: weight matrices for xt. Dimensions (nH ,m).
• ht: hidden state at time t. Dimension (m, 1).
• Ur,Uz, Uh: weight matrices for ht−1. Dimensions (nH ,m).
• br,bz, bh: bias vectors. Dimensions (nH , 1).
• V: weight matrix for ht as output. Dimension (K,m).
• c: bias vector for output. Dimension (K, 1).

where again m is the number of variables as input, K is the number of desired output variables, and nH is
the number of hidden units. At each time t ∈ {1, ..., τ} the GRU receives the input xt and the previous state
ht−1 defining an update gate zt = σ

(
Wzxt + Uzht−1 + bz

)
and a reset gate rt = σ

(
Wrxt + Urht−1 + br

)
,

both using sigmoid (σ) as activation function over a linear combination of xt and ht−1.

A candidate hidden state h̃t = tanh
(
Whxt + rt �Uhht−1 + bh

)
is obtained by passing through a Tanh

function the linear combination of xt and ht−1, deciding how much past information to forget from ht−1
with rt in an element-wise multiplication. The final hidden state ht = (1 − zt) · ht−1 + zt · h̃t is a linear
interpolation between the candidate hidden states h̃t and the previous state ht−1, weighted by the update
gate zt. The output (K predicted values) is obtained similar as in the LSTM case as ŷt =

(
Vht + c

)
, and

also if only the last output of the moving window is desired then ŷτ =
(
Vhτ + c

)
.

2.3. Training
The collection of weights and biases Θ = {W,U,V,b, c}, that make up each RNN, are named inner

parameters. They are usually initialized as {b, c} = 1 (all-ones vector) and {W,U,V} following a 2σ-
truncated normal distribution with µ = 0 and σ = 0.1. For continuous variables, the predicted output at
time t is ŷt = ot ∈ R, being in this work the energy consumption. The loss function L(Θ) to minimize
during training (Equation 1), considering known values yt, is the Mean Squared Error.

L(Θ) =
∑
t

(y − ŷt)2 (1)

Optimum Θ values are obtained as a result of training the RNN by applying the Backpropagation
Through Time (BPTT) algorithm (Werbos, 1990) and Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) technique as optimizer.

3. Experiments

From m different operational variables over a time sequence {x1, .., xτ} of length τ , each RNN (LSTM or
GRU) is trained to output a prediction of energy consumption (EC) for the next time step τ+1. Predictions
are done at different time supports, each one with a single RNN network.
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3.1. Dataset
A dataset corresponding to actual operational data of a SAG mill is available, with data points every 30

minutes for a total time of 340 days. At each time tn, the dataset contains:
• Feed tonnage (FT) [ton/h]
• Energy consumption (EC) [kWh]
• Bearing pressure (BPr) [psi]
• Spindle speed (SSp) [rpm]
Summary statistics of the dataset is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary statistics of collected dataset on semi-autogenous grinding.

Semi-Autogenous Grinding
Variable Min Mean Max St Dev Count
Feed Tonnage [ton/h] 0 1077 2533 587 16,340
Energy Consumption [kW h] 0 9423.1 12248.0 1220.1 16,340
Bearing Pressure [psi] 0 12.3 13.7 2.3 16,340
Spindle Speed [rpm] 0 9.2 10.7 0.7 16,340

Information about downstream or upstream processes is not available, which implies that bottlenecks in
other processes are not easily recognized. This leads to a mix of SAG stages, going from steady-state to under
capacity and vice versa. Throughout this work it is assumed that variable distributions are stationary, and
that there is expert-agent passivity during training and output variable additivity to simplify the approach
as:
Stationarity The SAG mill performance can be seen as a temporal phenomenon where ores, mineralogically

characterized, coming from several geometallurgical units are combined and fed to the primary grinding
circuit. This performance is reflected in the dataset where assuming stationarity means that the
entire dataset belongs to a planned combination of different geometallurgical units, with different
mineralogical characterization and with no systematic temporal variation.

Passivity All RNNs in this work are trained using a past dataset and not yet in a real-time operation, which
leads to assume passivity from the expert agent perspective. This means that energy consumption
predictions are not known by the expert agent (operator or control engineer) to take any further
action over the future training information.

Additivity One of the aims is to forecast EC at different time supports, requiring to average the EC to
suitably train and test all RNNs. It induces the need of EC to be additive. In fact, the units of the
energy consumptions are kWh and the discretization of the data set is constant so averaging adjacent
ECs is consistent and maintains the units of kWh.

3.2. Problem statement
The dataset must be split into a training set and a testing set (Table 2). The first 250 days (12, 000

data points) represent the training set and the final 90 days (4, 340 data points), the testing set. As seen in
Table 2, the testing set has an energy consumption ∼ 1, 000 kWh lower on average than the training set.
This is due to a trend in the dataset, which implies that precision and accuracy must be taken as metrics
when predictions are performed.

Table 2: EDA over training and testing dataset on semi-autogenous grinding.

Training set Testing set
Variable Min Mean Max St Dev Count Min Mean Max St Dev Count
Feed Tonnage [ton/h] 0 1,060 2,533 590 12,000 0 1,124 2,283 575 4,340
Energy Consumption [kW h] 0 9,696 12,248 1,205 12,000 0 8,668 10,653 899 4,340
Bearing Pressure [psi] 0 12.7 13.7 2.1 12,000 0 11.4 13.7 2.3 4,340
Spindle Speed [rpm] 0 9.2 10.7 0.7 12,000 0 9.0 10.6 0.6 4,340
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By considering the correlation coefficients and looking at the scatter plots in Figure 2 on both the training
and testing set, the EC shows clear relations with FT, BPr and SSp.

Figure 2: Scatter plots. Energy consumption against each variable over training (black) and testing (red) sets.

These assumptions are supported by looking at the time-series graph in Figure 3. From a phenomenolog-
ical point of view, the bearing pressure is associated to the mill weight, considering the grinding media and
ore. The heavier the mill the more energy is needed to move it. Therefore, a relation is expected between
EC and BPr. Additionally, the rotation speed is directly related to the energy consumed by the mill.

Figure 3: Time series. Energy consumption (black) against each variable (red) throughout the entire 340 days.
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The main aim is to predict the upcoming energy consumption ECn+1 as a function of a set of inputs
within a specific time window (tn−τ−1, ..., tn−1, tn). Since all information is available over a 30 minutes time
support, the upcoming energy consumption at 0.5 hour support is denoted simply as ECn+1 in reference to
EC(0.5h)

n+1 . An upcoming energy consumption at 1 hour support EC(1h)
n+1 is obtained by averaging the next

two energy consumptions, ECn+1 and ECn+2. Similarly, by averaging the upcoming energy consumptions,
different supports are established. Let s be the time support in hours, then EC(sh)

n+1 is calculated as:

EC(sh)
n+1 = ECn+1 + ..+ ECn+2s

2s (2)

Five different supports (sh) are considered: 0.5h, 1h, 2h, 4h and 8h. As expected, a decrease in short
range variability is noted when the time support increases. The number of data remains constant since these
average values are measured over a moving window at 30 minutes intervals.

From the previous analysis and assumptions, at each time t the considered input variables are FTt, BPrt,
SSpt and ECt. To account for trends, the differences FTt+1−FTt and SSpt+1−SSpt are also taken into
account as inputs. The entire scheme of feeding information and temporal connectivity is summarized in
Figure 4. The output is associated with the last recurrence after feeding the past τ time series information.

Figure 4: Recurrent scheme for energy consumption prediction.

Four hours are the temporal window used as input, so RNN of length eight (τ : 8) are implemented.
Predictions, from half hour to eight hours support, are made by using the same 4 hours temporal window.
Each RNN has sixteen hidden units (nH : 16) and it is trained using Adam optimizer with its default
parameters (Kingma and Ba, 2014). Further implementations details are omitted for simplicity.

3.3. Preprocessing dataset
As usual in deep learning, when dealing with raw information, the dataset must be preprocessed. The

reason behind this is explained by the activation functions (σ and Tanh), which are active only on small
ranges, so the intention is to feed the RNN with values that fall inside that active zone. This can be done
by normalizing each input variable.

As xt and yt represent input and output of a RNN at time t, let vart be one of the previous mentioned
variables, the normalization is presented in Equation 3. Here a and b represent the mean and standard
deviation of var. The training process and further predictions are carried out on this normalized domain so
the predicted ŷ must be back-transformed to obtain the expected EC(sh)

t (Equation 4).

x(var)
t = vart − avar

bvar
(3)
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EC(sh)
t = yt ∗ b

(sh)
EC + a

(sh)
EC

(4)

Table 3 contains the main parameters to perform the normalization and back-transformation. Note that
all a(sh)

EC and b
(sh)
EC are calculated over the training set and not over the testing set.

Table 3: Normalization parameters during preprocessing and back-transformation.

Variable avar bvar Support a
(sh)
EC b

(sh)
EC

FT 1,060 590 EC(0.5h) 9,696 1,205
BPr 12.7 2.1 EC(1h) 9,696 1,125
SSp 9.2 0.7 EC(2h) 9,696 1,063

EC(4h) 9,696 1,008
EC(8h) 9,696 960

By looking at the scatter plots between EC(0.5h)
n+1 and each one of the respective inputs in Figure 5, the

correlation coefficient with respect to ECn shows the highest correlation, followed by SSp. Note that all
correlations are under 0.5 except for ECn with 0.75 and 0.57 on the training and testing sets.

Figure 5: Scatter plots between normalized EC(0.5h)
n+1 and each normalized input variable on both training and testing datasets.

4. Results and discussions

The performance metrics (mean and standard deviations) of the errors (difference between real and
predicted values) are shown in Table 4. The real and predicted EC(sh) are compared at 0.5h and 8h time
support by showing the daily graphs in Figure 6 (right) along with their scatter plots Figure 6 (left) and
correlation coefficient.
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Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of difference between real and predicted energy consumption.

EC Real [kWh] EC Predicted [kWh] Error: EC Real - EC Predicted
LSTM 0.5h 1h 2h 4h 8h 0.5h 1h 2h 4h 8h 0.5h 1h 2h 4h 8h
Mean 8668 8666 8666 8666 8663 8728 8727 8792 8854 8895 -61 -60 -126 -189 -232

St Dev 899 797 706 631 569 872 714 619 517 433 363 521 518 498 478

GRU 0.5h 1h 2h 4h 8h 0.5h 1h 2h 4h 8h 0.5h 1h 2h 4h 8h
Mean 8668 8666 8666 8666 8663 8710 8759 8790 8830 8928 -42 -93 -124 -164 -265

St Dev 899 797 706 631 569 900 705 597 518 408 347 498 509 470 480

Considering EC(0.5h), the correlation coefficient achieved by LSTM and GRU is 0.92. It means that,
given their internal recurrence cells, LSTM and GRU are able to capture the inner process variability based
on operational data and to effectively predict the EC(0.5h) with low error

(
µError(0.5h) : −42 kWh and

σError(0.5h) : 347 kWh, that is a coefficient of variation just under 4%
)
.

Both the difference between µEC(0.5h)
R

and µEC(0.5h)
P

, and the difference between σEC(0.5h)
R

and σEC(0.5h)
P

are close to zero, indicating a good representation of the distribution. Indeed, results show a deviation of
around 4.0% on LSTM and GRU, with 99.3% and 99.5% of accuracy on LSTM and GRU, respectively.

Figure 6: Prediction of EC at 0.5h and 8h time supports. (Left) daily graphs. (Right) scatter plots real vs predicted.

For EC(2h) and EC(4h) their correlations are 0.70/0.71 and 0.64/0.68 on LSTM/GRU, respectively.
The correlation keeps dropping as the time support increases. It is assumed that trying to infer ECn+4
or ECn+8 (2 and 4 hours ahead) with only operational feedback begins to lose meaning. Though, LSTM
and GRU can still capture trends and variabilities. However their accuracies and precisions decrease to
µ∆EC(4h) : −189/− 164 kWh and σ∆EC(4h) : 498/470 kWh on LSTM/GRU, respectively.
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Considering EC(8h), the achieved correlations are 0.57 and 0.56 by LSTM and GRU, respectively.
Note that the time window of input in this case is half the time support requested for energy predic-
tion. Even here the network is able to capture trends but decreasing both accuracy and precision. Indeed
µ∆EC(8h) : −232/− 265 kWh and σ∆EC(8h) : 478/480 kWh on LSTM/GRU, respectively.

The decays in correlations and precisions may come from the phenomenon itself, where short-term
decisions have huge impact on the SAG mill performance. Also, the normal residence time of ore feeding
material is no longer than 10 to 15 minutes, so forecasting beyond half an hour can only capture trends but
not local variations.

5. Conclusions

This work compares the capability of Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) neural networks to predict SAG mill energy consumption EC. The novel idea is training the LSTM
and GRU networks with a time window of operational information to forecast the upcoming EC at different
time supports. By considering only low cost and readily available operational data, the LSTM and GRU
show to be capable of learning short-term and long-term input dependencies, so trends are well predicted
while local variability is reasonably captured.

Good results are obtained using the 0.5h support. Indeed, the EC shows a correlation of 0.92 between
real and predicted values with both LSTM and GRU, with accuracies of 99.3% and 99.5%, respectively.
The LSTM and GRU manifest their intrinsic feature extraction capability and their potential as forecasting
techniques. While larger time supports lead to a decay in correlation, accuracy and precision, they are still
over usual acceptable criteria. Indeed, by going from a 0.5h support to 8h the correlation for EC drops
from 0.92 to 0.57/0.56, and the accuracies from 99.3/99.5% to 97.4/97.0%.

Lastly, although LSTM shows slightly better accuracies at EC(8h) than GRU, the opposite behaviour is
found at EC(4h). More important, they have similar performance metrics on EC(0.5h). There is no clear
advantage between choosing between LSTM or GRU since both have reasonable good results.
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Abstract

Geometallurgy seeks to provide a holistic framework across the mine value chain. Al-
though it is possible to find real world applications in the literature, in most cases the
integration is just between geological modeling and metallurgy, ignoring the temporal
and economic benefits given by the mining perspective. Moreover, the relevant attributes
are widely estimated by kriging methods, leading to an inaccurate prediction of their
associated uncertainties. This work presents the benefits of (1) integrating the mine
planning into the classic geometallurgical paradigm, (2) moving from the determinism
of estimations to the stochasticity of simulations, and (3) the benefits of seeing each
unit operation and process as a transfer function, so the propagated uncertainties are
more accurately represented. To do that, a two dimensional synthetic case study is
built accounting for one economical element of interest (Copper), one impurity (Clay)
and one metallurgical property (Hardness). At the end, several ideas for improving this
geo-mine-metallurgical framework are listed and discussed.

1. Introduction

Geometallurgy has been widely referred as applying mineralogical characterizations to mineral processing
for predicting metallurgical process performances. Although connecting metallurgy with geological model-
ing has proved to be worthy from an operational perspective, including mining decisions (design, planning
and management) into the geometallurgical paradigm is required (Ortiz et al., 2015). Incorporating the
mining perspective leads to a better understanding of the interactions between geological attributes and
metallurgical properties through different interconnected processes, resulting into more robust mine plans,
control of the uncertainty associated to the expected profits and better decision-making.

The usual geological attributes measured are grades, impurities, textural characteristics, mineralogies,
alterations and lithologies. From the metallurgical processes, important variables are kinetics parameters
for leaching/flotation processes (recoveries) and ore hardness. The present work is built synthetically in
two dimensions and is simplified to account for one element of interest (Copper grade), one impurity (Clay
proportion) and one metallurgical property (Hardness).

Here, the mine system is split into (i) Geological modeling, (ii) Mine planning and design, and (iii)
Metallurgical processing. By geological modeling, the benefit of using simulations instead of estimations
is presented. Through mine planning and design (from now on shortened as mine planning), the benefits
of incorporating estimated/simulated Clays into the block value function instead of an assumed constant
value is shown. The metallurgical processing incorporates the temporal dimension through the residence
time over a SAG mill feeding sequence, showing how different can the temporal revenues be by considering
the different scenarios between the previous estimations and simulations.

1Cite as: Avalos S, Ortiz JM (2019) A simple, synthetic and two dimensional geometallurgical modeling application, Pre-
dictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2019, paper 2019-11, 146-158.
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2. Geometallurgical integration

2.1. Geological modeling
The geological modeling is responsible for the estimation/simulation of the relevant attributes, such as

mineral occurrences and downstream process properties. Let D be the spatial extension in which a set of
conditional data are located. Let conditional data be a set of N samples {xi}N

i=1 with several attributes
measured, together with their associated spatial locations. Each sample x represents one realization of the
random variable Z(x). The collection of {Z(x) ∈ D} is named random function (RF). One realization of
the RF may described the domain D completely.

2.1.1. Estimation - Kriging
Although there are many spatial estimators, such as inverse distances, nearest neighbour and others,

that incorporate space distances by weighting the contribution of conditional information, they do not take
into account the relative redundancies, closeness and spatial continuity of the RF. In that sense, kriging
(Matheron, 1973) does that by creating an estimator that is linear, unbiased and optimum in the sense that
it minimizes the error variance.

Let u ∈ D be an unknown location, under the Simple Kriging approach which assumes both a known
and constant mean m, across the domain D, and second-order stationarity, the estimator Z∗

SK(u) and the
respective kriging variance σ2

SK(u) are defined as:

Z∗
SK(u) =

N∑
i=1

λSK
i · Z(xi) +

(
1−

N∑
i=1

λSK
i

)
·m, σ2

SK(u) = σ2 −
N∑

i=1
λSK

i C(xi,u) (1)

and the kriging weights {λSK
i } are found by solving the following system of equations.

N∑
i=1

C(xi,xj) · λSK
i = C(xj ,u) ∀j = {1, ..., N} (2)

Under the Ordinary Kriging approach, which assumes both an unknown mean across the domain D
and second-order stationarity, the estimator Z∗

OK(u) and the respective kriging variance σ2
OK(u) are defined

as:

Z∗
OK(u) =

N∑
i=1

λOK
i · Z(xi) , σ2

OK(u) = σ2 −
N∑

i=1
λOK

i C(xi,u)− µ (3)

and the kriging parameters {λOK
i , µ} are found by solving the following system of equations.

N∑
i=1

C(xi,xj) · λOK
i + µ = C(xj ,u) ∀j = {1, ..., N},

N∑
i=1

λOK
i = 1 (4)

Both ordinary kriging and simple kriging require to invert a covariance matrix whose size depends on
the number of conditioning samples N(u) used to predict Z∗(u). In practice, a search neighbourhood along
with constrains of minimum and maximum samples are used to control N(u)� N .

2.1.2. Simulation - Sequential Gaussian Simulation
As mentioned before, kriging is a deterministic technique that provides a kriging estimate and its associ-

ated kriging variance. The kriging variance relies only on the covariance between samples without accounting
for their real values. This leads to not considering the proportional effect, meaning that zones with high
(low) values are expected to have high (low) variance. In response, simulations achieves that by trading off
the local precision of kriging, but new assumptions are required.
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The sequential Gaussian simulation algorithm (SGSim) (Journel, 1974) simulates the value at unsampled
locations by inferring the local Gaussian probability distribution characterized by the kriging estimate
(expected mean) and kriging variance (expected variance). It explicitly requires Gaussianity over the RF.
As the original RF (Z) may not be naturally Gaussian, a transformed RF (Y = ψ(Z)) is obtained by
anamorphosis. In details, SGSim works as:

1. Build the cumulative distribution of Z using the N samples {xi}N
i=1 considering declustering weights.

2. Transform the original sample values Z into normal score values Y via a quantile transformation ψ(·)
as Y = ψ(Z).

3. Define a random path P ∈ D over the unsampled locations {uj}M
j=1 to be simulated.

4. Nodes in P are visited sequentially {u1,u2, ...,uM}. At each node:
(a) Simple kriging is performed over the normal score values Y obtaining the kriging estimate YSK(uj)

and kriging variance σ2
SK(uj). They are computed as in Equation 1 by solving Equation 2 except

that now the conditioning data are not just the transformed sample values Y but also all previously
simulated values {Y (uj−1), Y (uj−2), ..., Y (u1)} within the search neighborhood.

(b) A Gaussian distribution is built as N (YSK(uj), σ2
SK(uj)).

(c) Via Monte Carlo simulation, a single value is drawn from the previously built distribution and
set as the final simulated value Y (uj).

5. Once all nodes in P have been visited and simulated, these are back-transformed to the original space
via Z = ψ−1(Y ) using ψ−1 as the inverse transformation used initially.

To capture the uncertainty at every location in D, associated to the modelled phenomenon, several
scenarios must be built to ensure a wide range of possible outcomes.

2.2. Mine planning
The mine planning process is responsible for reporting the resources obtained from the geological model

considering economic, geo-mechanical and processing constrains. In open pit mines, first the ultimate pit limit
(UPL) is defined. Several algorithms have been proposed for this, being the Lerchs & Grossmann algorithm
(Lerchs, 1965), a dynamic programming approach, the most widely used. The resources that remain inside
the UPL become reserves. Then, the production scheduling step defines the sequence of extraction of ore
inside the UPL. Optimizing this sequences under equipment availability, metallurgical process constrains,
geological uncertainty and other restrictions is an open field of research with several algorithms standing
out by their efficiency and handling complex ore deposits.

2.2.1. The 2D Lerchs and Grossmann algorithm
There is a remarkable difference between the Lerchs & Grossmann algorithm in two-dimensions and in

three-dimensions. The former is a straightforward dynamic programming approach while in 3D the algo-
rithm becomes much more elaborate and relies on graph theory.

Let Vij be the economic value of the block located in the ith row and jth column. The steps carried out
by the algorithm are:

1. Calculate the cumulative profit across each column as

CPij =
i∑

k=1
Vkj (5)

being CPij the profit of extracting the jth column from top until the ith row.
2. Add a auxiliary row of zeros at the top (i = 0) along with a zero at the corner (i = 0, j = 0).
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3. Compute the derived profit DPij of each block starting from the top left block (i = 1, j = 1), going
down through the column and continuing until the bottom right block is reached. At each block the
derived profit is obtained by adding the maximum value from the three closest block at the left as

DPij =

0 i = 0 ,
CPij + max

k=−1,0,1
DPi+k,j−1 i 6= 0. (6)

4. At each block, store as arrows the direction from (i, j) to (i+ k, j − 1).
5. Once all DPij have been calculated, search for the maximum derived profit in the first row (i = 0).

If the maximum value is positive, then following the arrows back from that block would delimit the
contour of the Ultimate Pit Limit. If there is no positive derived profit in the first row, then no feasible
UPL was found.

Usually this algorithm is used to compute nested UPL for further pushback definitions. In this work, it
is only employed to find the UPL under predefined conditions.

2.2.2. Sequence of extraction
Once the reserves have been obtained, the next step is to provide an optimum sequence of extraction.

Ore and waste are extracted and managed in terms of destinations. Particularly, the ore must pass through
several stages from grinding mills to metallurgical processes to actually recover the valuable elements. While
stochastic mine planning is at the frontier to tackle the sequence problem, a non-optimum and straightfor-
ward algorithm is used in this example. Blocks are extracted from left to right and from top to bottom
inside the UPL. The time is discretized in days and only one decision, SAG mill processing, is assumed for
the blocks. Ore blocks are sent to the mill, while waste blocks are sent to the dump.

2.3. Metallurgical processing
Every mine project has an entire flowsheet for ore upon their geometallurgical characterization. Here,

only the first stage is considered, meaning that only comminution is considered as metallurgical processing
for this example, assuming that the economic value of each block is obtained after comminution. The rest
of the flowsheet is left for future improvement.

For comminution, only a SAG grinding mill is considered. Several interesting parameters can be es-
timated, such as energy consumption, throughput, residence time, and so on. Here, only the residence
time (RT ) is evaluated impacting the time that takes to process one specific block, hence impacting the
throughput. In fact, it is assumed that the residence time is a function only of the block hardness, so
RT = RT (hardness).

3. Experiment

From a synthetic porphyry copper deposit, an East-West cross-cut is considered to illustrate the previous
concepts (Figure 2). It has an extension of 1000 meters in length and 500 meters in depth with a discretization
of 1× 1 so 1000× 500 nodes represent the center of each block. The measured attributes are copper grade -
Cu (%) that is highly related with the economic benefit, the fraction of clays below 2µ (%) related with the
metallurgical ore recovery, and the associated hardness measured through the SPI index (kWh/ton) related
with the SAG grinding mill throughput.
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Copper

 0  0.5

Clays

 0  1.5

Hardness

 40  100

Figure 1: Ground Truth. Copper grade (left), Clays (center) and Hardness (right).

From now on, these models represent the ground truth (GT). Their basic statistics are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Main statistics by attributes over the ground truth.

Copper, Cu [%] Clays fraction, < 2µ [%] Hardness, SPI [kWh/ton]
Min 0.00 0.01 21

Mean 0.04 0.90 64.9
Max 1.2 1.47 122

St Dev 0.07 0.24 13.72

3.1. Geological modeling
Samples are randomly selected from the ground truth, inside a delimited zone. There are 120 samples

in total (Figure 2), representing 0.024 % of the entire GT.

Copper samples

 0  0.5

Clays samples

 0  1.5

Hardness samples

 40  100

Figure 2: Data samples. Copper grade (left), Clays (center) and Hardness (right).

Each sample carries information of copper grade (%), hardness (kWh/ton) and clays (%). Their basic
statistics are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Values of samples

Copper, Cu [%] Clays fraction, < 2µ [%] Hardness, SPI [kWh/ton]
Min 0.01 0.13 31

Mean 0.10 0.91 65.8
Max 0.6 1.36 109

St Dev 0.11 0.22 14.7

When attributes are not estimated/simulated but rather assumed as constants (see subsection 3.4), a
0.5 [%] of clays and 50 [kWh/ton] of hardness are used to represent the entire domain (Table 3). Note that
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the constant values are slightly lower than the respective sample averages. This is usually the case, where
non measured variables are assumed as constant and higher values would badly impact the final profit.

Table 3: Constant values for attributes Clays and hardness when required.

Scenarios Clays [%] Hardness [kWh/ton]
Constant 0.5 50

For ordinary and simple kriging estimation, the structures of the variogram models are shown in Table 4.
The associated kriging plans by attributes are presented in Table 5.

Table 4: Kriging. Structures of variogram models by attribute over original samples.

First structure Second structure
Nugget effect Sill Type Range Sill Type Range

Copper 0.1 0.5 Exponential 50 0.4 Exponential 300
Clays 0.1 0.5 Exponential 50 0.4 Exponential 200

Hardness 0.1 0.9 Exponential 40 - - -

Table 5: Kriging plans by attribute.

Variable Kriging Mean Radius [x/y] Samples [min/max]
Copper grade Ordinary - 500 / 500 4 / 12
Clays fraction Simple 0.91 500 / 500 2 / 14

Hardness Simple 66 500 / 500 2 / 14

For SGSim simulations, the structures of the variogram models over the transformed normal score values
are shown in Table 6.

Table 6: SGSim. Structures of variogram models by attribute over normal score transformed samples.

Nugget effect Sill Type Range
Copper 0.1 0.9 Exponential 160
Clays 0.1 0.9 Exponential 80

Hardness 0.1 0.9 Exponential 60

3.2. Mine planning
The Lerchs and Grossmann algorithm is applied to obtain the reserves found inside the Ultimate Pit

Limit (UPL). It requires to value each block. The valorization function, without considering the temporal
discount, is:

Vi,j =
(
P − CFi,j

)
· Zi,j

100 ·
Ri,j

100 · Ti,j · 2204− Ti,j · CMi,j (7)

where:

P : Copper price. Assumed constant at 2.9 USD/lb.
CFi,j : Smelting and refining cost2 at location i, j. Assumed constant at 0.25 USD/lb.
Zi,j : Copper grade at location i, j.

2Although non smelting and refining processes are considered in the metallurgical section, their associated costs are used in
this example.
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Ri,j : Process recovery3 at location i, j. It is function of several attributes but here is assumed to be mainly
driven by the Clays fraction as:

Ri,j = 65 + 30 · exp
(
− Clays2

i,j

)
Ti,j : Tonnage in-situ at location i, j. Assumed constant at 2.7 ton, since each node represents 1 m3.
CMi,j : Mine cost at location i, j. It is function of several attributes but here is assumed to be mainly

driven by the depth of the block as:

CMi,j = 4 + 9 · 10−3 · j

3.3. Metallurgical processing
As the main restriction is the SAG mil feed tonnage demand, the residence time (RT ) of each block must

be pre-calculated as:

RTi,j = 1 + exp

(
Hardnessi,j + 30

100

)
[min] (8)

so for instance, in the constant hardness scenario where each block has an associate hardness of 50 kWh/ton,
the respective residence time is 3.2 minutes. To simplify the calculations and block interactions, the SAG
mill processes only one block at a time and works 24 hours, 7 days per week. Therefore, in the constant
hardness scenario, 450 blocks are processed per day.

3.4. Scenarios
To measure (1) the benefits of including metallurgical attributes into the geological modeling phase and

(2) the impact of defining the UPL using stochastic simulations, the following scenarios are defined (Table 7).
Regarding the scenarios, the UPL definition is based upon the constant/estimated/simulated attributes, but
the real profit results by extracting and processing the true values provided by the ground truth of each
attribute. In addition, the GT itself is processed to establish, as an reference, the maximum potential profit.

Table 7: Geological modeling scenarios.

Scenarios Copper Clays Hardness
Case 1 (C1) OK Constant Constant
Case 2 (C2) OK SK SK
Case 3 (C3) SGSim Constant Constant
Case 4 (C4) SGSim SGSim SGSim

Case 1 In most conceptual stages mines are evaluated accounting only for the principal economic element
estimation while the rest of the parameters are considered as constant. This case estimates by Ordinary
Kriging the Copper grade. OK is selected over the SK to avoid imposing the mean. Clays and the
hardness are considered constant assuming that they were not measured in this scenario. Their values
are shown in Table 3. One output by attribute is expected from this scenario since only deterministic
techniques are used.

Case 2 Similar to the previous case but assuming that Clays and Hardness were measured along with
Copper to increase the reliability on downstream processes. Both are estimated by Simple Kriging
assuming that the sample means correspond to the global mean. Again, only one output by attribute is
expected but now Clays and Hardness are not considered constant but rather deterministic estimations,
having an impact on the ultimate pit definition.

3Again, although non smelting and refining processes are considered, one general process recovery function is used.
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Case 3 Usually, estimations are preferred to simulations since the last ones have a few more internal steps
and take longer times to compute due to the amount of realizations (possible scenarios). The aim of
this case is to illustrate the benefits of incorporating the copper uncertainty resulting of processing one
hundred SGSim realizations of Cooper and still using constant values for Clays and Hardness. The
uncertainty is reflected in the variability associated to the UPL volume (shape).

Case 4 Similar to case 2 but now considering SGSim simulations over the three main attributes. One
hundred realizations of each attribute are considered. The variability in the UPL volume is expected
to decrease, reflecting a more robust UPL definition by accounting for metallurgical properties.

4. Results and discussion

The resulting estimations for Copper, Clays and Hardness used in scenarios C1 and C2 are shown in
Figure 3.

Copper − OK

 0  0.5

Clays − SK

 0  1.5

Hardness − SK

 40  100

Figure 3: Kriging estimations. Cooper grade (left), Clays (center) and Hardness (right).

One randomly selected realization over a hundred for Copper, Clays and Hardness attributes using
SGSim are shown in Figure 4. They are used in scenarios C3 and C4 are mentioned in the previous sections.

Copper − SGSim

 0  0.5

Clays − SGSim

 0  1.5

Hardness − SGSim

 40  100

Figure 4: SGSim simulations. Cooper grade (left), Clays (center) and Hardness (right).

The spatial variability delivered by SGSim in contrast with the smooth local variability visualized on
OK and SK is already reflected in the previous illustrations. Now at each realization the deposit must
be economically evaluated to obtained the UPL. Indeed, with the constrains mentioned in subsection 3.2,
the value of each block is computed accounting for copper grade and percentage of clays but not on the
associated hardness. It is worth mentioning that all scenarios have different UPL.

At C1 and C2, only one UPL is defined. At C3 and C4, each realization provides an UPL volumen. If
the blocks inside this volume are flagged as 1 and outside as 0, adding all the flagged UPL, a probability
map is generated. Since values will range from 0 to 100, there is no need for normalization. Indeed, the
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Figure 5 illustrates the probability of being inside the UPL for C3 and C4, in addition to the contours of
(1) the C1 UPL, (2) the C2 UPL and (3) the optimum UPL based upon the real attributes considering the
entire GT.

UPL − C3

GT

C1

C2

 0  100

UPL − C4

GT

C1

C2

 0  100

Figure 5: Ultimate pit limits by Scenarios. UPL probability maps of Case 3 (left) and Case 4 (right), both with UPL contours
of C1 (blue), C2 (green) and GT (red).

As can be seen in Figure 5, C1 delivers a reasonable UPL when compared to the UPL by GT. That is
the reason why most mine project based only on Kriging estimation are profitable. Consider that as they
operate, information is updated, allowing for local corrections to this long-term outline.
The resulting UPL considering Clays estimations rather than a constant value, gets closer to UPL by GT.
Only a small area that belongs to the optimum UPL is left behind in C2 with respect to C1 (top right
sector). The rest of the volume is a better approximation to the optimum solution.

UPL − C3

P20
P50
P80

 0  100

UPL − C4

P20
P50
P80

 0  100

Figure 6: Ultimate pit limits by Scenarios. UPL probability maps of Case 3 (left) and Case 4 (right), along with the P20-UPL
(red), P50-UPL (blue) and P80-UPL (green).

Let Pk be the contour in which all inside blocks have at least a k % probability of belonging to a simulated
UPL. By plotting the contour of the P20 (optimistic), P50 (moderate) and P80 (pessimistic) UPLs (Figure 6),
it is observed that the P20 volume at C3 is smaller than the one found with P20 at C4. A similar behaviour
is seen at P80. However, the volume at P50 is almost equal on C3 and C4.
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Figure 7: Profit by scenario.

Adding the value of all blocks inside the previously defined contours, without accounting for time dis-
count, the respective total profits are displayed in the boxplot of Figure 7. Several remarks are worth
mentioning:

• A gain of 56 kUSD in profit occurs in C2 with respect to the 111 kUSD of C1. This 50% increment
in revenue is due to the incorporation of the estimated Clays fraction instead of a constant. It is
interesting to notice that despite the sample average of Clays fraction (0.91) in C2 being higher than
the assumed fraction in C1 (0.5), incorporating the local value leads to an increased profit.

• Both C1 and C2 show large gaps with respect to the ideal profit (GT). The GT ideal profit is 343
kUSD while C1 and C2 have a profit of 111 kUSD and 167 kUSD, respectively.

• Applying SGSim (C3) instead of Kriging (C1), where only Copper has been measured, increases
considerably the potential total profit. Indeed, the moderate perspective (P50) gives 37 kUSD more
than the expected profit obtained with the Kriging model. A more optimistic perspective (P80) provides
246 kUSD, which means 47% more profit than C2 that accounts for metallurgical attributes even
though C3 only accounts for the main element, Copper.

• Incorporating metallurgical attributes (C4) in the SGSim decreases the total profit variance as com-
pared to C3, increasing the expected profit for the pessimistic case (P20), from 45 kUSD to 122 kUSD
(171 %), while maintaining the moderate (P50) and optimistic (P80) ones.

• Although the maximum profit values (P100) at C3 and C4 are 278 kUSD and 280 kUSD respectively,
there is still a gap of ∼ 63 kUSD with respect to the ideal profit. This is due to the fact that by
sampling we do not have access to the exhaustive reality, so the model only approximates the ground
truth.

Lastly, to account for the benefits of having predicted the Hardness instead of having used a constant
value, a comparison between the expected temporal revenue after SAG mill processing and the real temporal
revenue should be done. This work leaves that comparison for future work, focusing only in the real temporal
differences obtained at each scenario C1, C2, C3 and C4, due to the different pit configurations. The real
temporal revenue achieved by each scenario is illustrated in Figure 8. Note that all materials are considered,
since in the example, the cutoff is not applied. Nonetheless, this illustrates the differences in feed value and
the impact of using estimation or simulation. The graph at the top illustrates in red the temporal benefits
from the ground truth, C1 in blue and C2 in red. It is noted that in the first 150 days most of the processed
material has lower revenue than the ideal case and several negative values (waste). During the period of
[150, 250] days the cases are close to the GT, but on the final period (> 250) none of them actually follow
the ideal profit. However, including Clay estimation (C2) reduces the period of extraction and brings early
a period of positive revenue compared with C1.
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At the center and bottom of Figure 8 the C3 and C4 scenarios are illustrated. The temporal revenues
of the 100 realizations (grey) are compared with the GT (red), the optimistic (green), moderate (blue)
and pessimistic (yellow) perspectives. It can be inferred that during the first 150 days C3 shows many
more positive revenues compared with C1 (simulation vs estimation). In terms of realizations, there are no
substantial differences between C3 and C4 during the first 250 days, but after > 250 days having simulated
the Clays instead of using a constant value provides a closer approximation to the ideal profit profile. Under
the optimistic perspective (P80), C4 increases considerably the similarity with respect to the ideal profit.
Although the total profit of C3 and C4, given by the P80, are almost the same (Figure 7), their temporal
revenues shapes differentiate after 120 days. This shows again the need for including a temporal discount
rate. The moderate perspective is quite similar on both scenarios while the pessimistic perspective is by far
more profitable and for a longer time when accounting for the Clays simulations.
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Figure 8: Temporal revenue after SAG mill fed with ore and waste. Comparison of C1/C2 with ground truth (red), C1 (blue)
and C2 (green) at the top. For C3 (center) and C4 (bottom), realizations (grey) are contrasted with the ground truth (red)
and the optimistic (green), moderate (blue) and pessimistic (yellow) perspectives.

Although displaying the temporal sequence is helpful to differentiate between waste/ore, a more adequate
representation would be to display only the ore periods along with the respective discounted profits. It is
worth mentioning that none of the Pk perspectives actually corresponds to a specific realization but rather
to a set of UPL sectors under a specific quantile over the UPL distributions.
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5. Conclusions

This simplified case study shows that complementing the kriging approach, even at an early stage, using
simulations to actually account for the uncertainty of geometallurgical attributes into the ultimate pit def-
inition provides advantages that have significant economic impact. Particularly, an increase of up to 34%
over the expected total profit was found only by simulating Copper instead of using its estimation.

Even when only estimations were performed, accounting for Clays estimations instead of a constant value
provides a gain of 50% (C2 respect to C1) over the total profit. When simulations are performed, the gain
of including Clays is not reflected as an increment in revenue but rather in a decrease in the final profit
uncertainty, increasing considerably the expected profit on the pessimistic perspective by ∼ 110%.

Lastly, the temporal revenue illustrates the benefits of understanding each basic unit of the mine value
chain as a transfer function. Particularly, the Lerchs and Grossmann algorithm was used during the UPL
definition, resulting in 100 UPL output definitions, one for every grade/clay/hardness scenario. By doing
so, three new UPL were defined, each one for certain confidence value. In the synthetic case presented, the
higher the confidence (optimistic), the closer its revenue profile gets to the ideal temporal profit.

6. Key future improvements

At least, some of the following ideas should be included to account for a better mining representation.

Optimum extraction sequence Improving the left-to-right and top-to-bottom block sequencing by using
optimum algorithms. In that sense, (1) fix or dynamic cut-off grades must be included to differentiate
between waste and ore, and (2) discounting must be included to accurately reflect the final profits
considering the extraction date.

3D ore deposit A real mine case must be reviewed to prove the benefits of incorporating metallurgical
parameters into the geological modeling stage.

Metallurgical flowsheet The metallurgical stage was over-simplified here. A more detailed and realistic
scheme must be included. It requires (1) to model the crushing and milling phase considering the
distribution of time of residence (DTR) as a function of mineralogical characterization, (2) leaching or
flotation phase in regards to the copper nature with their corresponding DTR, and (3) resulting metal
recovery due to mixing processes by handling the final concentrate.

Deviation between expected and real temporal revenue To account for the benefits of estimating/simulating
the Hardness instead of having used a constant value, a comparison between the expected and real
temporal revenues must be carried out.

Short-term planning feedback Planning the block extraction upon the UPL defines the long-term plan.
Usually, the short-term planning unit contrasts the predicted attributes with drill-holes measurements,
capturing biases and relative uncertainties. Feeding those results as a feedback process into the ge-
ological modeling phase would redefine the UPL and the future recovery expectations. A systemic
short-term plan measurements feedback scheme should be studied to increase the robustness and reli-
ability of the long-term plan.

Explicit integration of geometallurgical attributes uncertainties Although performing Lerchs and
Grossmann on every realization is a implicit way to account for attributes variabilities, neither kriging
local variance nor simulation variance were included during the valorization step. Including the un-
certainty of estimated/simulated attributes during the mine planning or metallurgical modeling would
lead to a considerable reduction in computing time due to a reduction from several realization to just
one.
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Sampling variation Considering sampling from the ground truth as another transfer function, at least
several samplings scenarios should be carried out. It would increase the understanding of how the
sampling spatial distribution impacts on the modelled variogram, final statistics and the propagated
uncertainty.
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Abstract

Deep learning techniques have found an increasing number of applications in the field
of geosciences. Among the most applied ones, Convolutional Neural Networks stand
out by their ability to extract features from grid-like topological inputs, enriching the
information fed to prediction models, improving their accuracies. This tutorial seeks to
explain step by step the building blocks of Convolutional Neural Networks and how their
inner parameters are trained in order to effectively extract features.

1. Introduction

The idea of using Neural Networks in geoscience has at least 20 years (Caers and Journel, 1998; Caers,
2001) but over the past few years new deep neural network architectures (LeCun et al., 2015) have regained
attention, particularly in geological modeling. Generative Adversarial Neural Networks (GAN) are being
used increasingly to mimic/reconstruct the global distributions of categorical variables (Dupont et al., 2018;
Laloy et al., 2018; Chan and Elsheikh, 2019). Variational Autoencoders (VAE) have also been studied (Laloy
et al., 2017) to create consistent geological models from basic Gaussian noise inputs. However, the internal
layers of the VAE used by Laloy et al. (2017) are actually made up by convolutional gates.

Although Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are not internally driven to reproduce global distri-
butions as GANs do, they stand out by their abilities of extract features from grid-like topological inputs.
Their main characteristic of sharing inner parameters across the network leads to architectural properties of
scale, shift and distortion invariance, making CNNs a powerful tool for feature extraction (Zeiler and Fergus,
2014). Those properties mean that, regardless where and how a specific raw feature appears in the input,
a suitable and well-trained CNN is able to capture that feature. As many of the geoscience problems can
actually be represented as 1D, 2D or 3D grid-like problems, CNNs present an interesting field of research
(Huang et al., 2017; Di et al., 2018; Avalos and Ortiz, 2019).

Any neural network is parametrized by its weights (W) and biases (b). In the case of CNNs the weights
correspond to filters or convolutional kernels. These networks are trained by optimizers which intrinsically
use gradient-based techniques to find the global minimum of a loss function. It is during these training
processes that the networks tune their inner parameters Θ = {W,b} to suitably match inputs to desirable
outputs.

Although there is good literature about the CNN inner working (LeCun et al., 1998; Le et al., 2015;
Goodfellow et al., 2016; Sze et al., 2017), this tutorial seeks to present, step by step, and to explain in detail
the building blocks of any Convolutional Neural Networks architecture, how their inner parameters Θ are
trained to effectively extract features and the current optimization techniques used during training enriching
the current literature.

1Cite as: Avalos S, Ortiz JM (2019) Convolutional neural networks architecture: A tutorial, Predictive Geometallurgy and
Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2019, paper 2019-12, 159-168.
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2. Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks are composed by a feature extraction zone and an inference zone (Fig-
ure 1). The first one receives a grid-like topology input and extracts features in a hierarchical manner. The
second zone receives the last hierarchical feature and passes it through a feed forward network, delivering a
final vector of prediction. The building blocks of each one of these zones are presented in this section using
a three dimensional grid input.

Figure 1: CNN architecture presenting the features extraction and inference zones along with their main notations.

2.1. Feature extraction zone
In order to extract features from a three dimensional image, the building blocks of any CNN architecture

are:

• X: Input image. Dimensions (inx, iny, inz, ind), where x, y and z are spatial dimensions while d is
the respective depth.

• Wm: Filter. Dimensions (w(m)
x , w

(m)
y , w

(m)
z , w

(m)
d , w

(m)
c ), where x, y and z are spatial dimensions, d is

the corresponding depth and c the number of channels in the filter.
• bm: Bias vector.
• Hm: Hidden layer. Dimension (h(m)

x , h
(m)
y , h

(m)
z , h

(m)
d ), with x, y and z spatial dimensions and d is the

depth.

Hm results from applying the convolution Wm and adding the bias bm, as:

Hm =
{

X if m = 0
WmHm−1 + bm if 0 < m ≤M

(1)

The network receives a fixed size image X as input and it convolves the first filter W1 over it adding a
bias vector b1, obtaining the first hidden layer H1 (Figure 2). A convolution is understood as the process
of sliding the filter over the input while performing the sum of an element-wise multiplication between the
filter values and the corresponding section of the input.
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Figure 2: Simple architecture of CNN to extract features from a raw image.

Figure 3 shows an example of applying first, three filters of 3× 3× 1× 1, then two filters of 3× 3× 3× 3,
leading to a final vector representation of 1× 1× 2× 1. The process can be done again with a second filter
W2 over the previous hidden layer H1 and a bias b2 added, obtaining a second hidden layer H2. When the
process ends, after M -times, the last hidden layer HM is obtained.

Figure 3: Convolution of several filters over both the input and the first hidden layer.

On every CNN architecture the input size (inx, iny, inz, ind) is fixed and the user must define the three
dimensional size of every filter

(
w

(m)
x , w

(m)
y , w

(m)
z

)
and the respective number of channels w(m)

c . Each channel

creates a feature map in the hidden layer, so there will be as many feature maps h(m)
d as channels in the

filter. w
(m)
d corresponds to the number of previous feature maps. Every feature map must be taken into

account for an adequate feature extraction so w(1)
d = ind and w

(m)
d = h

(m−1)
d .

The size of Hm (Equation 2) is defined by the filter size Wm, the convolutional stride and the spatial
padding.

h(m)
x =

⌊
h

(m−1)
x − w(m)

x + 2p(m)
x

st
(m)
x

⌋
+ 1 h(m)

y =
⌊
h

(m−1)
y − w(m)

y + 2p(m)
y

st
(m)
y

⌋
+ 1

h(m)
z =

⌊
h

(m−1)
z − w(m)

z + 2p(m)
z

st
(m)
z

⌋
+ 1 h

(m)
d =

⌊
h

(m−1)
d − w(m)

d + 2p(m)
d

st
(m)
d

⌋
+ 1

(2)
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The convolutional stride
(
st

(m)
x , st

(m)
y , st

(m)
z , st

(m)
d

)
is the number of nodes skipped by Wm while con-

volving over Hm−1. The Figure 4 shows a stride of 2× 2× 1× 1 over a two dimensional input.

Figure 4: Convolutional stride. Example of applying a stride of 2 × 2 × 1 × 1 using a filter of 3 × 3 × 1 × 1.

Every time that a feature map is created, its resulting dimensions tend to decrease, as can be seen on
Figure 3. In response to this fast dimension reduction, the spatial padding is used (Figure 5). The spatial
padding

(
p

(m)
x , p

(m)
y , p

(m)
z , p

(m)
d

)
represents a contour of zeros around the input to increase its size, so after

performing a filter convolution with stride of 1× 1× 1× 1, the output feature map has the same dimensions
as the input. The spatial padding is symmetrical so 2p(m)

x , 2p(m)
y , 2p(m)

z and 2p(m)
d is the total increment on

each axis. It is done to either maintain the size between hidden layers or to prevent a fast decrease in size.

Figure 5: Spatial padding. (Left) Input without padding. (Right) Input with a spatial padding of 1 × 1 × 1 × 1.

Until now just linear transformations have been applied. In order to capture more complex features
relationships, non-linear transformations are required. These are known as activation functions g(·), and
they are applied element-wise over each feature map at each hidden layer (Equation 3).

Hm =
{

X if m = 0
g(WmHm−1 + bm) if 0 < m ≤M

(3)
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Figure 6: Main activation functions and their respective derivatives.

Some of the main activation functions are Sigmoid, TanH and ReLU (Equation 4).

Sigmoid(x) = 1
1 + e−x

, TanH(x) = ex − e−x

ex + e−x
, ReLU(x) =

{
x if x ≥ 0
0 if x < 0

(4)

Each non-linear transformation has an active zone where the derivative of the function is not zero.
Although this issue is relevant during training, it helps to introduce another important function: Batch
Normalization (BN). Proposed in 2015 by Ioffe and Szegedy as an acceleration training approach, this tech-
nique has been widely used for training deep neural networks. Briefly explained, this function normalizes
WmHm−1 +bm before passing it through the activation function (Equation 5) by subtracting the mean and
dividing by their respective standard deviation over each feature map. Note that the mean and standard de-
viations are learnt during training and then used during simulation. This process has three main properties:
(1) it avoids vanishing gradient problems during training, by adjusting the input values to the active zone;
(2) it accelerates the training process; and (3) it serves as a regularization method. Other regularization
techniques, as dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014), are then no longer necessary.

Hm =
{

X if m = 0
g(BN(WmHm−1 + bm)) if 0 < m ≤M

(5)

Figure 7: Batch Normalization. Example of batch-normalizing three different hidden layers without passing the results through
an activation function.
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The last necessary function to describe is the pooling function, pool(·). It reduces the size of the rep-
resentative hidden layer by taking small regions of each feature map (Equation 6). Several functions exist
including the widely used max pooling, and others such as average pooling, min pooling and L2-norm pool-
ing. They are usually applied to go from a moving window of (2, 2, 2, 1) to a single value of size (1, 1, 1, 1).
The widely used max pooling keeps only the maximum value among the nodes in the small region. This
pooling function significantly reduces the number of learning parameters, improving statistical efficiency and
reducing the memory storage consumption (Goodfellow et al., 2016).

Hm =
{

X if m = 0
pool(g(BN(WmHm−1 + bm))) if 0 < m ≤M

(6)

It is worth mentioning that the batch-normalization and pooling functions are dispensable but not the
activation functions which are indispensable for an adequate feature extraction. The stride convolution and
spatial padding are by default 1× 1× 1× 1 and 0× 0× 0× 0 respectively.

2.2. The inference zone
The previous architecture extracts features from the raw image. To use them, an inference zone must be

located right after the last hidden layer HM (Figure 8). This inference block is composed by a multilayer
feedforward network.

Figure 8: Simple inference zone at the end of a CNN feature extraction zone.

Multilayer feedforward networks are composed by F hidden layers created by:

• WF Cf
: weight matrix. Dimensions

(
n

(f)
F C , n

(f−1)
F C

)
corresponding to the previous fully connected layer

size and the next fully connected desired size.
• bf : bias vector.

• FCf : hidden fully connected layer. Dimensions
(
n

(f)
F C , 1

)
• g(·): activation function, same as before.

They are related as:

FCf =
{
V ec

(
HM

)
if f = 0

g
(
WF Cf

FCf−1 + bf

)
if 0 < f ≤ F

(7)

The input of the first layer FC0 corresponds to a vector-representation of the last hidden layer V ec(HM )
in the feature extraction zone. The activation function acts in the same way as presented before. When
categorical distributions are required, the final layer FCF must have the same dimensions as the number
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of categories. Let K be the number of categories n(F )
F C = K and sk ∈ {s1, ..., sK} the non-normalized

conditional probability of each class in FCF . By passing FCF through a softmax function

p̂(k) = esk∑K
c=1 esc

(8)

the expected conditional probabilities for each class are obtained.
When P continuous points are required to be predicted, a usual technique is to apply another fully

connected layer
FCF +1 = g(WF CF +1FCF + bF +1) (9)

where WF CF +1 has dimensions (P, n(F )
F C) and the activation function g(·) depends on the nature of the

predicted variable, if the expected output is in the range [0, s] s ∈ R+ a ReLU function seems suitable, while
outputs with a normal gaussian distribution would be better treated with a Sigmoid or TanH function.

2.3. Training
The training process is responsible to search and find suitable parameters Θ = {W,b} that provide the

closest function that maps inputs↔ outputs. In that sense, an adequate loss function L(Θ) that measures
the error between the prediction and the observed output must be provided. For categorical variables, the
negative log-likelihood of the cross entropy (CE) between the predicted probability of each class (Equation 8)
and the real probability p

(
k) is used, while when dealing with P points with continuous values an adequate

loss functions is the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between each predicted value ŷk and the real one yk:

CE(Θ) = −
K∑

k=1

(
log p̂(k)

)
· p(k) MSE(Θ) = 1

P

P∑
k=1

(
ŷk − yk

)2 (10)

During training (optimization), the loss functions L(Θ) is minimized with respect to the inner parameters
Θ = {W,b}. The gradient descent method is by far the most applied technique to perform optimization
over deep neural networks. It proposes to update the inner parameters Θ in the opposite direction of the
respective gradient as:

Θ← Θ− α · ∇ΘL(Θ) (11)

where α is known as learning rate. The idea behind this vanilla gradient descent approach is to train
the network with the entire dataset at once in a so-called epoch. This is feasible for small datasets but
usually intractable when millions of data and big networks are considered. The stochastic gradient de-
scent approach solves this problem by performing a parameter updating over each training example as
Θ ← Θ − α · ∇ΘL(Θ; xi, z(xi)). Trading-off the benefits of both approaches, vanilla gradient descent and
stochastic gradient descent, is the commonly used mini-batch gradient descent where m training samples
are fed together to train the network as Θ← Θ− α · ∇ΘL(Θ; xi+m, z(xi+m)).

Despite of using a single training example, a certain batch or the entire dataset, the success of conver-
gence to a local minimum (hopefully the global one) in the L(Θ) space relies on the optimizer algorithm
used to actually perform gradient descent. An extensive review of gradient based optimizers can be found
in Ruder (2016).

Following, a brief description of the most common optimizers is presented. As the optimization is an
iterative process, the subscript t is used to indicate the tth iteration.

Momentum (Qian, 1999) In order to accelerate the convergence, a momentum factor γ (∼ 0.9) is added
to account for the momentum carried by the previous update direction as:

Vt+1 ← γ · Vt + α · ∇Θt
L(Θt)

Θt+1 ← Θt − Vt+1
(12)
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AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011) Known as Adaptive subGradient, it improves the convergence by adapting
the learning rate to each one of the inner parameter Θi:

Θt+1,i ← Θt,i −
α√

Gt,ii + ε
· ∇Θt,iL(Θt,i) (13)

where α ∼ 10−2, ε ∼ 10−8 and Gt,ii corresponds to the diagonal matrix in which each element (i, i)
represents the total sum of the squares of the past gradients with respect to Θi, from t = 1, ...., t− 1.
Duchi et al. (2011) have demonstrated that AdaGrad has ease to learn to predict unusual features in
the dataset, arguing that the learning rate is actually modified with respect to the dataset’s features
geometry. The main drawback comes from the formula itself. As the training progresses, the matrix
Gt,ii increases its diagonal values leading to shrink the learning rate to almost zero stopping the
learning process.

RMSProp (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012) To solve the progressive shrinking of the learning rate of Ada-
Grad, the RMSProp optimizer takes into account only the last learning rate condition without the
need of calculating Gt,ii:

gt = ∇Θt
L(Θt)

E[g2
t ]← γ · E[g2

t−1] + (1− γ) · g2
t

Θt+1 ← Θt −
α√

E[g2
t ] + ε

· gt

(14)

where E[g2
t ] is a running average between the last average E[g2

t−1] and the current gradient weighted
by γ ∼ 0.9. The suggested α value is 10−3.

Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) Combining the ideas of AdaGrad and RMSProp, the Adam optimizer
is an efficient stochastic optimization technique that requires the first and second moments of the
gradient as:

gt = ∇Θt
L(Θt)

mt ← β1 ·mt−1 + (1 + β1) · gt

Vt ← β2 · Vt−1 + (1 + β2) · g2
t

m̂t ←
mt

1− βt
1

, V̂t ←
Vt

1− βt
2

Θt+1 ← Θt −
α√
V̂t + ε

· m̂t

(15)

where β1, β2 and ε are suggested to be 0.9, 0.999 and 10−8 respectively. The βt
1 and βt

2 correspond to
β1 and β2 to the power of t.

Parameters are usually initialized as bm = 1 (all-ones vector), bf = 1, and Wm and WF Cf
following a

2σ-truncated normal distribution with µ = 0 and σ = 0.1 ∀m ∈ {0, ...,M} ∧ ∀f ∈ {0, ..., F}.

3. Summary

Any Convolutional Neural Network has two main zones (1) a feature extraction zone and (2) an inference
zone. In the first zone filters convolves over the input adding a bias vector, passing the results to a set of
non-linear transformation as Batch-Normalization, activation functions and pooling functions. The results
is the first hidden layer and the process is subsequently repeated with new filters and bias vectors to capture
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more complex features in a hierarchical manner. Using the information of the last hidden layer as input, a
multilayer feedforward network is used to create a probability vector for classification purposes or direct value
for continuous variable. The entire CNN architecture is characterized by its inner parameters Θ = {W,b}
that must be initialized first, then trained by any suitable optimizer.
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Machine Learning in Mineral Exploration: A Tutorial1 
S. Ilkay Cevik (17sic1@queensu.ca) 

Julian M. Ortiz (julian.ortiz@queensu.ca) 

Abstract 
This tutorial aims to demonstrate how to conduct some machine learning methods in 
geoscience to enhance mineral exploration studies. The document does not intent to 
present an exhaustive list of all the methods available currently, instead it aims to 
present some useful functions that exist in Python and R to conduct a workflow. The 
outputs of the procedures are presented hereby, and source codes are available in the 
notebooks of all the sections which are available on the GitHub page of the research 
group. They could be downloaded and repeated.  

 

1. Introduction 
This document is accompanied by a series of notebooks and aims to demonstrate how machine learning 
methods can enhance the geoscience studies, specifically mineral exploration activities. The data used in 
this study (raw data and final report) are publicly available (Geoscience BC, 2018). Geoscience BC, an 
independent, non – profit organization that generates earth science, re-analyzed almost 15,000 archived 
stream sediment samples with newer analysis methods from 20 1:250,000 NTS map sheet in northwest 
British Columbia. A private consultant company (CSA Global) was commissioned by Geoscience BC to 
compile and analyze the new dataset with classical and advanced statistical methods. 

Stream sediment samples were used in this study therefore a sample does not represent a point, instead 
it represents all the geology inside of its watershed boundaries. For this reason, instead of working with 
the geological units, we work with geological terrains which are collections of geological units and covers 
wider areas. The description of the database is presented as a part of the exploratory data analysis 
tutorial. After exploratory data analysis, we present an application of supervised and unsupervised 
statistical methods to gain insight about the geology of the area. In the final part of the document, a 
discussion of the results is presented. 

2. Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) 
Exploratory data analysis is the essential part of any statistical study. The EDA provides researchers with 
a chance to understand the structure of the data, detect and address the possible errors and decide what 
method is suitable to solve the problem that is being investigated.  

In EDA, presenting summary statistics and plotting the data to see them are helpful.  Therefore, we start 
by presenting summary statistics and plots. The following table is a summary table with some of the 
variables in the original data set. For brevity, only some part of it is presented here. Column names are 

                                                           
1 Cite as: Cevik SI, Ortiz JM (2019) Machine Learning in Mineral Exploration: a Tutorial, Predictive Geometallurgy and 
Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2019, paper 2019-14, 10 p. 
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left as they are recorded in the database so that benefits of EDA can be seen clearly. Some field names 
are not self-explanatory, and EDA helps to understand their purpose.  

Table 1 Summary statistics of the database. Note that this table does not contain all the features of the database. However, 
whole dataset can be found in the tutorial notebook. 

  Count Unique Top Freq Mean Std Min 0.25 0.5 0.75 Max 

MASTERID 15656 15656                 

E_N83Z9_Val 15656       534499 134684 224897 437753 534591 636806 829089 

N_N83Z9_Val 15656       6238924 167275 5874504 6111247 6224812 6387255 6548596 

ORDR 15656 5 Primary 6583               

PHYS 15656 7 
Youthful 
Mts 7352               

DRNP 15656 9 Dendritic 12459               

WTRC 15547 5 Colorless 11834               

SEDC 15628 14 Red 5809               

COMP 15644 38 2\2\0 3459               

DomGeo 15656 24 s_undivided 2705               

DomTerrain 15656 7 Stikinia 8126               

Au_ppb 15485       11.53 64.62 0.50 1.00 4.00 8.00 5400.00 

LOI_pct 10869       7.60 6.39 0.05 3.60 6.00 9.70 77.50 

Ag_ppm 14874       0.17 0.70 0.00 0.07 0.11 0.19 73.34 

Pb_ppm 14874       9.68 16.38 0.29 4.87 7.07 10.10 1056.63 

Zn_ppm 14874       95.59 76.59 6.00 60.50 84.10 110.10 1941.00 

 

There are 15,656 samples in the database but only 14,874 of them have assay results of the elements. 
Those 782 samples without assay results are removed.  

There are categorical variables as well as numerical. The following figures present the histograms of some 
of the elements and number of the samples that belong to each class in different categorical fields. It 
helps understanding the meaning of those fields. It is only clear after looking at Figure 1 that “DRNP” 
refers to drainage pattern, “PHYS” refers to physiography, “WTRC” represents the color of the water and 
“SEDC” represents the color of the sediment. It also shows that although there are 7 different geological 
terrains, only 4 of them comprise the total samples.  
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Figure 1 Distribution of the samples based on categories in different features.  
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Figure 2 Distribution of the Au, Ag, Cu and Zn values 

It is also worth checking the spatial distribution of the samples.  Figure 3 shows the location of the samples 
with dominant terrain and assay results of copper. 

 

Figure 3 Location map of the samples with assay results of the copper (left) and dominant terrain colors (right) 

From the figures, it seems that some of the units have consistently higher or lower copper values. In order 
to check the distribution of some elements in more detail, the following box and whisker plots are 
presented. 
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Figure 4 Box and whisker plots of some elements based on dominant terrain 

EDA is an iterative process and it may be necessary to revisit some of the stages again after some more 
analysis. To summarize: 

 Structure of the data and meaning of the features are understood 
 Missing values are detected and removed from the database 
 Spatial distribution of the sample points is presented 

In the next section, a supervised classification method will be conducted. 

3. Supervised Classification – Random Forest 
In this section we will present the workflow to conduct a classification study by using geochemistry of the 
samples to predict their membership to a terrain. To present uncertainty in the prediction, 10 simulations 
are done for the prediction. A more robust study may include 100 simulations. This section starts with 
tuning the parameters of the algorithms. 
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Figure 5 Prediction accuracy of the DT algorithm as a function of 

depth of tree. 

Hyperparameter Tuning: In this section, 
hyperparameters of the decision tree (DT) 
and random forest (RF) are tuned. For DT, 
different depths for tree and for RF, different 
number of trees in the forest and number of 
variables to search for best split are tried, and 
results are presented below. 50% of the data 
set is kept for validation, however, internal 
error rate of Random Forest which is an 
internal unbiased error rate that random 
forest can calculate (out of bag (OOB) error 
rate), is also presented to compare.  
 
By analyzing the sensitivity of DT, total depth 
of tree is chosen as 10 (Fig. 5) and 10 
simulations of prediction are made. The 
distribution of the prediction accuracy is kept 
for future comparison with random forest 
results. In RF, there are 2 parameters which 
may have an impact on the prediction results. 
These are (1) the amount of the trees to grow 
in a forest and (2) the number of maximum 
features that is supposed to be selected 
randomly at each node to find the best split 
criterion among them. The following figures 
(Fig. 7) shows the prediction accuracy change 
of RF as a function of these two parameters. 

 
Figure 6 Confusion matrix of the DT prediction 

The RF accuracy rate reaches a plateau with a total of 50 trees in the forest (Fig. 7). A total of 100 trees 
and the square root of the total variables to randomly choose in each split node are chosen for further 
analysis to get robust statistics about out of bag error rates.  

  
Figure 7 Prediction accuracy of RF as a function of number of trees in the forest (on the left) and number of variables to use in 
each split (on the right).  
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The average error rate of the validation set is 84.3% while the internal out of bag error rate, which is 
calculated internally and does not require a validation set, of RF is 84%. The confusion matrix of the last 
realization is presented below. Another useful feature of the RF is the fact that it calculates the feature 
importance internally. The result of the feature importance calculation after 10 simulations is presented 
as box plots to capture variability in the importance. 

 

Figure 8 Confusion matrix of the RF classification 

 

Figure 9 Feature importance of the RF classification after 10 realization. 

To see the effect of using categorical variables, an R notebook is provided to do the same task in R since 
its random forest function is readily accepting categorical variables as inputs (Python can do this by 
creating new indicator variables for each class in a categorical feature). The OOB error rate of random 
forest reduced from 13.7% to 11.4% when, order of the stream (ORDR), physiography (PHYS), drainage 
pattern of the area (DRNP), color of the water (WTRC) and color or the sediments (SEDC) columns were 
added.  

In a classification model, achieving accurate results does have many obvious predictive applications like 
producing geological maps, predictive models for mineralization, contamination However, having 
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confusions also might indicate some useful information. In the maps below, we present an example for 
such a situation.  

 

Figure 10 Location of the misclassified samples (Right hand side map – red samples) 

Lithological information comes from interpretation of geologist and usually there is an uncertainty around 
the interpretation of the geologist, that is, one lithology can be interpreted in many ways by different 
geologists. Moreover, although training labels are used in deterministic ways, confusion in the algorithm 
may indicate that there might be an uncertainty of the phenomenon being investigated.  

As it can be observed, misclassified samples are not distributed randomly, instead they are located close 
to the transition zones of different terrains (especially on the East side of the map). This supports the idea 
that misclassification may indicate places with an uncertainty in geology. 

4. Unsupervised Clustering – Random Forest 
Random Forest can be also used as a clustering tool with the help of its proximity matrix (Breiman 2001). 
This proximity matrix can be converted to a distance matrix which allows conducting clustering. This is an 
important feature since this kind of distance metric between samples is a result of assimilation of 
categorical and numerical data. The mechanism of the random forest clustering is introduced by Breiman 
2001 and scrutinized by Shi and Horvath (2006). In this document, for the clustering section we use the R 
function produced by Shi and Horvath (2006).  
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Figure 11  
Clustering and classification workflow 

One problem related to the random forest clustering is the fact that 
when the amount of the samples increases, the distance matrix 
generation process demands a lot of memory, as it creates an N x N 
matrix. In this tutorial, we present a method to overcome this 
problem by combining clustering with supervised learning. It simply 
consists of creating a smaller subset and conducting a clustering 
task in the small database. Once cluster labels are achieved, it 
becomes a classification problem. Therefore, cluster membership 
can be used as labels and a supervised classification can be 
conducted to assign all the samples to the clusters.   Figure 11 
summarizes this workflow. Related steps are presented as 
notebooks and can be repeated. The figures below show that RF 
clustering was successful to capture geologically sound clusters. The 
spatial distribution of the clusters coincides with either dominant 
geology and the dominant terrain maps although we conduct the 
test with very few samples (1000) and therefore, extrapolation by 
using RF supervised classifier was not highly accurate (80% accuracy 
rate).  
 

More meaningful clusters can be achieved by increasing the number of samples and also increasing the 
number of trees and forests in the function. Additionally, dimension reduction methods can be used to 
reduce the amount of variables which will be used to generate the proximity matrix. Besides clustering 
directly the distance matrix, it is also promising to apply multidimensional scaling to the distance matrix 
to obtain coordinates of the samples. These coordinates, then, can be treated as additional variables to 
the original ones.  

5. Conclusion 
This tutorial presents that machine learning algorithms can be used to utilize a variety of data types in 
geoscience. The workflow presented is a way of assimilating categorical and numerical data which is an 
important feature for mineral exploration since geological field studies requires to be descriptive for the 
geologists. Both supervised and unsupervised methods presented here can be used for regional 
geochemical studies to delineate the main geological units or assess the uncertainty in a historic geological 
map to decide the focus of field studies. Their application can be extended to detect anomalies with the 
help of the same workflow. 
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Figure 12 Location map of the RF clusters (Top left), dominant terrain (top right) and dominant geology (lower left) 
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